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l a HOT CORROSION OF METALS AND ALLOYS 
l . l . l Introduction 
The excellent high temperature oxidation resistance 
of heat resis tant Fe- or Co- base alloys i s seriously affected 
whan adhered Cr203 or AlpO^ protective scales are attacked by 
an electrolytic deposit. The material degradation process in 
which metallic alloys and ceramics bec(»ne degraded a t elevated 
ten^eratures (500 C and above) under the combined action of a 
gas and a deposit i s termed as hot corrosion. According to 
current usage in the l i t e r a tu re , the phenomenon of hot corro-
sion i s the accelerated oxidation in a high temperature 
gaseous enviroianent of a material whose surface i s coated by 
a thin fused sa l t film. I t i s very often encountered in the 
combustion environments. An especially important characteris-
t i c of the hot corrosion attack i s that . the combined effects 
of the deposit and the gas result in much more corrosion than 
would have been induced by the gas alone. Broadly speaking 
a t elevated temperatures, most of the t ransi t ion metals and 
some of the non transit ion metals fulf i l Pilling-Bedworth 
cr i ter ion of protectivlty of scales under ordinary oxidizing 
atmospheres and follow a parabolic rate kinet ics . However, 
i f the metal/alloy i s in contact with a fused or molten 
electrolytic deposit (sueH as ionic sa l t , ash or oxide) with 
or without the presence of an oxidizing environment, accelerated 
oxidation i s often observed and the kinetic i s no more 
parabolic. This type of accelerated oxidation or corrosion 
i s called hot corrosion. 
Historically, hot corrosion was i n i t i a l l y encountered 
in industr ial gas turbines in the l a t e 40*s. Hot corrosion 
of boi ler tubes made of low carbon steel was reported as 
early as 1945 leading to the i r fai lure. However, turbine 
manufacturer's acKi users became aware of hot corrosion in 
the l a t e 1960*s, when serious corrosive attack occurred for 
helicopters and rescue planes in service over and near sea 
Timter during Vietnam conflict . The serious nature of hot 
corrosion received considerable attention during the l a s t 
three decades when reporta of attack on alloys us«d for land 
based gas tiarbines, and for aircraf t and ship tiArbine engines 
were scientif ical ly investigated . 
A survey carried out by Rapp, Devan, Douglass, Nordine, 
P e t t i t and Whittle'', i l l u s t r a t e s that most of the high tempe-
rature energy systems e:^erience hot corrosion problem. The 
hot corrosion of blades and f i r s t stage guide vanes of gas 
turbines exposed to marine and industrial atmospheres has 
received considerable attention in the recent past. I t i s 
frequently encountered in marine or land- based gas turbines, 
thermal power generating units , incinerators, petroleum-
refineries, coal gasifiers and l iqu i f ie r s , chemical plants , 
nuclear power reactors, carbonate and sulfide batteries, 
etc. Extensive corrosion of metals occurs in gas turbines 
that operate in marine or other salt contaminated environ-
aents . In the operation of gas turbines near and over the 
ocean, a fused NapSOjL-NaCl film from an ingested sea-salt 
aerosol may coat the hardware and lead to the accelerated 
oxidation of turbine alloys. As the researches on hot 
corrosion progressed, it was soon realized that it is not 
limited to aircraft gas turbine engines but is also 
encountered by land based turbines using sea water and/or 
low grade fossil fuels (oil/coal). In fact, the hot corro-
sion attack found in aircraft gas turbine engines is of far 
less intensity due to the use of relatively clean oil and 
comparatively short service life period. 
Hot corrosion is associated with the formation of a 
corrosive and molten electrolytic deposit on the surface of 
the hot component. These deposits include a wide variety 
of fused salts, which include alkali and alkaline earth 
sulfates, chlorides, carbonates and vandates or the salts 
which lower the liquidus temperature. Amongst them NagSO^ 
has received greatest attention due to its involvement in 
majority of the engineering system which may be subject to 
this type of attack. NagSO^ may in some cases, be formed 
from a reaction between NaCl from ingested sea water aerosols 
in the a i r and SOg or SO, present eitliar in the coinbiistion 
gases or in the combustion product of the fuel. The reaction 
can be represented as follows-^, 
SO, 1/2 Oo 
2NaCl + { ^ } + { "^  } •* Na^SO^ • Cl^ (1,1) 
SO2 O2 2 ^ 2 
Equilibrium calculations*' show that above reaction should go 
almost ctxnpletely to the r ight. Like wise, water vapour 
could supply the 03ygen with the formation of HCl vapour. 
On the other hand, sea water contains already a significant 
ajaount of NapSO^ such that the simple vaporization of the 
aerosol could also provide the necessary NagSO .^ Such a 
source i s also consistent with the calculations which indi-
cate that the residence time and reaction rate constants are 
inadeqiiate for the realization of reaction (1.1) in the gas 
turbines , Generally, NaCl i s not found in the deposit. But 
7-10 
recent papers have reported the existence of small 
amounts of NaCl in the deposits which caused severe attack. 
Other constituents of the deposits include calcium and magne-
sium sulfates (a one to one mixture of Na^ SO^ and MgSO^  with 
four moles of hydraded water has the melting point of 621 C, 
compared to 884 C for anhydrous NagSO^^ ), oxtdes and sulfates 
of Ni, Co and Fe and vandates. When cartoon i s found in the 
deposits on blades from service, i t enhances greatly the hot 
corrosion attack, as does the presence of a reducing gas such 
as CH^  . 
Even though hot corrosion i s an important fona of 
materials degradation that has been studied rather extensi-
vely, there i s no agreement on which of those i t s charac-
t e r i s t i c s are the most important. This extends even to a 
definition for hot corrosion. The definition of "deposit 
modified gaseous induced corrosion" i s incomplete since most 
investigators believe the deposit must be l iquid, and some 
would also res t r i c t the deposit to specific phases (for 
example, sulfates and carbonates). 
1»1#2 Factors Influencing Hot Corrosion 
There are numerous factors which govern the hot 
corrosion behaviour of metals and alloys and, that i s why, 
i t seems improbable to develop any unified theory of hot 
corrosion in the foreseeable future which can predict beha-
viour of even a part icular alloy system. The various 
factors which have been studied are described as follows ; 
1,1.2.1 Purity and composition of alloys 
I t has been found by laboratory eaqperiments and 
practical e^eriences that generally chromiim i s the most 
important factor which contribute protection against 
12 
corrosion. Noxman and Harston used the sa l t shower t e s t 
to evaluate a number of commercial high chrome-Ni-base alloys 
using 75 '/ NagSO^ ,^ 25 / NaCl at 700-900 C for 500 hours. The 
6 
result confirmed the beneficial effect of Cr. There is 
considerable disagreeiaait about the effect of other elements. 
Oxidation resistance of most of the high temperature alloys 
depend on the formation of either a CrgO, scale or an AlpO^ 
scale. Generally for a Ni- base alloy to form a chromia 
scale it must contain 15 '/• Cr or liore, and less than 5 '/• Al; 
an alloy with over 5 wt /• Al and more than 5 wt /• of Cr will 
form an alumina scale. It might be anticipated that alloys 
fonning these two oxides would behave differently, the effect 
of Al at concentrations less than 5 wt '/. might be quite 
different from its effect in greater amounts. 
Kaufman^ on the basis of his small burner rig concluded 
that for Ni- 15 Cr alloys, Al increased the corrosion resis-
tance greatly, Ti and Co increased it slightly, Ta had no 
14 
effect and W decreased it slightly. Bergman et al also 
using a small burner rig reported similar results for Ni-
base alloysi Cr is beneficial, Co and Ta increase the corro-
sion resistance a little, Ti is not harmful and may even be 
beneficial. Mo is increasingly detrimental as the t^aperature 
increases, W has no effect at 955 C but is detrimental at 
1038 C, Re and Y have no effect. 
The effect of Mo on the corrosicai rates of Ni- base" 
superalloys has been studied by a large number of workers. 
Most of the authors concluded that Mo is detrimental to 
-I e 1 iT 
corrosion res i s t ance , Goebel e t a l and Peters e t a l 
used s a l t coating t e s t s to study the effect of Mo addi t ion 
on the hot corrosion behaviour of B-1900 and Ni-15 Cr a l loys , 
respect ively . Goebel e t a l a t t r ibu ted ca tas t rophic corrosion 
of NapSO^^-coated B-1900 al loy due to the presence of Mo. 
Ni-15Cr al loys containing more than 4 /• Mo show extensive 
in t e rna l su l f ida t ion and fragmentation of the metal surface. 
17 18 
However, Morrow e t a l and Bomstein e t a l independently 
showed t h a t Mo was not necessar i ly noxious under ce r t a in 
19 
condi t ions . According t o St r inger ^, there i s a c r i t i c a l 
amount of Mo above which i t can induce severe corrosion in 
aggressive circumstances, the c r i t i c a l amount probably 
increases with increasing Cr content , a t l e a s t for chromia 
forming a l loys , the value i s probably 4-5 '/• for 15 */• Cr-
a l loys r i s ing to perhaps 10 '/• Mo for 25 '/• Cr-a l loys , although 
t h i s has yet t o be es tabl ished. 
Co- base al loys are generally regarded as having 
b e t t e r corrosion res i s tance than those based on Ni, but t h i s 
may be due t o higher Cr content of most Co- base a l l oys . 
20 
Richard and Stringer examined the effect of refrac-
tory metal additions on the corrosion of Co- 25 Cr alloys at 
900 C. Using a crucible test and Dean rig, they concluded 
21 that Ta was innocuous or beneficial. Nagarajan and Stringer , 
using Dean rig found that Mo was harmful for Co- 25 Cr alloys. 
8 
In the tes t they observed clear evidence of a breakaway 
reac t ia i . 
Small addition of rare earths seems to be beneficial 
in increasing the corrosion resistance of Fe-, Ni- and Co-
22 
base alloys* Vishwanathan"" reported a significant improve-
ment in the corrosion resistance of U-700 by the addition 
of 0,l-0#3 */• La and Y, Seybolt * produced a considerable 
improvement in the corrosion resistance of U-500 by the 
addition of 0.5 '/• Ce. The oxidation behaviour of Fe-20Cr-
kAX alloys containing 0.01, 0.04 and 0.57 */ Ce was studied in 
24 
a i r at temperatures between 1273 and 1523 K . Higher Ce 
additions resulted in good adherence of surface oxide due to 
the prevention of void fonaation at the oxide/alloy interface, 
and pegging Effect of intergranular oxide preferentially 
2*5 
formed at the grain boundaries. Mitani et al -'^ , incorporated 
^ 2 ^ 3 ' ^2%» ^2°3» •^ ^^2* ^^2^3 ^^'^ ^^^2 "^"^^ Fe-20Cr alloy 
to evaluate the effect of the dispersed oxides on the 
oxidation resistance, SiOp dispersion was found to reduce 
the oxidation resistance, AlgO^ had a noninal effect, TiOg 
and CrpO, showed no beneficial effect but haJO^ and YgO, 
addition have excellerit effect on oxidation resistance. 
26 Allam. Whittle and Stringer studied the effect of small 
addition of active elements Y (upto 1 wt. '/) and Hf (iig?to 
1,5 wt. */•) on oxidation behaviour of Co-Cr-Al alloys in the 
temperature range 1000-1200 K for times upto 1000 hrs in 
air. The additions of both Y and Hf reduced the overall 
oxidation rates, Hf had a better effect than Y. 
A fairly large number of references are available 
regarding the influence of alloying elements on the hot 
corrosion behaviour of Fe-, Ni- and Co- based alloys'^ ' -'''. 
It seems that the additions of Cr, Al, Si, Ti, Nb and Ta 
are beneficial whereas V, Mo and W have adverse effect and 
Ni has no effect, until and unless it is present in very 
high concentrations. 
1,1.2.2 Composition of gases 
Composition of gases in the corroding atmosphere can 
prove very significant effect on the initiation and propaga-
tion rates of hot corrosion attack. It has been found^ 
that when Co-Cr-Al-Y alloy was oxidized at 700 C in SO, 
atmosphere, a liquid melt of NapSO^-CoSO^ was fonaed which 
induced accelerated corrosion. The effects of fuel oil 
combustion products environments like chlorides, carbon, 
carbon products, Np and Hg on corrosion resistance of stain-
35 
less steels and super-alloys have been reported-'-'. Coal char 
in presence of Ar gas was more aggressive for many stainless 
steels and superalloys in coal gasif ier atmospheres than 
coal char alone . By a study of S-, 0- and C-containing 
10 
atmospheres in modern gasifier plants, i t has been 
concluded that 80 '/• of thefeiliires of structural materials 
•57 58 39 
are due to corrosion by atmospheres'^'. Several studies'^ ' 
have been reported, on the high temperature corrosion beha-
viour of Ni and Ni- base alloys in SOp and SOp* Og atmospheres 
and i t has been found that a reaction products l ike NiO, 
nickel sulfides (e»g, Ni^ Sg and Ni-S-liquid solution)or NiSO^ 
are formed along with d i su l f i de s as well as CrpO,, i f the 
alloy contained Cr as an alloying element. Various inves t i -
gations on the effect of composition of gases on hot corrosion 
and oxidation can be found in cited references* 
1.1,2,3 Salt composition 
Literature i s abound with reported studies on the 
effect of various types of sal ts and their cexpositions on 
the hot corrosion behaviour of Fe-, Ni-, and Co- based alloys. 
Many of the ear l ier investigators reported that pure 
NapSO^ i s not very corrosive provided i t i s not contaminated 
with certain impurities. There i s a substantial amount of 
40 
data available which showed that extremely small concen-
trat ions of NaCl (3-5 ppa) in the deposit of Na^SO^ on the 
surface of the alloys or in the atmosphere caused the oxide 
scales to spall more profusely and consequently, enhancing 
the ra te of oxidation. 
18 Bomstain et al have studied the effect of other 
a 
additives to tiie sa l t on the corrosion of a number of 
alloys. The addition of 5"5 wt. */ V2O5 resulted in an 
oxidation rate equal to that of Ni-1 '^ V alloy a t 900 C 
which was vir tual ly the same as the uncoated alloy. The 
accelerating effect of the sulfate coating was also greatly 
reduced by the addition of 5#5 wt. /• MoO,. Bornstein and 
In DeCrescente showed t l a t B-1900 also suffered accelerated 
oxidation wl^n coated with NaNOj, although of course, the 
alloy did not contain sulfate. Hendry and Lees studied t is 
corrosion behaviour and presented the results for three 
conmercial austenitic stainless s tee ls using a melt of compo-
si t ion 74 wt. •/ NagSO^ • 20 wt. '/ KgSO/^  + 6 wt. */. FegCSO^)^. 
Results showed that additions of 5-30 wt. '/ of FegCSO^), to 
NapSO^ -KpSO^ ;^  mixture under a simulated flue gas (Ng +15 vol. 
•/. COp + 1 Vol. */• Oj ••• 0.3 Vol, '/• SOp) reduces the melting 
point from 820 to 550 C. Alkali iron t r i su l fa tes were formed 
which resolidified on heating above 73SO C by decomposition of 
Fe^CSO^), a t low thermodynamic act ivi ty . 
LA Numata et al have studied t i ^ mechanistic aspect of 
corrosion of Ni- and Ni- base alloys in molten sulfate using 
polarization technique. The oxidant during the hot corrosion 
attack was found to be SO, generated by reaction of sulfate 
ion with impurity. Morimoto and Obayashi studied high 
temperature (750 to 1100 C) corrosion of pure Ni and Ni-20 
n 
Cr in the presence of CaSO^ ^ and graphite. The sulfidation-
accelerated oxidation caused by CaSO -^C mixture i s considered 
to be different from SO^  gas-coorosion and i s closely related 
with the conversion of CaSOj^ ^ to CaS by C and the oxidation of 
the CaS to CaSO .^ 
1,1.2.4 Temperature 
The temperature dependence of hot corrosion i s 
irregular. In general, the time to in i t i a t e hot corrosion 
attack decreases with increase in temperature. There are 
many reported works -^  ^ on the effect of teoaperature on hot 
corrosion of iron- and nickel- base alloys. 
I t was reported by Page and Taylor^*^ that 870 C was 
close to the peak sulfidation temperature for most metals. 
However, several deviations have been observed from this 
generalization. When chloride is present in the vapour 
phase only, the extent of corrosion i s found to increase with 
increasing temperature. Same type of trend has also been 
observed by fluxing mechanism. However, the maximum rate of 
attack has often been found a t intermediate temperatures. 
This i s because the amount of Clg which accelerates the 
corrosion by disrupting oxide scale decreases with increasing 
temperature and the optimum occurs a t scsne intenaediate 
temperature. Results showed that an appropriate temperature 
13 
region for hot corrosion seems to extend from solidue (or 
eutectic) temperature of a melt to the boiling temperature. 
Although the reaction rate depends on the composition of the 
alloys, salts, and gases, it is generally believed that 
below 600 C there is a negligible rate of attack^ . Attack 
seems virtually absent above 950 C. 
1.1.3 Low Temperature Hot Corrosion (LTHC) 
The subject of hot corrosion is presently an area of 
active research inquiry, and certainly a detailed mechanistic 
understanding of the attack of any alloy under any condition 
is not possible. Howevir, based on the available literature, 
particularly considekring the best studies,some opinionated 
generalizations can be offered. The problem of hot corrosicn 
observed above 884 C, the melting point of pure Na^SO^, is 
termed as high temperature hot corrosion. Here, the condensed 
salt film is clearly liquid and the reaction product frequently 
exhibit oxide precipitates dispersed in the salt film. However, 
low temperature hot corrosion occurs well below the melting 
point of pure Na^SO^ where the corroded micrestructure 
exhibits pitting, with little depletion of Cr or Al, and only 
incidental alloy sulfidation. 
The problem of low temperature hot corrosion has 
clearly been e3q)lained by theory and e:5>eriments of Luthra 
u 
and shores'' and subsequent wortc by Luthra ^"^^. The hot 
corrosion of Co-3CX:r and Nl-30Cr by NagSO^^  s a l t films i n 
SO2/O2/SO, environments between 600 and 900 C was studied by 
51 Luthra and Shores"^ , They found the maximum corrosion r a t e s 
a t 690 to 700 C for the Co-30Cr a l loy with about 90 /• CoSO^ 
i n a binary CoSO^/NagSO^ l iqu id film. The maximum k ine t i c s 
for the Ni-30Cr system occurred a t 700 t o 750 C, with the 
formation of a NiSO^/Na^SO^ l iqu id phase of about 45 '/- NiSO^. 
Calculation evaluating non-ideal solut ions of the molecular 
species for the two binary systems predict€ld the l eve l s of 
PgQ (of the order of 10 '^) c r i t i c a l for s t a b i l i z i n g the 
l i q u i d phases. These calculated c r i t i c a l PgQ values agreed 
with those found experimental^ to support rapid a t t ack . Thus, 
ac id ic fluxing of NiO and CoO occurred a t these low temperatures 
56 because a l i qu id phase was fonaed, Misra e t a l "^  , analysed 
the same binary systems using a regular solut ion model with 
Temkin random mixing of ionic species . Since CoO i s more 
basic than NiO, a l i qu id CoSO^/NagSO^ i s s t ab i l i zed a t a 
lower temperature for a given ?„« . 
52-53 57 In some recent papers'^ ^^^^i ^ i u th r a elaborated on 
the low temperature hot corrosion of CoCr, CoAl, and CoCrAl 
a l loys . After the low temperature CoS0^/Na2S0^ l i qu id phase 
was formed, the acidic d issolu t ion of CoO a t the o x i d t / s a l t 
i n t e r l a c e supported the p rec ip i t a t i on of e i t h e r Co,Oj|^  or 
so l id CoSO^ near the s a l t / ga s in t e r face . The negative 
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so lub i l i t y gradient was maintained by the bas i c i t y gradient 
in the s a l t film. The p rec ip i t a t ion of ternary oxides 
CoCrgO^ or CoAlgO^ i s a lso poss ib le . The de ta i l ed mechanism 
depended on the PgQ pressure maintained a t the s a l t / g a s 
in te r face . For suf f ic ien t acidic cobalt so lu te ions in the 
s a l t film, counter t ranspor t of C<r* and Co^* ions car r ied 
the reduction react ion to the s a l t / ga s in te r face . This 
important contr ibut ion by Luthra was emphasized i n a study 
of low temperature hot corrosion of CoCrAi alloys"^'^. The 
res i s tance of e i the r binary CoCr or CoAl a l loys increased 
with increasing Cr or Al content, respect ively . However, the 
addit ion of e i t he r Cr to a CoAl a l loy or Al t o a CoCr a l loy 
was de le te r ious because they disrupt the formation of 
C0AI2O4/AI2O3 or CoCrgO/^/CrgO, pro tec t ive f i lms, which are 
needed to prevent the exposure and sul fa t ion of coba l t . 
54 Luthra and Wood-' have a lso shown tha t cons is tent with t h i s 
model, the v i r t u a l binary CoCr coatings with */• Cr > 37.5 
(plus small ac t ive element addit ion) provide exce l len t low 
temperature hot corrosion res i s tance . 
Jones and GadMiski^ studied react ions of SOpCSO,) 
with NiO-NapSO^ i n Ni-Na mixed su l fa te fonoation and low 
temperature hot corrosion of Ni- and Co- based a l l oys . 
Rapid corrosion occurs when molten (but not so l id) NiSO^-
NapSO^ mixed sul fa tes are formed on the surface of Ni-200, 
Rene 80 and CoCrAlY blade coat ings . Approximately 500 ppm 
•16 
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(5 X 10 atm,) SO, i s suf f ic ient to prodixse molten 
NiSO^-NapSO^ a t 750 C as predicted by Luthra and Shores. 
Besides CoSOr-NapSO^, there are other su l fa tes such as 
MnSO^ which may produce LTHC on turbine blades . Signif icant 
amounts of a water soluble, Mn species have been detected i n 
the su l fa te s a l t remaining on the surface, of a prototjrpe 
Navy blade a l loy , which contain small (< 1 / ) percentages of 
Mn, a f t e r low temperature burner r ig t e s t i n g . The Mn species 
are presumed to be mixed su l fa te from MnSOji^ - NagSO^ system-'^ 
(eu tec t i c m.p. 645 C). 
Jones studied fonaation and low temperature hot 
corrosion effects of Mn, Na mixed su l fa tes ( eu tec t i c m.p. 
645 C) a t 725 C. Rapid LTiC resul ted when molten Mn, Na 
su l fa tes were formed on Ni-200, Rene 80 or CoCrAlY blade 
coating a l loy . Evidence was obtained for Co, Mn, Na and Ni, 
Mn, Na ternary su l fa te formation, along with indicaticai 
t h a t Mn oxide contaminants might induce or increase LTHC 
in Ni or Ni-base a l loys , but nut necessar i ly effect LTIC 
of Co-containing a l loys . 
61 Foggo, Nordman and Jones studied inh ib i t i on of 
LTHC by Zn, Na mixed su l fa tes and invest igated r e l a t i on 
between sul fa t ion and corrosion reac t ions . Zn ef fec ts i n 
LTHC were invest igated by examining the su l fa t ion of 
17 
Co,0^ and NiO by SO, in 50 mole percent ZnS0^-Na2S0^ melts a t 
700 C» Sulfation was subs tan t ia l ly reduced as compare to 
su l fa t ion in pure NapSO^, especia l ly for Co,0^* Corrosion 
t e s t s with ZnSO -^NagSO^^ deposited on BC-21 composition CoCrAlY, 
showed LTHC to be inh ib i ted under SO, concentrations tipto 
500 ppm. The reduced sul fa t ion appears t o be caused by 
decreased so lub i l i t y of CoSO/^  and NiSO^^  in ZnSO^-NapSO^ as 
a r e su l t of solute interacticais with ZnSO^, and/or formation 
of a b a r r i e r film (perhaps displaced ZnO or p rec ip i t a t ed 
CoSO^ or NiSO^) on the metal oxide surface which i n h i b i t s 
fur ther su l fa t ion . 
1.1.4 Theories Relating to Hot Corrosion 
In attempting to develop an unified theory for hot 
corrosion of metals and al loys one of the f i r s t problems 
encountered i s caused by the fact t ha t the degradation 
mechanism can change with time. An i n i t i a l question involves, 
therefore , the time a t which the hot corrosion process should 
62 be analysed, Giggins and P e t t i t examined tha hot corrosion 
data obtained as a function of time aod showed two d i s t i n c t 
s tages of a t tack , i n p a r t i c u l a r , an i n i t i a l stage during 
which the a t tack i s not too severe and a l a t e r stage for 
which the at tack has subs tan t i a l ly increased. Thus most hot 
corrosion processes can be divided i n to two s tages , namely, 
i n i t i a t i o n and propagation ^ ' . 
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1.1.4.1 In i t l a t i ca i stage 
During i n i t i a t i o n s tage, degradation proceeds much 
as i t would be i n the absence of a deposi t , whereas the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the propagation stage are in t imate ly 
re la ted to the deposit . In some hot corrosion processes, 
the i n i t i a t i o n stage may be extremely shor t or even 
nonexistent ^. The i n i t i a t i o n stage has not been studied as 
extensively as the propagation s tage. Some inves t iga to rs 
bel ieve t h a t the propagation stage i s the more important 
s tage, whereas others place more empliasis on I n i t i a t i o n , 
especia l ly the time over which i t e x i s t s . The durat ion of 
the i n i t i a t i o n stage i s influenced by a number of fac tors . 
These include : a l loy composition, a l loy surface condit ion, 
specimen geometry,amount of deposi t , erosion producing 
p a r t i c l e s , and temperature f luc tua t ions . 
The i n i t i a t i o n stage of hot corrosion a t tack can 
occur by several reac t ions , '^' which include acidic or 
basic fluxing, chlorine-induced effects and scale cracking. 
All of these react ions are influenced by the development of 
l i q u i d phases, which are often formed by react ions between 
the oxide scales formed on alloys, and neutra l deposi t components. 
1.1.4.2 Propagation stage 
The propagation processes are characterized by the 
19 
15 25 50 65—57 development -'»'^-"-'^' -^  "*" ©f non p ro tec t ive ' corrosion 
products. These processes a l l eventually involve oxidation 
of metals and reduction of an oxidant. 
The non pro tec t ive scales a r i s e due t o several 
d i f fe ren t processes. One cons i s t s of e i the r a c i d i c ^ ' ' 
41 
or basic fluxing , i n which oxide scales reac t with molten 
deposi ts by e i t he r donating (ac id ic) or accepting (bas ic) 
oxide ions . Many models involving acidic or basic fluxing 
processes employ the concept of d issolu t ion of oxide followed 
65 67 by i t s p r ec ip i t a t i on from the melt i n a non p ro tec t ive form t* ' 
However, for cases where a continual supply of the deposi t i s 
ava i l ab le , propagation modes evidently do not need to have 
solut ion and reprec ip i t a t ion sequences. Another process by 
which non pro tec t ive scales are formed involves su l f ida t ion 
followed by oxidation. Many molten deposi ts formed on alloys 
contain sulfur, and consequently» sulf ides are usually formed 
in the alloy beneath the deposit . Non pro tec t ive oxide scales 
are often formed where these sulf ide phases in the al loys 
become oxidized. This pa r t i cu l a r form of hot corrosion has 
been cal led su l f ida t ion . I t i s worth emphasizing tha t s u l f i -
dation i s a form of hot corrosion, but a l l hot corrosion 
a t tack need not occur v i a su l f ida t ion processes. A th i rd 
process by which non pro tec t ive scales are generated involves 
4o 62 
chlor ine induced effects * . In such cases v o l a t i l e metal 
'20 
chlorides are formed due to the lack of 03?ygen a t the 
surface of the alloys. As the chlorides move away from the 
alloy surface sufficient osgrgen usually becomes available 
to convert the chlorides into discontinuous oxide par t ic les . 
Chromium or aluminium can be removed from alloys by this 
process. Chlorine in deposits also causes oxide scales to 
4o 
crack and spall rather profusely . 
Various models have been proposed to e ^ l a i n the 
micrcxaechanism of hot corrosion. These are dealt in the 
following sub sections, 
1.1.4«3 Sulfidation model 
In the l a t e 1960s, the metallograply of corroded 
superalloys and coatings generally revealed sulfides along 
the alloy grain boundaries, so the phenomenon was coincidently 
called sulfidation. This model includes a l l proposed mecha-
nism where sulfur plays a decisive role. The sulfidation 
2 
model was proposed by Simons et al who worked on AISI 310 
stainless s tee l . This model i s schematically represented in 
figure 1.1. The hot corrosion process was divided into two 
steps : triggering and subsequent autocatalytic. In t t e 
former step, Na2S0j;^  reacts with some reducing agent to 
produce free S, which reacts with an alloy component to form 
i t s sulfide. In contact with the metal, the sulfide can form 
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an eutect ic l iqu id a t the service temperature. The sul f ide 
foroiing react ions can be eisqpressed as follows s 
NagSO^ + 3R - NagO + 5R0 • S (1 .2) 
M + S- MS (1.3) 
M -f MS -* M,MS (eu tec t i c ) (1.4) 
In the seccmd s tep , the metal-metal sulf ide eu tec t ic i s 
oxidized by molecular oxygen permeating through the s a l t 
film to l i b e r a t e metal su l f ide , which once again dissolves 
metal matrix in eu tec t ic formation as follow s 
M.MS + 1/2 Og -* MO + MS (1.5) 
M + MS - M.MS (l .A) 
Thus, the react ion i s se l f - sus ta in ing . 
In t h i s model R can be e i t he r a metal l ic ccaopound of the 
a l loy or carbon (char p a r t i c l e s ) i n the s a l t f i l a . 
There are two fundamental pos tu la tes t the eutec t ic 
can be formed beneath a protec t ive film and fur ther in the 
metal subs t ra te , and the eu tec t ic would be highly reac t ive 
to oxygen. The f i r s t pos tu la te has been experimentally 
68 
confirmed wherein penetrat ion of S was found for react ion 
between Ni and Na2S0^ in vacuum. But the v a l i d i t y of second 
pos tu la te seems somewhat questicaiable. Spengler and 
2Z 
5Q 
Viswanathan ^ presialfidtzed a Ni- 15 Cr specimen In a 
0.2 •/. SOp-Np mixture a t 871 C and then oxidized i t a t the 
same temperature. They fovaad that the oxidation of the 
presulfidized specimen was faster than for an unsuLfidized 
70 
one. Tedmon and Seybolt'^ oxidized pure Cr metal and i t s 
swlfidet OTJSQ which i s solid at the experimental teiaperature. 
The oxidation rates for these specimens were comparable. 
71 
Qoebel and Pe t t i t ' sulfidized a Ni-Cr alloy to form a 
continuous external layer of *CrS and then oxidized i t . 
The oxidation rate was again the same as for the unsulfidized 72 
material. Bomstein and DeCrescente' coated the surface of 
B-1900 alloy with a previously prepared Ni-Ni^Sg eutect ic. 
The coated specimen was esqjosed a t 900 C for 1000 hours in an 
03cygen atmosphere. The oxidation rate was similar to that of 
commercial Ni without coating, and much smaller than that for 
NapSOj;^  coated B-1900. The above cited experimental results 
are contradictoiy and several modified sulfidation models 
have been proposed, 
A modified model, proposed by Seybolt^^ i s schematically 
represented in figure 1.2. According to th is model, i f the 
sulfide forms an eutectic melt, i t will be oxidized at an 
enhanced ra te . But i f the sulfide i s solid liKe Cr^g , the 
matrix depleted in the protective caaponent (e.g. Cr) would 
be preferentially oxidized, Seybolt ©aphasized the importance 
of chrcaoiuia sulfide formation in NapSO^ induced hot corrosicn 
'2a 
attack by i l lus t ra t ing micros true tures for alloys react«Ki 
in Hg/i^S gases and by showing that accelerated oxidation 
also occurred for an alloy depleted in chromium. At th is 
time, sulfidation of Cr- depleted alloys was the popular 
mechanism. To some extent this model i s also supported by 
electrochemical local cel l theory. 
Various investigations conceming with the simulta-
neous oxidation and sulfidation of metals and alloys (pa r t i -
cularly ferrous alloys) and the mechanism of sulfide formation 
75 
have been thoroughly reviewed in a recent paper'•^. In this 
paper the results of the corrosion kinetics and scale morpho-
logy of iron and i t s alloys in Ar-SO, atmosphere a t 673-1173 K 
(mainly at 1073 K) are reported. Direct reaction of SOg 
molecules with iron, diffused from the substrate through the 
scale to the external scale surface played a very important 
role on the simultaneous formation of the oxide and sulfide 
phases. Tim addition of Al or Cr to iron yielded a s ign i f i -
cant improvement in the corrosion resistance of SO2 gas and 
also in the control of sulfide formation. This wa» attr ibuted 
to the formation of Al^O, or Cr^O^, which had low cation 
diffusivity. However, subscale containing sulfide was foitied 
for the Fe-Al alloys. In the high Cr- alloys, localized sul-
fidation was observed. These elements have strong affinity 
for O2 and S and hence were preferentially sulfidized as well 
74 
as oxidized as suggested by Mrowec' , Pre-oxidation treatment 
24 
for Fe-Al alloys with Al ccaatent above 3 wt. */- decreased 
the corrosion i^te during the subsequent corrosion in the 
S02, atmosphere. The sulfide was scarcely observed in the 
external scale and also inside t l ^ alloy . 
1.1,4.4 Salt fluxing model 
Although several investigators have been able to 
reproduce hot corrosion morphologies in the absence of s a l t , 
a number of other investigators have been able to reproduce 
some aspects of the reaction without the presence of sulfur. 
DeCrescenteai^ Bomstein^ demonstrated that the presence of 
a condensed sa l t film is required for hot corrosion and that 
NagSO^ ^ vapour in a i r i s innocuous. Salt coverage i s then 
expected when the tempei^ture of a substrate i s below the 
dew point for the given species in the gas phase or when 
l iquid part ic les in the gas phase impact a surface. These 
observations led to formulation of the salt-fluxing model. 
l , l , 4 , 4 , a Basic fluxing model 
There are a t least two processes by which Na^SO^ 
becomes more basic ( i . e . , production of oxide ions) . One 
involves the raaioval of sulfur from Na2S0^ by the alloy 
whereby 
SOi^" •* S(alloy) ^ 3/2 Og + 0^" (1.6) 
25 
and oxide ions are produced. 
The other process arises because the oxide product 
formed on the surface of the alloy may donate oxide ions 
76 to the salt as proposed by Rapp and Goto' . While the oxide 
that is attempting to be fonoed at the alloy surface may 
donate oxide ions to the salt, it could also react with 
existing oxide ions by reactions such as 
MO + 0^ "* - m^" (1.7) 
The l a t t e r reaction i s a means by which the s a l t can become 
more acidic. Figure 1,3 and table 1.1 show schematic repre-
sentation of basic fluxing process. 
A feature that i s common to basic fluxing i s that the 
to ta l amount of attack becomes greater as the amount of the 
sa l t i s increased. The microstruetural features that are 
developed during basic fluxing are dependent ^pon the alloy 
composition, 
4l 72 77 In a series of papers, Bernstein and DeCrescente »"^»" 
demonstrated that hot corrosion does not necessarily depends 
on an alloy sulfidation/oxidation sequence, but rather on a 
destructive interaction/dissolution of the normally protective 
oxide depending on the NagO presence in the s a l t film as 
characterized quantitatively by an oxide content. Specifically, 
the authoars demonstrated that presulfiding three very different 
2$ 
superalloys did not r e su l t in accelerated k ine t i c s during 
subseqjient oxidation in oxygen. Thin coatings of NapCO, 
and NaNO, on the a l loys produced hot corrosion k ine t i c s 
s imi la r to NagSO/;^ , although sulfur was absent from the 
system. Binary Ni-Cr al loys (5 to 17 '/• Cr) coated with 
NagSO^ did not exhib i t accelerated k ine t i c s as did pure Ni, 
However, high CrO^ contents were found in the s a l t film, 
suggesting tha t CrpO, can buffer a po ten t i a l increase in 
oxide ion content . Final ly when pure nickel r eac t s rapidly 
with NapSO/;^  then a sulf ide phase i s formed, however, a 
NapCOa film does not produce hot corrosion of nickel s ince 
no carbide i s formed. In summary, the s tudies i l l u s t r a t e d 
t h a t s a l t / a l l o y react ion can(but might not) s ign i f i can t ly 
s h i f t the acid base chrac ter of a s a l t film, thereby effecting 
a react ion des t ruc t ive to the pro tec t ive sca le . Goebel and 
65 
P e t t i t "^  a t the same time studied the hot corrosion of pure 
Ni- and Ni- base a l loys beneath a fused NagSO/^  film a t 1000 C 
and provided a semiquanti tat ive mechanism t h a t i s s t i l l 
accepted. Itofortunately, these experiments were conducted in 
pure 02 or a i r environments (unlike the gas t u rb ine ) , which 
can not maintain the s a l t ac id i ty or replace the S as Na^SO^ 
reac t s with meteuL* The authors siQ)erimposed a react ion path 
on a log pQ - log PgQ phase s t a b i l i t y diagram for the Ni-S-0 
2 3 
systea given by the following equation : 
•2? 
NagSO^ + ^ i NagO + 3NiO + NiS (1.8) 
in sequence, the Ni metal reacts with fused Na^SO^ to form 
NiO and thereby reduce the oxygen act ivi ty unt i l the sulfur 
activity of the sa l t containing the metal i s sufficient to 
form liquid nickel sulfide. As sulfur i s removed from the 
sa l t by reaction with Ni, the local sa l t basici ty (sodium 
oxide activity) increases to such an extent that reaction of 
the sa l t with the protective NiO scale produces a basic sdufce, 
proposed to be nickelate ions. During the period of accelera-
ted oxidation, a layered porous NiO scale i s formed either by 
exfoliation or by precipitation within the s a l t film in which 
the solubil i ty of NiO was locally ejoceeded. All these results 
supported what i s called basic fluxing reaction, i . e . , 
corrosive attack by forming a basic solute of the protective 
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scale. Ooebel, Pe t t i t and Croward qualitatively demonstrated 
that Ni- base alloys, which are marginal AjbpO, formers, are 
also subject to basic fluxing since AI2O, can form a basic 
ionic solute that disrupts protection. However, Al^O, i s 
not so effective as Cr^O, in limiting sa l t basicity for the 
hot corrosion of NiAl or NiCrAl alloys. Since basic fluxing 
of Ni- and Ni- base alloys i s generally in i t ia ted by internal 
sulfide formation, the accelerated oxidation i s not self 
sustaining. Once the sulfidation reaction stops and the 
sa l t i s saturated with oxide solutes, the absence of SOg and 
SOj in a laboratory environment of a i r or 02 also contributes 
2S 
to the suspension of basic fluxing, 
NapSO^ induced hot corrosion of Ni- 8Cr- 6A1 in 
presence of air is a typical example of basic fluxing^. 
At the beginning of attack an oxygen gradient is developed 
across the Na2S0j[^ . As a result of this gradient in oxygen 
pressure, the sulfur activity, is increased and NiS is 
formed on the alloy surface. The oxide concentration in 
Na2S0^, which has been increased due to NiS fonnation, 
reaches values at which AlpO^ and CrpO, dissolve into the 
NapSO^^. A process is therefore, developed where SO^ ions 
diffuse towards the alloy, and as regions of lower oxygen 
pressures are approached these ions sulfidize Ni whereby oxide 
ions are produced which in turn react with AlpO, and Cr^O, to 
form prodiKJts that are soluble in the oxide ion enriched 
Na^SO^. The aluminate and chromate ions diffuse .away from 
the alloy and are precipitated at higher oxygen pressures as 
AlpO, and Cr^O, along with oxide ions that diffuse out into 
the bulk NapSO^ in exchange for sulfate ions. The important 
feature of the process is the compositional differences that 
are developed across the NapSO^. As long as there is supply 
of sulfate ions fr(»a the Na-SO^ the hot corrosion proceeds 
at approximately linear rate, but as the source of sulfate 
ions is depleted the attack diminishes and oxyfen beeomes 
more plentiful in the corrosion product. The NiS particles 
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in the scale become oxidized and some of the sulfur frc»n 
this process moves deeper into the alloy where, in case of 
Ni- 8Cr- 6A1, CrS is formed* The schematic diagram is shown 
in the Fig. 1.4, 
A model for hot corrosion of Co induced by a thin 
layer (I mg/cm ) of NagSO^ is presented in Figure 1,5. Upon 
heating a NapSO^^- coated specimen to a temperature near 
about 1000 C, a layer of CoO is fozrmed before the NaSSO^ melts. 
After the NapSO^ melts an ojcygen irradient is developed across 
the liquid which, in turn, causes the sulfur activity over 
the CoO to be increased. Sulfur may then diffuse through 
CoO ar^ form sulfide at Co/CoO which indeed has been bbserved 
Oxide ions, therefore be produced in the NagSO^^ which can react 
With the oxide scale to form CoOp ions, the latter then 
diffuse to the NagSO^- gas interface and deccmpose due to 
lower oxide ion activity. By using Rapp and Qoto' model it 
is not necessary to have sulfur go into the metal in order 
to produce oxide ions. It can be proposed that the NapSO^^ 
ccsBposition is such that it becomes more basic at the CoO-
NapSO^ interface due to the reduction of oxygen (1/2 ©p "•" 
2 e - 0 ). In addition, it can be proposed that the oxide 
solubility in the Na^SO^ decreases as the salt becomes 
less basic. The oxide will therefore reprecipitate in the 
NapSO^ near the gas interface. 
i) 
1.1.4.4,b Acidic-fluxing 
According to GoebaL et j=a^, ^ 2 ^ " " ^^^"^^ N ~^ 
base alloys can suffer a NagSO -^ induced catastrophic oxida-
tion (persistent acidic fluxing) during a hot corrosion 
attack on alloys containing th<> components Mo, W or V. The 
intermetallic or carbide compounds of these elements in the 
alloy are oxidized beneath a fused NagSO^ film and the 
formation of stable complexes involving oxide ions (MoO^ , 
WO^  , or vol ions, respectively), i s supposed to reduce 
the act ivi ty of sodi\M oxide, or increase the melt acidity, 
unt i l AlgO^ and NiO are dissolved as the acid solutes Al^* 
2+ 
and Ni . As long as the elemejnts W, Mo or V exist at the 
metal/sal t interface, a locally veiy acidic condition could 
prevent protective Al^O, foimaticai. Precipitation of porous 
AlpO^ near the salt /gas interface occurred because the 
evaporative loss of M0O3 or WO3 vapor from the sa l t reduced 
locally the melt acidity and thereby tim AlgO, solubi l i ty , 
A feature of acidic fluxing that differs from basic 
fluxing i s that acidic-induced attack i s usually self-
sustaining. Hence small amounts of deposits produce much 
more attack for acidic fluxing compared to basic fluxing. 
Ash or sa l t deposits can be mad.© acidic by two different 
processes. Alloy induced acidity which involves the fonaa-
tion of oxides on the surface of the alloys have greater 
II 
a f f i n i t y for oxide ions ; and gas induced ac id i ty which 
occurs because of a species in the gas t h a t makes the s a l t 
a c id i c . The most common gas components t h a t make the 
deposit acidic are SO, and VgOc which are often introduced 
t o the gas v i a combustion of fuels containing S and V. 
Figure 1.6 and Table 1,2 represent schematically various 
types of acidic fluxing processes. 
l , l , 4 . 4 . b . l Alloy induced acidic fluxing 
The most important feature of a l loy induced acidic 
fluxing i s tha t a zone of l i qu id i s formed immediately above 
the a l loy due to accianulation of ce r t a in ref ractory metal 
oxides (MoOx» WO,, VgOc) in the NagSO^^ , and the oxides normally 
r e l i ed upon for protec t ion against a t tack (» .g», AlgO,, CrgO,, 
CoO, NiO# e t c . ) become nonprotective due to a d i s so lu t ion -
rep rec ip i t a t ion process. This a t tack i s se l f - sus ta in ing 
because a small amount of s a l t appears adequate to cause the 
development of refractory oxide zone. 
To i l l u s t r a t e the a l loy induced acidic f luxing, a 
comparative study of the hot corrosion of Co» 25Al and 
Co-25 A1-12W al loys could be c i t e d . 
The hot corrosion propagation mode for NagSO^^  induced 
Co-25 Al proceeds by combined effects of basic fluxing and 
su l f ida t ion . I t involves loca l ized penetrat ion of the AlgO, 
scales fonned on these al loys via a basic fluxing process. 
Subsequent degradation a f t e r penetrat ion of the AlgO, by 
the NagSO^ appears t o involve oxidation of aluminium 
su l f ide . The addit ion of W to the Co- 25A1 a l loy causes 
the time required to i n i t i a t e the hot corrosion at tack t o 
be extended. Onde the a t tack i s i n i t i a t e d , however, i t i s 
se l f - sus ta in ing in the al loy with W and hence more a t tack 
takes places compared to Co-25Al. The W in the Go- 25A1-12W 
i s producing effects s imi lar to those of Cr i n Ni- or Co-
al loys with low Cr concentrat ions, i n p a r t i c u l a r , WO, i s 
preventing the basic fluxing of AlgO, by p re f e r en t i a l l y 
react ing with oxide ions. The time required to i n i t i a t e 
a l loy induced acidic hot corrosion of Co- 25A1-12W i s grea t ly 
reduced when Na^SO^- coated specimens are annealed in argon 
p r i o r to esqposure in oxygen. This r e s u l t shows t h a t a 
reduction of 03cygen pressure in the NagSO;^  favours the i n t r o -
duction of tungsten in to the Na^SO^, 
Ni-25Al-12W and Ni-8Cr-6Al-6Mo al loys undergo a l loy 
induced acidic hot corrosion which involves following 
important s teps j 
(a) Oxides of W and Mo disso:Lv4s i n to the NagSO^ and 
some SO, i s displaced fr<»n the NagSO^. 
(b) The Na^SO^ soLuticms gradually become enriched in 
the oxides of these metals since such solut ions 
i3 
probably have a higher solubility for the oxides' . 
(c) It appears though AlpO,, CrpO, and CoO dan dissolvo 
into these refractory metal oxide enriched metis 
by donating oxide ions to the metis. The reactions 
that may take place are 
2A1 + 3W + 6 Og - AlgOj + 3WO3 » 2A1^ "*"+ 3WO4'' (1.9) 
2Cr + 3W + 6 O2 -* CrgOj + JWO^ « aCr^ '^ * 3Wo|'' (1.10) 
Co + W + 2 O2 - CoO + WO5 = Co^* + Wo|"" (1.11) 
These ions diffuse through the solution (i^e, the zone enriched 
in refractory metal) to the outer zone of the melt where 
reactions listed above proceed in the reverse direction due 
to the lower activity of the refractory metal oxides in this 
region as a result of the loss of the refractory metal oxides 
to the gaseous phase. Hence, oxides of AlpO,, ^ 2^*^ 3 ^ "^ ^ ^ 
are dissolved at one side of the melt, (alloy/malt interface) 
and reprecipitated as a nonprotective scale at the other side 
(metal/porous oxide). 
1.1.4,4.b.2 Gas phase-induced acidic fluxing 
A schematic model to describe the |asrinduced acidic 
fluxing of Co-Cr^Al-Y alloy is presented in Figure 1»7. At 
low temperature the salt become molten as CoSO^ dissolves 
into it. Beneath this liquid layer the alloy begins to react 
/ / 
ii 
with components in the l iquid. The principAi reaction i s 
one of oxygen tfemoval from the melt since the most favourable 
reactions for elements in the alloy are those involving oxide 
fomnation. I t has been detennined that SO, is much more 
7Q 
mobile in Na^ SO^ than oxygen'^ consequently, i t i s reasonable 
to propose that gradients in both oiJ^gen and SO, are developed 
across ti^ l iquid layer with SO3 also supplying oxygen to 
react with the elements in the alloy. The process by which 
the SO3 and o3Qrgen diffuse through the liquid layer i s not 
known, but i t would seem reasonable that the SO, contoines 
with SOr ions and diffuses as pyrosulfate ions (S2CC*") 
where ojygen may be dissolved in the l iquid as atoms. 
The preferential removal of Al from the alloy and 
i t s subsequent precipitation as AlgO^ is believed to occur 
because of sulf i te formation at the l iquid/alloy interface 
where the oxygen pressure i s low and then conversion of the 
sul f i te to ox de in the liquid which has higher oxygen 
pressure. At low oxygen pressures the oxidation of Al i s 
proposed to be accompanied by reduction of oxygen. The 
existence of SO^  ions seems plausible since, a t low oa^gen 
pressures, with a supply of SO, from the gas the SOg pressure 
should be relatively high. 
As temperature i s increased the liklihood of aeidic 
fluxing reactions involving solf i ie becomes l e s s . Since 
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higher SO, pressures are required to form sulf i tes and 
sulfates as the ten^erature i s increased and lower SO, 
pressures exist in gas due to a larger proportion of SOg. 
Hence, as the temperature i s increased the gas phase-induced 
acidic ccffliponent of the degradation becanes l e s s , and 
sulfide phases are fonaed with increased freftueiwy in the 
alloy. Eventually, oxidation of these sulfides are the 
primary means of hot corrosion degradation. 
1.It 4.5 Rapp and Goto Criterion for hot corrosion 
According to th is c r i te r ion ' , the continued hot 
corrosion of metal, which i s signified by d i s sdu t ion and 
precipitation processes, may occur whenever a negative 
gradient exists in the solubil i ty of tb^ protective oxides 
(as acid or basic species) at the oxide/salt interface : 
(oxide solubil i ty) 
dx ^ ° 
By this cr i ter ion ( i l lus t ra ted schematically in Figure 1,8) 
the continuous reprecipitation of the oxide in the s a l t f i l a 
away from the oxide/salt interface i s ejgjected to permit 
local equilibrium between the oxide and the sa l t through out 
the film. 
Referring to the figure (1 ,8) , case C o^ the right 
hand side indicate acidic fluxing, and case A on the l e f t 
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hand side shows basic fluxiisg whsnover the interfacial 
ac t iv i t i es woiild straddle the minimum solubil i ty , oxide 
reprecipitation and hot corrosion should be favoured (Case B). 
Because of a reprecipitation oxide can not form as a 
continuous protective layer, a voluminous, porous oxide 
product interspersed with sa l t i s ejspected, th is morphology 
i s indeed representative of hot corrosion products. 
1.1.5 Chloride-Induced Hot Corrosion 
The melting point and vapour pressures of chlorides 
of common elements in high temperature structural alloys 
shows that , they have low melting points and high vapour 
30--81 pressures compared to ttte oxides . This means that , i f 
fonaed, they may be expected to cause severe corrosion prob-
lems, for the existence of a liquid phase generidly leads 
to accelerated high temperatures corrosion. I t has been 
80 
reported , that chlorides are less soluble and mobile in 
metals than oxygen and sulfur, which suggests that although 
the low melting points may causse accelerated corrosion by 
break down of surface protective scales, pronounced internal 
attack by internal diffusion of chlorides may not be a severe 
32 
problem. According to Spahn approximately one third of all 
failures in chemical plants are caused by stress corrosion 
and pitting corrosion. These two types of corrosiw* attack 
are associated with the chloride content of the aggressive 
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medium. When clalfcrides are present then oxidation occurs 
in Bxjch a way that instead of formation of a continuous 
protective oxide layer, oxides are formed as discontinuous 
par t ic les . Generally, when metals are exposed to chloride 
containing environments, unless the par t ia l pressure of 
chloride i s high compared to the o^gen par t ia l pressures, 
oxide formation should be preferred in a l l cases. Particular 
attention have heen given on NaCl as i t i s the most stable 
of the chlorides and i s always present in marine and many 
industrial environments, 
1.1,5*1 Presence of NaCl und4r industr ial conditions 
Chloride contamination i s present in a l l coal fired 
boi ler instal la t ions and sea sa l t i s a ma;}or contaminant in 
a l l marine, offshore and coastal ins ta l la t ions . In gas 
ait oA 
turbines, ingested NaCl may condense on compressor blades ' 
during cruising or idling and is shed when the engine is 
accelerated to full power. Some pieces of salt are thought 
to be sufficiently iarge to pass through the combustion 
chamber and to impinge on the turbine and stator stages. 
These deposits evaporate and react during operation of the 
engine, and it is likely that NaCl deposits would be observed 
on strip down. 
From the sea-salt composition®^ it has been shown that 
it contains approximately seven times more chloride than 
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sulfate. The conversion of NaCl vapour to Na^SO^^ is a 
rapid reaction, and it is estimated to occur completely 
within the combustion chamber^^. Any NaCl that deposits on 
turbine or stator blades must, therefore, be particulate 
and originally large enough to survive passage through the 
5 
combustion chamber. According to DeCresente and Bomstein*^ 
i f oxides of sulfur are present , then NaCl should be 
converted to su l fa te according t o the react ions j 
2NaCl + SOg + 1/2 02 + 1^0 5=^  NagSO^ + 2IC1 (1.13) 
or 2NaCl + SOg + 0 2 ^ NagSO^ + Clg (1.14) 
In s i tua t ions where there are long residence times such as 
furnaces and b o i l e r applicat ions t h i s may be so, but in 
turbine operating in marine condit ions with short residence 
time, the k i i a t i c s of th i s conversion became of p a r t i c u l a r 
importance. Evidence ex i s t s tha t sijch react ions occur 
r ead i ly in the range 650-850 C causing a l i q u i d to develop . 
The k ine t i c s of conversion of NaCl s ingle c r y s t a l t o 
Na^SO^ were studied between 100 and 850 C, In oxidizing 
atmospheres containing SO,, SO^t and Op* the conversion 
products were found to be ( i ) so l id NaCl.SO, between 100 
and 150 C ( i i ) molten NapS^ O™ between 400 and 450 C, 
( i i i ) so l id NagSO^ between 450 and 625 C, and ( iv) molten 
NaCl. NagSO^ above 650 C, In a l l cases , constant react ion 
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rates were observed for given set of conditions, however, 
the mechanism of film formation were not identified. Mass 
transfer was held to control the reaction rates for cases 
( i ) , ( i i ) and (iv) above, whereas case ( i i i ) , the formation 
of solid NagSO^ between 450 and 625 C, i s thoughfcto be 
2-
controlled by a surface reaction involving SgCW as an 
intermediate species, to account for the low activation 
energy of 22 KJ mole deg observed for this reaction. 
For the anhydrous conversion between 450 ind 600 C, the, 
veaction rate constant was given as ' 
* 
K » 0.6 PgQ esq? (-22000/RT) mg cm^" s"^ 
for the gain in weight of a single NaCl crystal where R i s 
in J mole deg" and F^Q i s in atc»a,' Above 625 C, where the 
reaction product was NaCl- Na^ SO^ liquid, the reaction rates 
increased by almost 1 order of magnitude. Fiedler et a l ' 
estimated from these results that i t would take about 60 min. 
for a 10 urn cube of NaCl to convert to NapSO^ ^ at 800 C in a 
typical combustion atmosphere containing 0.01 mole percent 
SOy I t should be noted that the reaction rates were measured 
by weight change and that the role of NaCl vapour was ignored, 
go 
Wu and Birks studied the morphologies of conversion reactluns 
between 500 and 700 C to assess the role of NaCl vapour and 
observed the damage caused to the underlying alumina by the 
reaction product, Hanby^ suggested the presence of NaCl in 
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turbines a t the hot f i r s t stage turbine and nozzle guide 
vanes where the corrosion problems are most severe. 
The vapour pressures data show t h a t the pressures 
of NaCl a t any temperature i s jilways considerably g rea te r 
than tha t of NagSO^. ^ At temperature above 700 C, the 
vapour pressure of NaCl can be of the order of 0,1 t o r r and 
a t ten5)eratures above 1000 C, the vapour pressure i s l i k e l y 
to be higher than 10 t o r r , suggesting tha t under equi l ibr i im 
condit ion a l l the chloride present as contaminant i n a marine 
turbine should be in the vapouir phase. However, under tur^ 
bine conditions i t i s the k ine t ic of vaporizat ion t h a t i s 
important. 
In bo i l e r s burning coal or so l id waste, appreciable 
amounts of chlor ides have been detected on the b o i l e r tubes . •'•' 
Chlorides i n b o i l e r s i tua t ions are present i n l a r g e r amounts 
in thet fuel than under turbine condi t ions. The residence 
times are high, the pressures are low and the mass flows 
involved are much smaller than in turbine condi t ions . 
1,1.5.2 Influence of NaCl on liot corrosicai 
Many workei»s using a wide range of a l loys , have 
subsequently confirmed tha t addit ion of NaCl t o Na^SO^ wi l l 
6? product accelerated a t tack . Giggins and P e t t i t in t h e i r 
report showed tha t the al loys with Cr and Al as al loying 
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elements exhibited less corrosion resistance in presence 
of NaCl when there is a coating of NagSO^ and NaCl. Due 
to the greater solubilities of oxides and sulfides the 
mixture of the salt becomes deficient in oaygen and sulfur 
and as a result PMOQI increases. The following reactions 
may be e^ qpected. 
0 * S * NaCl 
(Na2S0^-NaCl)liq ^ 2 ^ (Al,Cr) alloy (1,15) 
0 * S ' NaCl 
—^ ^ >^ AlgOj* CrgOj* CrS + (Na2S0^-NaCl)liq 
where PQ^ < P^^; Ps^< Pg^ ; Pjj^^l > ^NaCl 
NaCl + 2A1 (alloy) + Og - NaAlOg + AlCl (1.16) 
2A1C1 + 3/2 Og - AlgOj + Clg (1.17) 
CI2 -f 2A1 (alloy) - 2A1C1 (1.18) 
Figure 1.9 shows a schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the hot 
corrosion attack of alloys induced by NapSO -^ NaCl mixtures. 
Equation (1.15) and Figure 1.9.a indicate that the melt 
adjacent to the alloy can become enriched in NaCl due to 
oxide and sulfide formation. In localized areas, the NaCl 
component of the NapSO^ i^ - NaCl melt may then feegin to react 
with certain components in the alloy as proposed by tquatlon 
(1,16). This reaction takes place f i r s t with elements for 
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Which the thermodynamic conditions are most favourable. 
For example, reaction with Al i s observed before Cr but 
Cr does react when Al concentration has reduced. As the 
metallic chloride i s converted to metallic oxide (eqn 1.17 
and Fig. 1.9»b), the chlorine i s recycled to react with 
elements in the alloy (eqn. 1.18), development of pores 
that are coated with discontinuous and non protective oxide 
par t ic les takes place (Fig. 1.9.c). Chloride i s gradually 
los t to the gas phase, as the process of pores development 
continues. The time at which the chloride concentration 
becomes insufficient to react with the alloy depends upon 
temperature, sa l t composition, gas composition and alloy 
composition. When such a condition i s reached the inner 
most portions of the pores begin to react with S and the 
degradation process proceeds via NagSO -^ induced hot corrosion. 
Sykes and Shirley' showed that addition of NaCl as 
low as 0#3 / to NapSO^ caused a considerable increase in 
scaling ra te . Lewis and Smithr'* showed that the addition 
of NaCl to Na-SO^ produced more sevdre corrosion for a i-ange 
of nickel chrcMoiian alloys. Lucas^ demonstrated a similar 
effect on a 18Cr-12Ni-.lNb steel a t 650 C, The infiutnce of 
NaCl in the vapour phase in prodiuKJing breakdown of the 
Q7 
protective oxide scale on alloys such as low alloy s t ee l s^ ' , 
nickel-chromium alloys^ and stsiinless steel^^ has been 
demonstrated using a vibration technique, when the change in 
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resonant frequency of the specimen i s used to monitor 
changes occurring during oxidation. The introduction of 
NaCl vapour to Ni-Cr alloy^® oxidizing in a i r produced 
mechanical breaKdovrn of the protective oxide film. The 
additions of NagSO/^  have no or l i t t l e effect as the vapour 
pressure of NapSO/^  i s low at these temperatures. The 
influence of NaCl in producing mechanical breaKdovm of 
scales was confirmed using hot stage microscopy for various 
Q7»QQ 11 lOC^lOl 
a l l o y s systems^ ^^ Other workers * agree that 
NaCl does promote mechanical failiare of the oxide scale, but 
i t s influence on the mechanism of hot corrosion must s t i l l 
be examined. After exposure to giseous NaCl, an alloy surface 
i s generally covered with bl is tered and cracked layers. Davin 
Q 
et al a t t r ibutes this bl is tering to the formation of vo la t i le 
metallic chlorides, l ike NiClg, in locally reducing conditions. 
When these chlorides are e^osed to oxidizing conditions, they 
transform to oxides, releasing Clg or HCl gases, as shown 
7 
schematically in Figure 1.10. Jones' gave the same mechanism, 
92—93 Many authors^ -^^  have shown the increased hot corrosion 
attack for ferrous alloys with the addition of NaCl to sulfate 
deposit. I t was suggested that the chloride i s sulfated by 
a reaction similar to that described by Bomstein et al^ and 
that iron then reacts with the HCl produced, according to 
some reactions of the fona : 
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Fe + 2HC1 - PeClg + Hg (1.19) 
or 2HC1 • 1/2 Og - B^Q * Cl^ (1.20) 
then Fe -J- Clg - FeClg (1.21) 
The Influence of NaCl on the more corrosion res is tant 
high temperature alloys used for gas turbine applications i s 
equally important. These alloys can be classified into two 
groups ( i ) those that rely on a surface oxide film of essen-
t i a l l y CrJO^ and ( i i ) those tiiat rely on a surface oxide 
scale based on AlgO^. Considei'ation of the corrosion r e s i s -
tance of CrgOx and AlgO, unddr NagSO^ and NaCl attack shows 
that these oxides behave quite differently and therefore i t 
i s not surprizing that materials from each group behave 
differently. 
A series of simple chemical t es t s involving range of 
oxides and metals with deposits of both NapSO^ and NaCl in 
atmospheres of Ar and a i r have been perfoarraed and reported 
102 by Conde and Wareham , These studies showed that l i t t l e 
attack was observed with AlpO, in ei ther Na^ SO^ or NaCl at 
tteiperatures upto 1000 C, but CrgO, was found to react with 
NaCl in a i r to ^produce vola t i le products^. At 650 C s l ight 
reaction occurred i a t 700 C, 32 '/• of the CrpO, was converted, 
but a t 750 C, th is rose to 60 */., after eiqposure time of 22 
hours. The attack was considerably reduced I f an argon 
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atmosphere was used. The observations led to suggest tha t 
an intermediate v o l a t i l e compound CrOpClp was formed, which 
may cause scale l i f t i n g and cracking. Once the p ro tec t ive 
scale i s broken, fresh s a l t with high o^qrgen po t en t i a l and 
high NaCl cone antra ticai can make the d i r e c t contact with the 
metal surface. The intermediate v o l a t i l e compound CrOpClp 
subsequently converted to NapCrO^, which condensed a t some 
dis tance away from the specimen. I t was noted tha t over the 
same period of time, NapSO^^  exposure a t a much higher 
temperature (950 C) produced only 5 /• conversion. S teams 
e t a l •^ ,^ using high pressure mass spectrometric ana lys i s , 
has iden t i f i ed the formation of a v o l a t i l e species when 
NaCl in the gaseous phase reac ts with CrpO, i n an osgrgen 
environment. The major Cr-containing species i s a complex 
molecule, (NaCl)j^.Cr20, where x « 1,2 or 3 . 
All these escperimental facts suggest t h a t NaCl wi l l 
a t tack chromia forming a l loys . However, i f su f f i c i en t Cr^O, 
i s present to react with the NaCl, then i t w i l l neu t r a l i ze 
the aggressive influence of the NaCl addit ion . High 
chromiiaa al loys can therefore provide res i s tance i f small 
amount of NaCl i s present , but the most s t r ik ing demonstra-
t i o n i s the influence of Cr addi t ives to combat s e a - s a l t 
ingest ion under tuii)ine condi t ions. The Cr i s converted t o 
CrpO, which deposits on the specimen surface and reacts with 
NaCl, hence protect ing the underlying a l loy . The r e su l t s show 
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that the behaviour of alloys with Cr^O- scales should behave 
differently from those based on Al^O,, particularly with 
respect to their resistance to NaCl. Howewer, if enhanced 
corrosion was due to simple chemical attack, it might be 
ejected that alloys based on AlpO, scales would be more 
resistant to hot corrosion than those based on CTJO,, 
1»1.6 Thermodynamics of the Hot Corrosion 
1,1,5.1 C ombusti on/C ondensation 
Due importance has been given to thermochemical calcu-
lations and graphical representation in characterizing and 
analysing hot corrosion reactions. Early thermochemical 
e 6 
calculation'^ were updated to analyse the fonaation and 
condensation of NagSO^ for the combustio9 conditions in the 
gas tur t ines with given sa l t contents in the a i r and sulfur 
contents in the fuel. The computer age arrived for hot 
corrosion as Kohl, Steams, and Fryburg used equilibriim 
thermod3mamic calculations and the NASA program to predict 
the dew points of NapSO^ in flames as a function of S content 
in the fuel and sa l t content in the ccanbustion a i r . Luthra 
and Spacil ^ provided computer-assisted thenaodynamic 
analysis of the equilibrium compositions of the gas phase 
and condensates, and the conditions for equilibrium condensa-
tion, for the combustion of fuels containing Na, V, and S by 
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NaCl contaminated a i r in gas turtoine conditions* In a 
similar s t u d j r ^ , the authors treated the behaviour of 
contaminants for a pressurized fludized bed coal combustor 
(PFBC)/gas turbine (GT) combined cycle, 
1,1.6.2 Metal-Sulfur-Oxygen phase s tab i l i ty diagrams 
The plotting of phase s t ab i l i ty diagrams for fused 
sa l t systems as log-log diagrams involving two environmental 
2 
parameters dates back to pourbaix and early CBBBLCOR reports . 
Quets and Dresher^ have given such diagrams for Na-Ni-S-0 
system taking log P^ ^^^ ^og ?« as co-ordinates. Many 
°2 ^2 
authors followed Quets and Dresher in applying stability 
diagrams to the problems of hot corrosion by assuming the 
unit activities for condensed phases in mutual equilibrium 
plots of log PQ - log Pg , log PQ - log PgQ or log P Q - log PgQ 
Many papers have appeared in literature to describe the 
environmental regimes of stability for oxides, sulfides, 
sulfates etc. for various metals. 
The kinetic of reaction of metals and alloys with 
osqrgen- and sulfur- containing gases dep®ids on many factors : 
(1) the metal, its alloying elements and impurities (2) the 
series of metal oxides, sulfides and sulfates reaction 
products (3) the oxygen, sulfur and sulfate reacticHi potentials 
of the reactive gas and gas mixture (4) tt^ equilibrium pressures 
a 
of the vola t i le metal, oxide, sulfide and sulfate species, 
(5) the s tab i l i ty of carbides and ni t r ides of the several 
metals present in the reactive gas environment, (6) melting 
point of the metal, oxide and sulfide phases (7) the 
geometry azKi dimensions of the specimen and surrounding 
container and CB) flow. A reporte was published by 
108 Gulbransen, Meier, Linhart and Huang concerning the study 
of the thermochemical s tab i l i ty diagrams for thir teen metals 
of in teres t in the hot corrosion of Ni- and Co- based super-
alloys in oxygen and sulfur contaminating gas mixtures in the 
109 presence of sodium and potassiiffii sulfates. In another report 
they developed thermochemical diagrams for vapour metal, oxidte 
and sulfide species for the metals-oxygen and metal-sulfur 
systems of major in teres t in the oxidation and sulfidation 
of Ni- and Co- base si^ier-alloys. In yet anotheir report 
they developed thermochemical s t ab i l i ty diagrams for conden-
sed phases and vo la t i l i ty diagrams for vola t i le species over 
condensed phases in twenty metal-sulfur-oiygen systems in 
the temperature range 1150-1^50 K. The temperatures of 
in te res t were 1150, 1250, 1 3 ^ and 1450 K, where the f i r s t 
temperature i s below the melting point 1157 K of Na-SO^, 
i.og ?„ vs log P« diagrams for condensed phases and log 
Pjj^ O vs log PQ and log Pn^S vs log Pg diagrams for the 
vola t i le species were of special interest in the above 
mentioned report. 
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In generalf in an environment containing both oxygen 
and sulfuTf the following surface reactions have to be 
considered for a divalent metal M s 
M + 1/2 Og MO (1,22) 
M + 1/2 Sg MS (1,23) 
The equilibrium oacygen and sulfur activities may be defined 
as 
1/2 a,,^  
^^O^eq - ^ 0 " ^ ^ " ^ (^°(MO)/RT) (1.24) 
^^^eq " ^ S " ^  ® ^ (AG<^(MS)/RT) {1,25) 
in which AG°(X) i s the standard free energy of formation of 
ccaaponent X,R the gas cc«stant and T the absolute tempera-
ture* Depending on the conditions, other equilibriua can 
also be written 
MS + 1/2 O2 MO • 1/2 Sg 
MS f 2 O2 MSO^ 
MO + 3/2 Op + 1/2 Sg MSO^ 
(1.26) 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
In t h e gas system S^-Op-SOp the r e a c t i o n 
1/2 82 + O2 SOg (1.29) 
should be considered. 
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The sulfur and oxygen partial pressures are related by the 
equation 
P ^ 0 "" ; i 7 f ®^ (AO°(S02)/RT) (1.30) 
^2 
Several other reaction can also be important, for instance : 
1/2 Og + SOg SO3 
MO + 1/2 O2 + SOg MSO|^  
MO + SO3 MSO^ 
3M + SO5 MS + 2M0 
(1.31) 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
(1.34) 
With the aid of these equilibria, a thermodynamic s t ab i l i ty 
diagram can be constructed a t a certain temperature. The 
assiimption i s usually made that a l l the condensed phases are 
a t unit act ivi ty . Stroosni^Jder and Quadakkers plotted 
thermodynamic s tab i l i ty diagram for the system M-O-S at a 
temperature, T (figure 1,11), They assumed the temperature 
to be high enough for sulfur to be l iquid and considered two 
sulfides (MS and MS,), one oxide (MO) and the metal sulfate 
(MSOA) beside the metal (M). All the M-containing phases 
are shown as solids. Point A corresponds to the equilibrium 
dissociation pressure of MO, given by equation (1.24). Point 
B corresponds to the equilibrium sulfide dissociation 
c: 1 
pressure [equation (1.25)] . These diagrams show the regions 
of the equilibrlxffli sulfur and oacygan par t ia l pressures of 
the gas in which the various phases are s table . Similar 
diagrams could be represented for Cr-S-0 and Cr-O-C, Si-O-C, 
Cr-O-N and Si-O-N systems"*--^^*-^^. 
If the equilibriiaa par t ia l pressures of the oxidants 
in the gas are known, the thermodynamic s t ab i l i t y diagram 
can be used to determine which reaction product i s stable in 
the gas i f the equilibrium has been established. Gas equi l i -
bria can be calculated for any gas mixture at a given tempe-
114-119 
rature and pressure ^, However, i t should be stated 
that in many cases even at temperatures as high as 1000 C 
gas equilibrium i s not established «ven at the catalyt ic metal 
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surface , Further, i t shoul.d be noted that as soon as the 
metal surface i s ei ther par t ia l ly or completely covered by the 
corrosion product, the subsequent reaction wil l also be 
governed by properties of the corrosion product. Corrosion 
will therefore not exclusively be determined by thermodyna-
mics, but also by kinetic factors. 
Thermodynamic s tab i l i ty diagrams have limited predic-
t ive capability and can be used only to provide a guide for 
understanding and e^qplaining the observed resul t s , as kinetic 
and morphological aspects will greatly influence corrosicm 
behaviour. They only indicate about the par t icular phase 
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being in eciuilibrium with a gas of a given composition 
and at best the possibi l i ty of the formation of a part icular 
phase. The possible sequences of the phases formed can be 
121-12 iv 
made clear by the reaction path , 
Refering to figure 1*12, consider a gas which i s in 
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equilibriian with an oxide . If the oxide formed i s a good 
barr ier to sulfur and o^gen, the ac t iv i t i es of these 
elements will change rapidly through the scale from the 
gas/scale to the scale/metal interface. This s i tuat ion i s 
represented by the reaction path I } the oxide will be in 
equilibrium with the metal. I f the scale i s not a particu^ 
l a r l y good barr ier to sulfur, reaction path 2 can be followed. 
A sulfide layer or internal sulfidation will occur. In a 
similar manner, three different products could be formed in 
gas B. Sulfide would form on the surface to satisfy the 
phase equilibria. I t should be noted that even small changes 
in slopes and position of s ta r t and finish point have an 
effect on the phase distribution. Because the necessary diffu-
sion data are not known with sufficient accuracy, thermodyna-
mic s tab i l i ty diagrams in general can only be used for in te r -
preting the observed results and not for predictive purposes. 
1.1.6,3 Salt chemistry 
The oxyanion melts of. a lkal i n i t ra tes , carbonates, 
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iydroxides, and su l fa tes exhibi t an acid-base charac te r 
whereby the acid components may be considered as NOgCg), 
COgCg), HgOCg) o:^  80 , (g ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y ^ ^ . For a melt of 
pure NapSO^^ , the equi l ibr iuo 
NagSO^ - Na20 + SOj(g) (1.35) 
with 
•^^^ ®Na 0 * -^^^ S^O ' ^2'^2.303RT « -16.7 a t 1200 K 
(1.36) 
provides the pajrameter - log a^ j^ ^ Q as an unequivocal measure 
of s a l t ba s i c i t y , free of problems associated with the 
2 -
a l t e r n a t e choice involving ionic species of - log [O ]«P 
In examining the expected s t a b i l i t y of the pro tec t ive 
oxide CrpO^, with respect to d i sso lu t ion e i t h e r as acidic 
so lu tes such as Cr2(S0^), or CrS, or as basic so lu tes such 
as Na CrO or NaCrO , the phase s t a b i l i t y d i ag r i a for the 
Cr-S-0 system can be superimposed on tha t for Na-S-0, as 
shown in f igure 1.13 • The two abscissa sca les a t bottom 
and top of the f igure provide ja l temate parameters for melt 
b a s i c i t y (o r a c i d i t y ) . Other s imi la r diagrams can be found 
i n the l i t e r a t u r e for Na-Fe-S-O"^^^, Na-Ni-S-Q-*-^®, Na-Co-S-O"*-^ ®, 
Na-Al-S-0-^^^, and Na-Si-S-0-^^° systems (f igures 1.14 t o 1.18). 
1 .1 ,6 .4 Oxide s o l u b i l i t i e s i n molten s a l t s 
An umpteen number of references are ava i lab le dealing 
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with the phenomenology of NapSOjfj^ - induced hot corrosion, 
but our knowledge regarding the chemical reaction taking 
place between molten Na2S0^ and the scales on the alloy 
consisting of clow growing oxides of CrgOx/AlgO^/SiOj^ or 
the oxides of common alloying additions which usually 
present in the outer oxide layer i s rather limited. However, 
only a limited amount of work has been carried out relating 
to the solubi l i t ies of metal oxides in Na^ SO^ which i s more 
closely related to the metal-oxide sa l t interact ions. One 
of the factors that affects the oxidation resistance of the 
protective oxide scales i s the solubil i ty of the protective 
metal oxide in melten NapSO .^ Thus a knowledge of the 
solubil i ty of protective oxide and i t s dependence on fused 
s a l t chemistry may aid in understanding the occurrence and 
importance of the fluxing (dissolution) and thus in the 
interpretat ion of hot corrosion mechanism and in the develop-
ment of new protective materials. 
Starting from known Na-M-S-0 s tab i l i ty diagrams, and 
using a high-temperature reference electrode to indicate the 
ac t iv i t i e s of oxygen and sodium oxide, the so lubi l i t ies of 
different oxides in Na^ SO^ have been measured a t 1200 K for 
P^ » 1 atm. From the basicity dependence on the solubi l i t ies 
"2 
of the oxides as acidic and basic solutes, the auttKjrs have 
inferred the ident i t ies of the solutes and established the i r 
act ivi ty coefficients. 
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1^1 
Stroud and Rapp reported the solubi l i t ies for 
a-Al20, and CrgO, In NagSO^ ^ a t 1200 K as a function of PQ 
and log ajg Q. However, the i r results were inconsistent with 
thermodynamic e^qpectatiofii, because the observed minimum in 
t t ^ oxide solubil i ty occurred at too high a value for a^ j Q. 
I t now appears that because of a reaction of Na-SO/^  with 
the i r platinum electrode in the NapSO^ meits, a faulty 
potential was indicated for the platinum/melt electrode. 
Jose. Gupta and Rapp^29 ^^^^^^ the solubil i ty of a~Al203 
in fused NapSO^ at 1200 K and PQ « 1 atm, using improved 
methods. Two solid electrolyte probes were used to infer the 
basicity of NapSO^ melts as suggested by Watt et al -^  and 
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used by Gupta and Rapp in a determination of the solubi l i -
t i e s of NiO and Co,Oi^ in NagSO^ a t 1200 K. In the study, i t 
was shown that at 1200 K and PQ « 1 atm, a-AlpO, dissolves 
in fused NapSO^ as one acidic and one basic solute species, 
with the minimum solubil i ty occurring a t log a^^ Q « -15 .^ 
(figure 1.19), Because neither dissolution reaction involves 
a change in aluminium valence, the solubil i ty should not 
depend upon P^ . . In a very recient study^ the so lubi l i t ies 
^2 
of CrpOs in fused NapSO^ ^ were measured as a function of the 
melt basicity at 1200 K at 1.01 x 10^ Pa as well as a t 3.19 x 
-7 10 ' Pa oxygen, using an improved method to measure the melt 
basici ty. At 1,01 x 10^ Pa oxygen, the dependence of CrgO, 
solubil i ty upon the melt basicity in basic dissolution 
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implies t h a t CrpO, dissolves i n to Na^SO^ as CrO^" predomi-
nantly according t o the react ion : 
CrgOj + 2 0^" + 3/2 Og - 2Cro|"' (1.37) 
for fixed P,^  
"2 
*(log a^,^ 2-) 
~ — - -1 (1.38) 
*(-log ajja^o) 
The dependence of sodium chromate a c t i v i t y on oxygen a c t i v i t y 
a t fixed ba s i c i t y can be e>gpected as follows 
5(log acj,o 2-) 
~ * 3/4 (1.39) 
6(log PQ ) 
In acidic d isso lu t ion a t P/x » 1.01 x ICr Pa, the 
"2 
s o l u b i l i t y dependence upon the melt bas i c i ty i s cons is ten t 
wi th the react ion : 
CrgO^ -* 2Cr^* + 3 0^"" (1.40) 
for excess CrpOa: 
6(log a«_3+) 
- £ £ — = 3/2 (1.4L) 
6(.-log a 'Na^ 
Ctr* ion is believed to be the acidic solute of CrpO,. 
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Because no valence change for chromium Is involved in the 
acidic dissolution, no dependence on oxygen act ivi ty i s 
e3(pected (molecular oscygen i s not involved in dissolution 
reaction). 
-7 
At 3.19 X 10 ' Pa oxygen, the basicity dependence 
of the solubility in basic dissolution is consistent with 
following dissolution reaction involving chromite ions 
CrgOj + O^" - aCrOg (1.^) 
for excess CrgOz 
^ a - 1 / 2 (1.43) 
« ( - l o g aj^^^Q) 
Again, no dependence of the solubil i ty on oa^gen act ivi ty i s 
expected* 
At th is low Pf. , for acidic dissolution, the log 
"2 
ajj Q dependence of the solijtoility i s consistent with the 
dissoluticai reaction. 
CrgO^ -f- 2S0|"" - 2CrS + 2 0^' + 9/2 Og (1.44) 
for esQcess CrgO, a t constant PQ ; 
e(-iog a^^Q) 
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and at constant basicity, the oxygen dependence of the 
solubility was expected to be 
- S i ^ « - 9 A (1.A6) 
e(log PQ ) 
2— 
CrOi. was the dominant basic solute at higher P« 
- 2 
and CrOg was the minor solute species a t lower PQ . 
The solubili ty data reported were generally consistent 
with the thermodynamic phase s tab i l i ty idiagram for the 
Na-Cr-S-O^^ system at 1200 K. The solubili ty plots (figure 
1,20) show that the solid curves describe the directly meas-
ured solubi l i t ies of four solute species and provide the 
act ivi ty coefficients needed to plot the calculated dashed 
l ines for other oxygen ac t iv i t i es , 
IPS Gupta and Rapp established the so lubi l i t ies of 
the oxides NiO and CrJOi^ (figure 1.21 and l,22t respectively) 
for PQ equal to 1 atra, in molten Na^ SO^ at 1200 K as a 
function of NagO act ivi ty , A refejnBice electrode of Ag/NagSO -^
10 0/0 AggSO^ in a mullite tube was used as a sodium act ivi ty 
probe for the Na^ SO^ melt, A second reference electrode of 
P t , OgCair)/zirconia (3*5 w/o CaO) served as an oaygdn 
act ivi ty probe for NapSO .^ The combination of m«asurements 
of the sodium probe and o:^gen probe in the melt provided 
the NagO activity in Na2S0£^  direct ly, and eliminated the 
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necessity for any bare metal electrode. Saturated melts 
were analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy for the 
dissolved metal contents. NiO which dissolves as nickel 
sulfate in acidic sa l t s and as sodium nickelate (NiOp) in 
the basic sa l t s shows a well defined minimum in solubil i ty 
a t -log aj^ g^  Q » 10,3. Co,0^ was found to be more basic 
showing a minimum in the solubil i ty plot at -log a^ « « 9*2. 
The Co,Oj[^  dissolves as CoSO^CcS*) in acid (Co^^ )^ dissolution 
and as NaCoOpCCocL) in basic dissolution in NapSO ,^ The 
observed depoadences of the solubi l i t ies of NiO and Co^O^ in 
RapSO^ on the ac t iv i t i es of sodium oxide are in agreement 
with those predicted from the Na-Ni-S-0 and Na-Co-S-0 phase 
s t ab i l i ty diagrams, respective:Ly. These phase s t ab i l i ty 
diagrams are analogous to PouaiJaix diagi^ms of S vs pH for 
aqueous solutions. Activity coefficients were calculated 
for the solute species. The activi ty coefficients for 
nickel-sulfate and sodium nick(3Q.ate di lute solution were 
measured as 0,12 and 50, respecitively whereas 2.5 was 
established for a di lute soluti.on of CoSO^ ^ in NapSO .^ But 
a large uncertainty was inherent in the calculations, Zhang 
and Rapp-^ ^^ measured the solubil i ty of a-FegO, a t 1200 K 
and 1 atm, oxygen as a function of the Na^ SO^ melt basici ty 
defined as log ajq Q. In basic dissolution, the NapO 
dependence of the solubil i ty indicates that the solute species 
of FepOx i s FeOp. The dependence of the FeOp concentration 
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upon the melt bas i c i ty i s ccjnsistent with t he following 
d isso lu t ion reac t ion . 
FegO^ • 0^ *" « aFedg (1»^7) 
fiClog apg5 ) 
£- « -1 /2 (1.48) 
The so lub i l i t y p la teau to the l e f t of about - log a^ ^^  Q «99 
i s e:iqpected because the d isso lu t ion of the equilibxlum NaFeOg 
phase t o form FeOg ions does not involve 0 ions in the 
reac t ion . The cross hatched t r a n s i t i o n indica tes the thermo-
dynamic uncertainty in the loca t ion of the phase s t a b i l i t y 
boundary. For acidic d i sso lu t ion of ^©2*^3' ^^ so lu te species 
co r ro ia tes to Fe^*. The dependence of Fe^ "*" concentrat ion on 
the melt ba s i c i t y i s consis tent with the reac t ion 
FegO^ « aFe^"^ + 3 0^" ( 1 . % ) 
5(log a;j_+3) 
SJ « 3/2 (1.50) 
fi(-iog aj j^o) 
close to 1 atm, 02» both the basic and acidic solutes of FSgO, 
involve trivalent iron because no oxidation step is involved 
in such dissolution reactions, no dependence of solute concen-
tration upon P^ is expected near P^ » 1 ato. 
^2 "2 
Solubility minimum for a- FepO, lies at 
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- log ajj Q • 12.9. Thus a-FepO, i s an oxide considerably 
1P9 
more acidic than Co,0^ and NiO but more basic than a-
12Q 
AlpO, . The a c t i v i t y coeff ic ients of the soluble species 
NaFeOg and Fe(SO^)-j^  c were calculated by the methods ^ 
-•5 
used previously and were found to be 250 and 3»6 x 10 , 
respect ive ly . But these values possess considerable 
uncer ta in t ies a r i s ing frcsn the uncer ta in t ies i n the thermo-
dynamic data for ^^aPeO ^"^ '^^Fe (SO ) ' Thasresults of 
the study show the s o l u b i l i t i e s of the two oxides Fsp^? ^'^^ 
Fe,0^ i n Na^SO^ a t 1200 K as the four solutes FegCSO^)^, 
FeSO^, FeS and NaFeOp (f igure 1.23). These de ta i led r e s u l t s 
exhibited excel lent agreement between experimental and theore-
t i c a l expectat ions, assuming cc»istant a c t i v i t y coef f ic ien ts 
for the solutes in the d i lu tes doluticaas. These data should 
be p a r t i c u l a r l y useful in in te rp re t ing any oxide f luxing/ 
r ep rec ip i t a t ion mechanism in th in s a l t films with gradients 
in both oxygen and Na-O a c t i v i t i e s . 
153 Deanhardt and Stern '^'^ measured the s o l u b i l i t y products 
of nickel and cobalt oxides in molten NaCl (1100 K) and 
NapSO^ (1200 K) by coulometric t i t r a t i o n of the respect ive 
chlor ides (NiClg, CoClp) and sul fa tes (NiSO^, CoSO^^ ) with 
electrochemically generated oxide ion, using a s t ab i l i zed 
z i rconia (SZ) electrode as an oxide pump. The metal oxide 
fliquilibria were complicated by the competitive paths leading 
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to NapOg* NaNiOg and NaCoOg formation. Confirmation of 
Ka202 in NaCl and NagSO^, and NaNiOg in NagSO^ has been 
reported in the literature"^^®'^^ ^^^, Activity coeffi-
cients of soluble nickel and cobal.t salts were also 
determined from a comparison of e3q)erimental data and 
thermodynamic calculations. The calculate activity 
coeffieients for NiClg and CoClp in molten NaCl agree very 
l^6-i"=S7 
well with value reported by Hamby and Scott^ "^ '", Coapa-
rable values of activity coefficients of NaNiOp and NaCoOp 
in molten NaCl were not available in literature. The 
calculated activity coefficients of soluble salts of nickel 
and cobalt in molten Na^SO^ were compared with data of Gupta 
128 
and Rapp . Good agreement was found for the activity 
coefficients of NaNiOg and NaCoOp. However the activity 
coefficients for NiSO^ and CoSO^ were atleast a factor of 
ten lower than those repoarted by Gupta and Rapp, The solu-
bility of NiO in molten NagSO^ was compared to the data of 
1?3 
Gupta and Rapp . The curves were in good agreements in 
terms of position of minimum solibility except an order of 
magnitude higher than that reported byGGupta and Rapp, 
This was because of the difference in oxygen pressure frcai 
1 atm. (used by Qupta. and Rapp) to 0.2 atm. Some recent 
investigations^ ^ have also shown that stabilized 
zirconia (SZ), an oxide-conducting solid electrolyte, can 
2— 
function as an 0 ion pump in molten NaCl at 1100 K and 
y 
and NagSO^ ^ a t 1200 K. In NagO-NaCl and NagO-NagSO^ melts 
melts-''^^-''^^'-''^ oxide i s par t ia l ly converted to peroxide 
according to the reaction 
NagO > 1/2 Og ^ NagOg Cl»53) 
Assuming that the electrolysis i s slow enough to maintain 
1^1 the oxide/peroxide equilibrium at a l l times. Stem 
reported the activi ty coefficients of Na20 in molten 
-4 NaCl (1100 K) and I^ Ag^ O^ (1200 K) to be 1,07 x 10 and 
3.6 X 10"^, respectively* indicating large negative dsfvia-
tions from Rault 's law for the NagO-NaCl and NagO -NagSO^ 
melts. 
Misra et al^^ calculated the solubilities and the 
interaction energy parameters for the acidic solutes of 
NiO and CoO or Co^ O/^  by the use of existing phase stability 
diagrams and a regular solution model that permits the 
extrapolation of solubility data to lower temperatures. 
They found good agreement with experimental solubility 
results. 
Deanhardt and Stem '^  reported the solubility of 
Yttria LY2°3^ ^^ ^ ° * ^ molten Na2S0^ (1200 K) and NaCl 
(1100 K). The solubility was determined by coulometric 
titration of YCl^ (in molten NaCl) and Yg^SO^)^ (in molten 
Na2S0^) with el ectroc hemic ally generated oxide ions using a 
u 
stabilized zirconia» electrode as an oxide ion source. The 
aeasured equilibrium constants for the acidic and basic 
dissolution reactions for NaCl on an ion fraction seale were 
found to be (1.4 - 2.2) x 10"^^* and (0.7-5.5) x 10*"^, res-
pectively. For NapSO ,^ the constants were (4.5-6,4) x 10"^ 
and (o»l-1.4) x 10 , respectively. The minimum solubil i ty 
for y t t r i a in molten NagSO^ occurs a t -log act ivi ty NagO of 
--10. The minimum solubil i ty for NiO in molten NagSO^ ^ was 
also found to occur at 10^^-^. Yttria appears as a more 
acidic oxide in molten NaCl with a minimum in the solubi l i ty 
plot at -log act ivi ty NagO ^ 1 2 . 
Shi and Rapp^ measured the solubil i ty of SiOg in 
fused NagSO^ at 900 C using the identical eaqperimental 
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apparatus as reported ear l ier , except that a quartz 
criKJible was used to contain the molten sa l t , A curve of 
the measured solubil i ty of SiOp in fused NapSO^ at 900 C 
for different melt basicity was obtained (figure 1.24). 
The basicity of the melt was changed from 11.0 to 14,5 in 
the measurements, but the solubili ty of SiOp in the melt 
varied only within 1,4 to 6.3 ppm by weight, mean value ; 
3.2 ppm and standard deviation > 1,8 ppm. No trend in the 
dependence of SiOg solubil i ty in NagSO^ on the melt basicity 
i s revealed by the data. X-ray diffraction pattern of the 
sample a t different basicity was also taken which identifies 
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only quartz and Na-SO^, but did not de tec t any form of sodium 
s i l i c a t e . From t l ^ s e experimental f ac t s , i t was concliKied 
t i iat the d isso lu t ion of SiOg in NagSO^^  melt a t 900 C i s a 
physical d i sso lu t ion process, the SiOp dissolving as SiOg 
molecules or complexes, with no chemical react ion between 
the Si02aand Na^SO^. For exanqple, the formation of a s i l i -
ca t e v ia the react ion 
NagO * aSiOg - NagSigO^ (1.52) 
would necessar i ly r e s u l t i n a dependence of the s o l u b i l i t y 
on the NapO act iv i ty* The average s o l u b i l i t y of SiOp i n 
NapSO^^  i n bas i c i ty range of 11,0 to 1^.5 i s about 3.2 ppm. 
No P^ dependence of the SiO, d issolu t ion i s ejqpected, since 
^2 "^ 
no valence cJriange i s involved. 
The phase s t a b i l i t y diagarams for the Na-S i -S-0^ 
system a t 900 C ( f igure 1,1.13) show tha t SiOg i s s t ab le in 
a Na^SO^ melt tha t i s l e s s basic than log ajj Q^ ~ 1 1 . 0 . 
145 Rapp in th i s Whitney award l e c tu r e presented a 
compilation of measured s o l u b i l i t i e s in fused Na^SO^ a t 
1200 K for PQ » 1 atm, for the oxides of p r inc ipa l i n t e r e s t 
2 
to high temperature al loys and coating ( f igure 1*25). SiOgi 
which does not form dominant ionic solutes i n the reported 
bas i c i t y r a n g e ^ i s represented by a s t r a i g h t l i n e . The 
s i x orders of magnitude difference in - log ajj^ Q values for 
u 
the so lub i l i t y minima between Co,0^ and AlpO, or CrJO^ 
emphasizes the importance of the loca l chemistry witliin a 
fused s a l t film. 
144 Liang and E l l i o t t studied electrochemically the 
react ion between Cr^O, and NagSO^C ) a t 1200 K. In the 
highly acidic medium (PgQ « 0.8 atm,)» chromium i s present 
as Cr^CSO^), and i n the highly basic mediim (PgQ » lO"-^ atm.) 
^ 144-145 
NapCrO^ i s the predominant species . Liang and E l l i o t t -^  
have a lso reported a few values for the equilibrium solubi -
l i t i e s of Cr20,, AlgO^ and NiO in NagSO^ a t 1200 K over a 
146 l imited range of s a l t concentration. Lin and E l l i o t t 
studied the thermochemistry of Na^ O -WO, system and measured 
the a c t i v i t y of Na^O in Na^ O-WO, syston by means of an 
electrochemical c e l l i n the temperature range of 1065 to 
1295 K. The r e l a t i ve p a r t i a l molar and molar free energies 
and enthalpies for the system were a lso determined. Free 
energy of fonnation from Na20 and ¥0^ favours the formations 
of Na20.6W0,, Na20-4W0,, Na20,2W0, and Ka20.W0, compounds in 
147-14Q Na20-W0, system. Several s tudies have demonstrated 
revers ib le electrochemical measurements of oxygen and SO, 
(or NagO) a c t i v i t i e s in l iqu id su l f a t e s . 
Several inves t iga t ion have a lso been car r ied out 
r e l a t i ng t o the so lub i l i t y of metal oxides in Na2C0,, John 
160 
and Rapp*^^ determined the solubilities of NiO and AI2O3 in 
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NapCO, at 900 C. The solubil i ty data have been correlated 
to the measured corrosion rates of NiAl, Ni-200 and Ni-270. 
The solubi l i t ies of NiO and NajMO, were determined as a 
function of COpCor aj^ ^ Q) ac t iv i t ies in molten NaoCO, via 
atomic absorption analysis. The solubil i ty of NaAlO^ did 
not depend upon either PQ and P^^ . The compound NiO 
2+ exhibited amphoteric dissolution behaviour as Ni in acid 
melts and as Ni02 (i^^ PQ " "^  atm.) in basic melts. Baumgartner ^ 
recently reported solubili ty of NIO in Molten carbonate fuel 
ce i l and proposed dissolution mechanism. In another paper 
Baumgartner determined NiO solubil i ty in molten Li/K car-
bonate under molten carbonate fuel ce l l cathode environments. 
The author concluded that NiO/carbonate equilibrium i s not 
established simply by the COg par t ia l pressure as suggested 
previously since increasing the COg by a factor of 10 a t 
constant temperature never restated in more than a factor of 
3.5 increase in solubilised nickel. This indicates that the 
solubilisation mechaaism i s indeed complex and in need of 
further e:q?loration. 
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1.1,7 Statement of the Work Presented In t h i s Thesis 
The work described in t h i s t hes i s deals with the 
s tudies on the in t e rac t ion of metal l ic oxides and carbides , 
separately with Na2S0^ or NaCl a t high temperatures. The 
experiments were car r ied out in the presence of flowing 
o^qrgdn gas in the temperature range of 800-1200 K where 
hot corrosion react ions usually show optimization. Some 
of the oxides chosen for the s tudies which a re the i n i t i a l 
seating products during the oxidation of i ndus t r i a l a l l oys ; 
these oxides arei invariably involved in hot corrosion 
react ions in presence of a molten s a l t . The carbides 
chosen for these s tudies form the important phase of high 
temperature al loys such as Ni- , and Co- base super al loys or 
dispersion strengthened a l loys . 
Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
I t discusses the chemistry and phenomenology of hot 
corrosion of metal and a l loys . The factors influencing the 
phenomenology and mechanistic of hot corrosion are described 
in d e t a i l . Since the high temperature s o l u b i l i t i e s of oxides 
in molten a l k a l i metal su l fa te /ch lor ide play an important 
ro le in i n t e rp re t a t ion of the hot corrosion mechanism, more 
emphasis has been given to quant i ta t ive treatment of oxide 
s o l u b i l i t i e s , phase equ i l ib r i a and condensation c r i t e r i a . 
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»»rly pioneering p a p e " , t"-^ 
E»:ept for some early ^ ^ ^^^^^^ 
w^ n+Brature survey iriw 
t^^sis i« ludes the l i t e r a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^, 
>o reviews a»<l reporv." r 
rasearcb papers. ^^ ^^ ^^ of 1936-
corrosion beginning frc» l a t e 
^ ^ " " ^ " ^ ,ns the results of the s t a l e s 
This cmpter contains the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .^ Na^SO^ 
, „ , with the high temperature 
conoemlns with th , «« fl flO 
,m atftMt «e« * * 1 111* I y""' 
Al 2O3, Cr203, Fe203, SiO^. ZrO^, m^, NbgO .^ ^^aS* ^ ' S ' ^^ 
WO3 in the temperature range of 900-1200 K in l lwing osqrgen 
gas. The tharmogravimetric studies for each system were 
carried out by measuring the interaction kinetic and weight 
change as a function of mole fraction of NagSO^ in the oxide 
and NagSO^ mixture. The moiphologies of the reaction products 
are discussed on the basis of results from X-ray diffraction 
analysis, optical metallograpiiy, SEM and EDAX studies. More-
over, the pH and the conductivity of thA soluble species in 
the reaction products are measured and attempts are made to 
functionalize these parameters with the sa l t Concentl^tion 
in the mixture. Quantitative estimation of snlnKl 
species has also b.«n ^^^"^ ' ' " ^ ^ ^ i ^ 
^ 5 aiso been carried out with th« u -. 
absorption spectrophotomet. ' ' ' ' ' * ^ 
ronoauon or <u.,erent so . . " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' " " ' ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
- t a l oxide-Ha 3 0 ! ? ^ ^ ' " ''' ' ' ' ' ' ' - ^ - - ^ 0 . 
7« 
thenaodynamic phasd stability diagrams. 
r.hapter I I I 
Chapter I I I contains the results of an investigation 
concerning with the interac^tion of NaCl with different metal 
oxides in the temperature range of 800.1200 K in pure oxygen 
gas atmosphere. The oxides include : CojOf,. NiO, t^l^Oy 
Cv^Oy ?^^0y SiO^, Ti02. ZrO^. Nb205, Ta205, M0O3 and WO3. 
The oxidation behaviour has been studied by measuring the 
interaction kinetics and the effect of NaCl concentration 
on weight change. The constituents in the reaction products 
are identified by X-ray diffraction analysis and the i r 
nature i s determined on the basis of optical metallography, 
SEM and EDAX studies. The quantitative estimation of the 
soluble metal species (by Atomic absorption spectrophotoaet^) 
and chloride (by Ion selective electlrode) in the aqueous 
solution of the reaction product has also been carried out. 
Chapter IV 
Chapter IV contains the results of studies dealing 
""C. TaC, Moc, fcc ff^ include , cr_c, t.„ „ ^ 
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were carried out by measuring the weight change as a 
function of time arai mole fraction of Na^ SO^ in the reaction 
mixture. The presence of different constituents in the 
reaction products was identified by X-ray diffraction ana-
lys i s and the morphologies of the reacticm products were 
discussed on the basis of metallograpl:^, scanning electron 
microscopy (SBM) and Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX). 
The quantitative estimation of soluble metal species in the 
aqueous solutions of NagSO^-transition metal carbide products 
was carried out by using atomic absorption spectrophotometer. 
Chapter V 
This chapter deals with the high t^aperature in t e r -
action of NaCl with different transit ion metal carbide 
(CryC^, Fe^C, TiC, ZrC, NbC, TaC, MoC, WC, VC and HfC) in 
the tenperature range of 800-1200 K in flowing OgCg). The 
different constituents present in the reaction product were 
identified by X-ray diffraction analysis and were characteri-
zed on the basis of results frcan met a l l ©graphic, SEM and 
WSX studies* The concentration of soli&le metal species 
in the aqueous solution of the reaction products was deter-
mined by using the technique of atcsaic absorption spectro-
photometry. 
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Table 1,1 
Possible Salt Fluxii^ Reaction 
for NagSO^ Deposits on Alloys 
Basic ProcesseK 
A* Dissolution of Reaction Product, ( i . e . , AO) Due to 
Removal of Sulfur and Oxygen from the NagSO^ by the 
Metal or Alloy i 
SO^^" - 1/2 Sg + 3/2 O2 • 0^" 
(Sulfate (for reaction (for reaction (for reaction 
deposit) with alliy) with alloy) with AO) 
Reaction between AO and oxide ions can follow 2 courses : 
(1) Continuous dissolution of AO 
A(Alloy) • 1/2 O2 + 0^" - AOg^" 
NagSO^ i s converted to Na^ AOp and attack i s dependent 
on amount of NagSO^ in i t i a l l y present. 
(2) Solution and reprecipitation 
A( alloy) + 1/2 Og + 0^ "* - AOg^ 'C solution) -
A0(precipitation ^ 0^" 
A supply of SO, i s required in order for attack to 
proceed indefinitely, otherwise attack will stop 
when melt becaaes sufficiently basic a t precipitat ioa 
site* 
B. Solution and Precipitation of AO as a Result of a Negative 
76 Gradient in Solubilily of AO in NagSO .^ 
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Table 1.2 
Possible Salt Fluxing Reactions 
For NagSO^ Deposits on Alloys 
Acidic Processes 
Qas Phase Induced 
A. Formation of ASO^ in NagSO^ 
A( alloy) + SO^ + 1/2 Og - A^* + SO^ *^" 
Continuous solution of ASO^  in NagSO^ requires continuous 
supply of SOx and Op from gas. 
B. Solution of Precipitation of AO in Na^ SO^ Due to Reductiai 
of SO, : 
A(alloy) -I- SO^  (from gas) - A^ "^  •¥ SO,^" ( in melt) 
A^* •• SO,^" + 1/2 Og (from gas) - AO (precipitate) -• 30^ 
C. Solution and Precipitation of AO as a Result of a Negative 
Gradient in Solubility of AO in NagSO^ as in B'^^. 
Alloy Phase Induced. 
D. Solution of AO in NagSO^ Modified by Second Oxide from 
Alloy ( i . e . , BO^), 
- Modification of NagSO^ by BO^  
B( alloy) + 3/2 Og + SO^^" - 30^^"+ SO^  
- oLution reaction for AO, Na^ SO^ beetles enriched in 
ABO^ . 
A(alloy) + B(alloy) -^  2 Og ^ A^* + BO^^" 
- Solution - Precipitation 
A(alloy) + B(alloy) + 2 Og - A^* + •^04^" * -^3 
Precipitation of AO in NagSO^ as a result of loss of 
BO, from Na^SO^ permits substantial attack with small 
amounts of NagSO/^ . 
BO,
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FIGURE CAPTICaiS 
Ftg. 1.1 Scbsmatlc diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the 'sxilfidatlon 
model' proposed by Simons et al* 
Pig, 1«2 Schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the modified 
sulfidation model proposed by Seybolt. 
Fig. 1.3 Schematic diagram for basic fluxing model for hot 
corrosion of pure Ni. 
Fig. 1.4 Schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e NapSO^-induced 
hot corrosion of a Ni-8Cr-6Al alloy in a i r . 
Fig. 1*5 Schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the sequential 
steps in the NapSO^ -^induoed hot corrosion of 
cobalt in a i r . 
Fig. 1,6 Schematic diagram for acidic fluxing model for 
alloys containing Mo, W and/or V. 
Ftg. 1,7 Schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the hot corrosion 
attack of a CoCrAlY alloy in presence of SO, 
and Op. 
Fig, 1,8 Schematic diagram representing cases of continuous 
hot corrosion of a pure metal ( I i s the oxide/salt 
interface and I I i s the salt /gas interfjace). 
Fig. 1,9 Schematic diagram to i l l u s t r a t e the hot corrosion 
attack of alloys induced by mixtures of NapSO^-NaCl. 
Fig. 1.10 Schematic diagram for a model of vo la t i l e product 
formation by Davin et a l . 
Fig. l#li Scbamatic thenaodynaaaic stability diagram for 
the systaa H-O-S at temperature T. 
Fig. 1.12 Schematic thermodynamic stability diagi^ im for the 
systaft M-O-S and possible reaction products after 
e3g>osure in different atmosphere. 
Fig. 1.13 Thermodynamic phase stability diagram for the 
Na-Cr-S-0 system at 1200 K. 
Pig, 1,14 Theimodynamic phase stability diagi^ uoa for the 
Na-Fe-S-O systaa at 1200 K. 
Fig. 1.15 Thermodynamic phase stability diagi^ Lm for the 
Na-Ki-S-0 system at 1200 K. 
Fig. 1.16 Thermodynamic phase stability diagram for the 
Na-Co-S-0 system at 1200 K. 
Fig. 1.17 Thermodynamic phase stability diagram for the 
Na-Al-S-0 system at 1200 K. 
Fig. 1.18 Thermodynamic phase stability diagram for the 
Na-Si-S-O system at 900 C. 
Fig. 1.19 Schematic diagram showing the solubility of 
a-JQ.20^ in fused NagSO^ at 1200 K and PQ » al atm. 
Fig. 1*20 Schematic diagram showing the measured and 
calculated solubilities of CrpO^ in fused NagSO^ 
at 1200 K for several ©ijygen activities. 
Fig. 1.21 Schematic diagram showing the solubility of NiO 
in fused NagSO^ ^ at 1200 K. 
Fig. 1,22 Schematic diagram showing the solubi l i ty of 
Co,0^ in fused NagSO^ at 1200 K. 
Big. 1.23 Schematic diagi'am showing the measured and 
calciiLated solubi l i t ies of a-FepO^ and Fe^O^ in 
fused NapSOf^  at 1200 K for several osgrgen ac t iv i t ies . 
Fig. 1.24 Schematic diagram showing the solubi l i ty of SiOg 
in fused NagSO^ at 900 C. 
Fig. 1.25 Schematic diagram showing the coa^ilation of 
measured solubi l i t ies for 6 oxides in fused Na2S0^ 
at 1200 K and 1 atm. 
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CHAPTER 11 
Interaction of Metal Oxide and Na^So^ 
In the Temperature Range 900-1200K 
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2 . 1 aCPSRIMENTAL 
2.1 .1 Chemicals Used 
Co,0^, NiO, AlgOj, CrgOg, FegOj, SiOg, TiOg, ^ rOgt 
NbgOc, TapOcf M0O5 and WO, were all A.R. grade products. 
NapSO^ (Reagent grada) was dried in an oven at 200 C for 
about UQ hours, 
2.1.2 Preparation of the Specimens 
Dry and powdered Na^SO^ and the oxide cf about 80 
mesh size were mixed in different molar ratios of NagSOA 
and oxide (2:1, 3^2, 111, 2i3 and 1:2) and were put in a die 
(diameter 1.4 cm) and pressed into compact tablets using a 
hydraulic press (pressure 10 ton/cm^). 
2.1.3 Oxidation Studies 
%>•»——WMWii—iiOMiii— • • 1 1 1 — M — W W — W W i M l i l M 
The oxidation runs were carried out on a laboratory 
fabricated helical thermal balance attached with a catheto-
meter. The oxidation runs were carried at different tenpera-
tures in the range of 900-1200 K in a stream of pure and 
dried oxygen gas. The runs were usually of 24 hours duraticns. 
A 24 hours oxidation run was found to be adequate to provide 
reaction products under steady state condition which is 
indicated by no change in weight for a considerable period 
of e35)osure time. To obtain a sufficient number of the 
samples of the reaction products for a particular systsa, 
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3 s i l i ca boats, each containing compacts of the same rat io 
were placed in a horizontal furnace and were oxidized under 
almost identical conditions. After completion of the 
oxidation run, the compacts were taken out and quenched in 
a i r and weighed. Out of three samples, one was mounted for 
morphological studies (X-ray diffraction, metallographic SEM 
and EQAX), a second for qualitative chemical analysis, conduc-
t i v i t y and pH determination and the third was retained for 
quantitative estimation of soluble species. 
2.1.4 X-ray Diffraction Studies 
Xr-ray diffraction analysis was carried out using a 
Philips X-ray diffractometer (type PW1140/09) with Cu-, Mo-
or FeKa targets and appropriate f i l t e r s (Courtsey:USIC, 
University of Roorkee). 
2.1.5 Metallographic Studies 
Metallographic studies were carried out on a computer-
ized Leitz photometallurgical microscope (Metallux 2) . The 
reaction products present in the form of compacts were mounted 
in paper moulds using Araldite as a cold setting resin. The 
mounted specimens were abraded sequentially on 130, 320 and 
600 g r i t papers followed by polishing with 6 JLI diamond paste 
using kerosine oil as the lapping l iquid. Appropriate 
etchant were used to identify the phases in the microstructures. 
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Table 2.1 l i s t s the d i f fe ren t etcbants used i n the metal lo-
graphic s tud ies . 
2 .1 .6 Scanning Electron Microscopic CSSH) and Energy 
Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX) Studies 
SSM and EDAX studies were performed using a JOEL 
electron microscope with EDAX attachment. Polished spec i -
mens were coated with co l lo ida l gold emulsion and t h e i r 
s t ruc tures were examined through the microscope. The 
desired port ion of the micrestructures of the specimens 
were photographed a t various njagnifications (Courtsey : 
National Botanical Research I n s t i t u t e , Lucknow and P.R. 
Laboratory, Ahmedabad), 
2 .1 .7 pH and Conductivity measurements 
pH and conductance of the aqueous solut ion of the 
react ion products were measured using ORION RESEARCH micro-
processor ionanalyzer (model 901) and ELICO conductivi ty 
br idge , respect ively . The compacts of the reac t ion products 
of d i f fe ren t r a t i o s were dissolved i n water (D.M.W.) and pH 
and conductance of the aqueous solut ion were measured simul-
taneously. 
2 .1 .8 Estimation of the Soluble Metal 
A Perkin Elmer model 303 (303-0073) atMa^_alJ5orption 
73>G// J 
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spectrophotometer (by Courtsey USIC, University of Roorkee) 
was tised to determine the concentration of different metals. 
High purity acetylene was used as the fuel and appropriate 
Perkin Elmer hollow cathod lamps were chosen for the deter-
mination of the concentration of metals. The compacts of 
the reaction products were dissolved in water (deminerallzed) 
and were diluted accordingly to measure the concentration of 
soluble metal in the aqueous solution of the reaction 
product. Table 2.2 l i s t s the weight of the compact and reac-
ting mixtures and the concentration of soluble metals in the 
reaction mixture. 
2.2 RESULTS 
2.2.1 Thermogravimetric Studies 
2.2.1.a Oxidation kinetic 
Weight loss ( in •/) versus time plots for metal oxide-
NapSO^ systems are shown in figure 2 .1 , With the exceptions 
of Nb20K and MoO, systems, where there i s a continuous and 
rapid weight loss upto a period of about 12 hours, in a l l 
other systems af ter an I n i t i a l weight loss opto a period of 
about 4 to 8 houjns, no further weight loss occurs on e^qposure 
to oxygen, 
2 .2 . l .b Influence of sa l t 
figure Z^2 shows plots of to ta l weight loss (in •/) 
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versus mole f ract ion of Na^SO^ i n the mixture of NagSO^^  and 
metal oxide. The t o t a l weight l o s s represents the f inal 
reading recorded a f t e r 24 hours of heating of a mixture 
consis t ing of metal oxide and NapSO^ a t se lected temperatures 
in the temperature range of 900-1200 K in flowing oxygen. In 
general , no further detectable loss in weight was observed 
a f t e r time periods extending 24 hours. Thus the weight l o s s 
incurred during a 24 hours run represents a t o t a l weight 
l o s s a t steady s t a t e . 
A study of the weight loss curves ind ica tes three 
types of behaviour during the in t e rac t ion of Na^SO^ with 
metal l ic oxides. The f i r s t type shows no s ign i f i can t change 
in t o t a l weight loss values on varying Na^SO^ concentrat ion 
i n the mixture, the second type i s character ized by a minima 
in the weight l o s s curves and cons t i tu t e s the majority of 
the systffiQs. Last ly , the systems showing a maxima i n t h e 
weight l o s s curves cons t i t u t e a minority. 
The systems which show no or l i t t l e change in weight 
with varying Na^ SO^^  concentration incliKie : NiO-NapSOA(llOO K), 
CrgOj-NagSO^ (1100 K), Ti02-Na2S0^ (1100 K), ZrOg-Na^SO^ 
(1100 K) and W0j-Na2S0^ (1000 K). The systems which show a 
minima in the weight loss curves include : NiO-NapSO^ 
aaoOK), Al203-Na2S0^(1200K), Cr203-Na2S0^(l200 K), FegOj-
Ua^SOi^ (iiOO and 1200 K), Si02-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), 
TiOj^-NaaSO^ (1200 K), Nb^O^-Na2^0^(1100 K ) , lio(^-Na2S04 
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(900 K) and WO -^Na^ SO^ (1100 K). LasUy, the t h i r d type 
which shows a maxima in the weight l o s s curves includes : 
Co^O^-NagSO^ (1100 and 1200 K), AlgO^-NagSO^ (1100 K), 
ZrOg-NagSO^ (1200 K), NbgO^-NagSO^ (1200 K) and Ta2C^~Na2S04 
(1100 and 1200 K), 
2 .2.2 Variation in pH 
The pH of the aqueous solut ions of the metal oxide 
NapSO^ react ion product was measured a t room temperature 
(25 C). The solut ions were found basic for the systems : 
Co,0^-Na280^ (1100 and 1200 K), NiO-NagSO^^ (1100 K), AI2OJ-
Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), Cr205-Na2S0i^ (1100 and 1200 K), 
Fe20,-Na2S0^ (1100 K) and WO -^NagSO^ (1000 K). The solut ions 
for NiO-Na2S0^ (1200 K), Si02-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K) and 
Ta20c-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K) were nearly neut ra l and those 
of Fe20^-Na2S0^(i200 K), Ti02-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), Zr02 
NagSO^ (UOO and 1200 K), Nb2C^-Na2S0^ (llOO and 1200 K) and 
Mo0,-Na2S0^ (900 K) were acidic in nature . Figure 2.3 
represents p lo t s showing var ia t ion in pH of the aqueous 
solut ions of the react ion products with va r i a t ions in the 
amount of Na2S0£^  in the mixture. With a few exceptions, the 
magnitude of the change i s not l a rge not exceeding 1.0 i n 
most of the cases . In general , two types of the curves are 
d is t inguishable ( i ) those showing an increase in pH with 
increasing amount of Na2S0^ in the mixture and a pronounced 
maxima a t a ce r t a in s a l t f ract ion. These include : CO^OK-
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NagSO^ (1100 and 1200 K), NiO-Na2SO^ (1100 K), Al^O^-NagSO^ 
(1100 and 1200 K), Cr205-Na2S0^ (1200 K) and NbgO^-NagSO^ 
(1100 K) ( i i ) those showing no appreciable change in 
bas i c i ty or ac id i ty with increasing concentration of Na2S0^ 
and include : NiO-NagSO^ (1200 K), Cr20^-Na2S0^ (1100 K), 
Fe20,-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), Si02-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), 
Ti02-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K)^ Zr02-Na2S0i^ (1100 and 1200 K) 
Nb20c-Na2S0^ (1200 K), Ta20c-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K) and 
Mo0,-Na2S0^ (990 K). Only W0j-Na2S0^ (IDOO K) system shows 
a minima a t 0.5 mole fract ion of NagSO^. 
For basic solutions with few exceptions the equimolar 
mixture of the metal oxide and Na2S0^ in the react ion product 
of the system Co^04-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), NiO -Na2S0^ 
(1100 and 1200 K), Al20^-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), Cr205-Na2S0^ 
(1100 and 1200 K), Fe20,-'Na2S0^ (1100 K) show maximum b a s i c i t y 
indicat ing the re lease of maximum 0 which must be i n the 
form of species such as cobal ta te , n icke la te , aluminate, 
chromate and f e r r i t e , respect ively . 
2 .2 .3 Variat ion in Conductance 
The conductance of the aqueous solut ions of the 
react ion products of metal oxide and Na230. was measured and 
va r i a t ions in conductance with varying amount of NagSO^ were 
noted. Figure 2.4 shows var ia t ions in conductance of the 
aqueous solutions of the react ion products with varying 
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NagSO^ concentrat ion. Mainly 2 types of behaviour are noted 
( i ) with increasing Na2S0. concentration there i s a c o n t i -
nuous increase in conductance. The systems showing t h i s 
behaviour include : Co50^-Na2S0^ (1100 K), Ni0-Na2S0^ (1100 
and 1200 K), Ay)3-Na2S0^ (1100 K), Cr20j-Na2S0^ (1100 K), 
Fe20^-Na2S04(1100 K), Si02-Na2S04 (HOOK), Ti02-Na2S04 
(1100 and 1200 K), Zr02-Na2S04 (1100 K), JUb^O^-^a^SOi^ (1100 
and 1200 K) ind Ta20^-Na2S04 (1100 and 1200 K), ( i i ) conduc-
tance increases with increase in Na2S04 concentrat ion upto a 
ce r t a in mole f ract ion a f t e r t h a t fur ther addi t ion of Na2S04 
has no Effect on conductance. This type of behaviour i s noted 
i n the systems : Co^O^-NagSO^ (1200 K), CrgO^-NagSOj^ (1200 K), 
Fe203-Na2S04 (1200 K), Si02-Na2S04 (1200 K), ZrOg-KagSO^ (1200 K) 
and Mo05-Na2S04 (900 K). Only the systems Al203-Na2S04 (1200 K) an(| 
W0,-Na2S04 (1000 K) show d i s t i n c t breaks in the conductance 
curve a t 0.6 and 0,5 mole fract ions Na2S0£ ,^ respect ive ly . The 
system Al20x-Na2S04 (1200 K) shows increasing conductance with 
increase in Na2S04-conc.entration t i l l a maximum i s noticed 
followed by a decrease in conductance with fur ther increase 
in Na2S04 concentration. The system VJO -^Na^ SO^ (lOOOK) shows 
decrease in conductance with increasing ^8230^ concentration 
t i l l a minimum i s obtained followed by an increase in conduc-
tance with fur ther increase in Na SO^ ^ concentrat ion. 
In the f i r s t type, the increase i n conductance with 
increasing concentration of Na2S04 seems t o be due t o the 
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continuous formation of basic cobaltate, nickelate, aluminate, 
chromate, ferrite, silicate, titnate, zirconate, niobdte and 
tantalate ions in the reaction mixtures of respective systems 
at1100 K. The formation of these species can be attributed 
to the high oxide ion activity at this temperature. 
In type II, the increase in conductance with increase 
in Na^SO^ concentration igjto 0#5 or 0,6 mole fraction indicates 
the formation of basic cobaltate, chromate, ferrite, silicate, 
zirconate and molybdate (900 K) species in respective systems 
at 1200 K. Further addition of NagSO^ after 0*5 or 0.6 mole 
fraction has no effect on conductance. It seems that at 
1200 K, oxide ion activity becomes sufficiently low at concen-
trations above 0.5 or 0.6 mole fraction of Na^SO^ thus preven-
ting the formation of soluble basic metallic species. 
In Al20,-Na2S0^ (1200 K) system the increase in 
conductance with increasing concentraticm of Na2S0|^ upto 
0.6 mole fraction indicates the formation of aluminate ions. 
The decrease in conductance on further additionoof NagSO^ is 
due to the precipitation of insoluble AlpO,. 
In WOi-NapSO^ (1©00 K) system, the decrease in conduc-
tance with increasing NapSO^ ^ concentration upto 0.5 mole 
fraction is presumably due to the formation of insoluble 
metal sulfide or similar species at lower NapSO^ concentra-
tion. Further addition of NagSO^ above 0.5 mole fraction 
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favours the formation of Na^ WO .^ 
2 .2 .4 X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
Table 2.3 l i s t s the d i f fe ren t cons t i tuents as iden-
t i f i e d i n the react ion products of metal oxides and NapSO^^  
a t 1100 and 1200 K (900 and 1000 K in case of MoO^  and ¥0^, 
respect ively) by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys is . 
2.2.5 Metallographic and SSM Studies 
Figures 2.5 to 2.16 show some representa t ive opt ica l 
and scanning micrographs of the mounted react ion products. 
For comparison purposes, the photomicrographs of some of the 
unreacted mixture products are a lso shown. The s a l i e n t 
features of the r e s u l t s from metallograpliic s tud ies for the 
d i f fe ren t systems are generalized as follows : 
Co,04-Na2S0^ (vide Fig. 2.5) 
At lower concentrations of NajSO^ there i s r e l a t i v e l y 
l a rge concentration of CoSO^ (dark) in a Co^ O^^  matrix ( l i g h t ) 
However, with increasing concentration of Na^SO^, a l i g h t 
grey phase presumably NaCoOp appears along with CoSO^ and 
Co,0^. Similar features appears in the scanning electron 
micrographs. 
Ni0-Na2S0|^ (vide Fig. 2.6) 
The photomicrographs of the react ion prodiKts show a 
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multiphase structure. Atleast 3 phases are identified, 
NiS (dai^), NaNiOg (light grey) and NiO (light). A very 
dark phase presumably represents NiSO^. The crystalloids 
of NiS seem to be cooled from liquid state and spheriodized. 
They are embeded between NiO and NaNiO^ grains. 
Al^O^-Na^SO^ (vide Fig. 2.7) 
At lower NapSO^ concentration, the photomicrographs 
show the presence of two constituents in the reaction products 
namely, Al2(S0^), (dariE) and AlpO, ( l igh t ) . As the concen-
tra t ion of NapSO^ exceeds by 0.4 mole fraction a third 
constituent which i s flocculent in appearence i s observed in 
the micrographs. The SEM picture indicates the presence ofa 
a 3-phase granular structure in which dark grey Alp(S0^)3 and 
l igh t grey NaAlOg are embeded in between AlgO, l igh t par t ic les . 
^^2°3"^^2^°4 (vide Fig. 2,8) 
Figure 2.8 shows photomicrographs of the reaction 
products of CrpO, and Na-SO^ at 1100 K in presence of varying 
amount of Na2S0^. A 3-phase structure i s evident. With 
increasing NapSO^ concentration, the amount of flocculent 
NapCrO^ increases and i s maximum at a molar ra t io of 3s2 
(Na2S0^ and CrgO,). At NagSO^iCrgO, rat ios of 2t3 and 1:2, 
presence of CrS in considerable proportion i s also noted. 
At 1200 K, as the amount of NapSO^ increases the amount of 
the dark grey constituents, CrS increases along with l igh t 
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grey const i tuents representing NapCrO^. At l i l r a t i o , 
the react ion product represents a matrix of CrpO, containing 
c rys t a l l o id s of Na2CrO^ and CrS. 
FegO^-NagSO^ (vide Fig. 2.9) 
Figure 2.9 shows photomicrographs of the FepOa-NapSO^ 
react ion products a t 1100 and 1200 K. At 1100 K, the amount 
and s i ze of the l i g h t grey phase which i s f locculent in 
appearance increases with increasing NapSO^ with a maximum 
a t 0.6 mole fract ion of the s a l t . At 1200 K, the react ion 
product contains dark grey FeS admixed with l i g h t grey 
cons t i tuent which i s ident i f ied as NaFeOp. The microstruc-
t u r e a l so shows dispersion of white phase which i s presumably 
FepO, prec ip i ta ted from NaFeOp during cooling. 
SiOg-NagSO^ (vide Fig. 2.10) 
AtUOO and 1200 K, SiOg ( l i g h t ) and f locculent 
NapSiO, are the only phases noted i n the photomicrographs 
a t lower NapSO^ concentrat ions. A dark grey phase which i s 
perhaps SiS2 appears in 2t3 (NagSO^tSiO^^) product. At 1200 K 
the sulf ide phase appears in the form of dark needles embedded 
in a matrix of NapSiO^. 
Ti02-Na2S0^ (vide Fig. 2.11) 
The presence of a 3-phase s t ruc ture comprising of 
Ti02 (white) , Na2Ti0^ ( l i g h t grey) and TiSg (dark gr«y) i s 
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indicated by the photomicrograph. The amount of Na2TiO^ 
decreases with decreasing NagSO^ concentrat ion in the mixture. 
ZrOg-NagSO^ (vide Fig. 2.12) 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products show 
the presence of Na^ZrO, in increasing proport ion along with 
ZrS/ZrS2 with increasing concentration of NagSO^. A 3-phase 
s t ruc tu re comprising of ZrS (black) , Na2ZrO, (grey) and 
ZrOg (white) appears in the photo and scanning micrographs. 
The photomicrograph a t 1200 K shows s imi lar features as 
those found at 1100 K although the amount of Na^ZrO, i s much 
laiTger a t higher temperature, 
NbgO^-NagSO^ (vide Fig. 2.13) 
The presence of a 2-phase s t ruc ture comprising of 
Nb^O^ (white) and NaNb03 ( l i g h t grey) i s indicated in the 
react ion products from low Na^SO^ react ion mixtures. At 
high Na^SO, concentration, a b l a c . phase i s a l so appeared 
vhich i s ident i f ied as Nbs^. 
The presence of 3 QU^ 
'^ -^ ^h inc^ "^^^t oxide M «, ^^^ 
Z^% ^^^^centration i „ . . ^ ' ^^"^^^^^3 
' ^^ - t ac t ion ^ ^ ^ 
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A 1200 K, the scanning electron micrograph shows the 
presence of some NaTaO^ ( l i g h t grey) in TagO^-enriched 
matrix. 
MoO^-Na^SO^ (vide Fig. 2.15) 
The opt ical and scanning photomicrographs show the 
presence of a 2-phase s t ruc ture consis t ing of NagMoG^ ( l i g h t ) 
and NaMoSp (dark) . The amount of cons t i tuen ts va r r i e s accor-
ding to the concentration of MoO, and NapSOj^  i n the mixture. 
VQ -^NagSOj^  (vide Fig. 2.16) 
The photomicrographs of the WO^-NapSO^ reaction 
products at 1000 K show increasing amount of floccuLent grey 
NagWO/^ with increasing concentration of NapSO^ in the reaction 
mixture. The presence of sulfide WS^ is also indicated by 
the appearance of a dark grey phase. 
2.2 .6 EDAX Analysis 
The study of the sol id react ion products obtained by 
the oxidation of mixtures containing metal oxides and NapSO^ 
in d i f ferent proportions was car r ied out by means of enei^gy 
dispersion X-ray analys is . The r e s u l t s are shown in f i g . 2.17 
to 2,23 which show an average d i s t r i bu t ion of elements in the 
form of energy diagrams. 
2 .2.7 Estimation of the Soluble Metal 
The p lo t s of the concentration of soluble metal i n 
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the aqueous solut ion of the react ion product versus mole 
fract ion of Na^SO^ are shown in f ig . 2.24. The p lo t s show 
two types of behaviour : ( i ) with increasing NagSO^ concen-
t r a t i o n there i s an increase in s o l u b i l i t y . This type of 
behaviour i s exhibited by the systems : Co^O^-NagSO^ (1200 K), 
CrgOj-Na^SO^ (1200 K), Fe20^-Na2S04 (1200 K) and MoO -^NagSO^ 
(900 K). ( i i ) with increasing Na2S0^ concentration there i s 
a maximum in the so lub i l i t y followed by a decrease i n the 
s o l u b i l i t y . The systems, NiO-NagSO^ (1200 K) and AlgO^ 
Na2S0^ (1200 K) show t h i s type of behaviour. 
Except for Mo0,-Na2S0^ (900 K) very low s o l u b i l i t y of 
metal oxides in Na2S0A a t higher temperature has been measured. 
2.3 DISCUSSION 
The in te rac t ion of Na2S0^ and metal oxides a t high 
temperatures r e su l t s in weight losses indica t ing the eaqpul-
sion of sulfur oxide gases/or vaporizat ion of some v o l a t i l e 
compounds. The t o t a l weight loss was measured under a 
steady s t a t e condition which i s indicated by a constant 
weight with increasing exposure time. 
Studying the w^ght loss as a function of NagSO^ ^ 
concentration in the mixture, th ree types of behaviour have 
been noted : 
In the f i r s t type, the t o t a l weight loss decreases 
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With increasing amount of NagSO^ i n the mixture t i l l a 
minima i s obtained ( a t 0.5 or 0.6 mole f ract ion of NagSO^^ ) 
and tha t i s followed by an increase i n weight l o s s va lues . 
The behaviour i s exhibited by a ma;3ority of the systems 
which include NiO-NagSO^ (1200 K), Al^Oj-NagSO^ (1200 K)» 
Cr^Oj-Na^SO^ (1200 K), FegO^-NagSO^ (1100 and 1200 K), 
SiOg-NagSO^ (1100 and 1200 K), TiOg-NagSO^ (1200 K), NbgO^-
^^2^01^ (1100 K), Mo03-Na2S0^ (900 K) and WO -^Na^SO^ (UOO K). 
\^  A decrease i n the weight l o s s with increasing auaount 
of Na^SO^ (upto 0.5 or 0.6 mole f lec t ion) ind ica tes l e s s e r 
fonaation of SOg/SO, or more binding of sulfur i n the form of 
su l f ide or su l f a t e . The following react ions are proposed : 
Na2S0^(s) ^ Na20(s) + S(e.) + 3 / 2 02(g) (2.1a) 
Na2S0^(s) - Na20(s) + S02(g) * 1/2 02(g) (2 .1 b) 
3Ni0 + NagSO^ + 1/2 ©2 - 2NaNi02 + NiSO^ (2.2 a) 
3NiO •«. NagSO^ - 2NaNi02 + NiS + 3/2 O2 (2.2 b) 
kkl^Q^ • 3Na2S0^ - Al2(S0^)3 + 6NaA102 (2 .3 a) 
^AlgO^ •»• 3Na2S0^ - 6Naia02 ••• AlgS^ + 6 Og (2 .3 b) 
SCrgOj + 6Na2S0^ + 9/2 0^ ^ 2Cr2(S0^)5-i. SNagCrO^ (2 .4 a) 
Cr20j + Na2S0^ •* NagCrO^ + CrS + 3/2 O2 (2 .4 b) 
^FegO^ • 3Na2S0^ - Fe2(S0^)j + SNaFeOg ^ (2.5 a) 
3Fe20, + 2Na2S0^ •* 4NaFe02 + 2FeS + 9/2 Og (2.5 b) 
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3Si02 * aNagSO^ ^ aNagSiO^ + SiSg + ^ Og (2.6) 
3Ti02 + aNagSO^ -* HNagTiO^ + TlSg + ^ Og (2 .7) 
SNbgOb + ^NagSO/^  - SNaNbOj • HNbSg + 17/2 Og (2.8) 
7MoO, + SNagSQ^ - 2NaMoS3 • SNagMoO^ ^ •• 25/2 Og (2.9 a) 
5MoOj •• JNagSO^ -• MogS^ + 3Na2Mo04 -i- 15/2 Og (2 .9 b) 
3WO5 t 2Na2S0^ -* 2Na2W0^ -«• ^ 2 * ^^^ °2 (2.10) 
The furtiier increase i n the concentration of NagSO^ 
above 0,5 or 0,6 mole f rac t ion , i n some cases , i n the react ion 
mixture, extends the react ion and an increase in the weight 
l o s s i s observed. This may be a t t r ibu ted to the re lease of 
SOg/SO,. The following react ions are proposed : 
2NiO •¥ NagSO^ -* aNaNiOg * SOg (2.11 a 
2NiO -f NagSO^ + 1/2 Og "* 2NaJii02 + 3 0 ^ (2.11 b 
AlgO, •». NagSO^ - 2NaAl02 + SOg + 1/2 Og (2.12 a 
AI2O3 • NagSO^ - 2NaA102 +30^ (2.12 b 
CrgOj + 2Na2S0^ + 1/2 Og - 2Na2CrO^ + 2SO2 (2.13 a 
CrgOj + 2Na2S0^ + 3/2 Og - 2Na2CrO^ + 230^ (2,13 b 
FegO, • NagSOj;^  - 2NaFe02 + SOg 4- 1/2 Og (2.14 a 
FegOj + NagSO^ - 2NaFe02 -• 30^ (2 .14 b 
SiOg + NagSO^ - NagSiOj + SOg -«• 1/2 Og (2.15 a 
SiOg •• NagSO^ - Na2Si03 +30^ (2.15 b 
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TiOg + NagSO^ - NagTiOj + SOg + 1/2 Og (2.16 a) 
TiOg + NagSO^ - Na^TlO^ + SO^ (2,16 b) 
migOe + NagSO^ ^ 2NaNb05 • SOg + 1/2 Og (2.17 a) 
NbgOc •»• NagSO^ - 2NaNb05 + SO^ ' (2 .17 6) 
M0O5 • NagSO^ - NagMoO^ + SOg + 1/2 Og (2.18 a) 
M0O3 **• ^ ^2'^°4 "* NagMoO^ + 805 (2,18 b) 
WO5 + NagSO^ - NagWO^  + SOg + 1/2 O2 ( 2 a 9 a) 
WO^  + ^^2^% ^ ^^2^°4 * SO3 (2.19 b) 
Type I I includes those systems which shew an increasing 
weight l o s s with increasing concentration of NagSO^ in the 
mixture t i l l a maxima i s noticed ( a t 0.4 or 0.5 mole f ract ion 
of NagSO^) and t h i s i s followed by a decrease i n weight l o s s 
values J CojO^-NagSO^ (1100 and 1200 K), iUgO^-NagSO^ (UOO K), 
ZrOg-NagSO^ (1200 K), NbgC^-NagSO^ (1200 K) and Ta^O^^^a^SOi^ 
(1100 and 1200 K). 
An increasing weight l o s s with increasing NapSO^ 
concentrat ion (upto 0.4 or 0»5 mole f ract ion) ind ica tes the 
re lease of SOp/SO,. The following react ions are poss ib le t 
2Co^0^ • ^NagSO^ - eNaCoOg + 3 SOg + Og (2.20 a) 
2CO3O4 4. 3Na2S0^ * 1/2 Q^ - eNaCoOg + 3 SO3 (2.20 b) 
AlgOj + NagSO^ -^  2NaAl02 > SOg + 1/2 Og (2.12 a) 
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AlgOj + NagSO^ -* ZNaAlOg + SO3 (2.12 b) 
ZrOg • NagSO^ - NaglrO^ * SOg 4- 1/2 Og (2.21 a) 
ZrOg + NagSO^ - NagZrO^ + 80^ (2.21 b) 
NbgO^ + NagSO^ - aNaNbO^ -«• SOg + 1/2 Q^ (2.17 a) 
NbgOj ••' NagSO^ - 2NaNbO^ + SOj (2.17 b) 
TagOj + NagSO^ -» 2NaTa0x + SOj, + 1/2 Og (2.22 a) 
TagO^ "I- NagSO^ - 2NaTa05 +80^ (2.22 b) 
When tlie concentration of NagSO^^ In tbs mixture is 
exceeded by 0.4 or 0.5 mole fraction, a decreasing trend in 
the weight loss curve is observed, indicating the binding of 
of sulfur in the form of sulfide or sulfates or lesser 
formation of SOg/SOj. The following reactions seem possible : 
COjO^ + NagSO^ - 2NaCo02 + CoSO/^ (2.23 a) 
CO5O4 • NagSO/^ - 2NaCo02 + CoS + 2 Og (2.23 b) 
^AlgO^ + 3Na2S0^ - Al2(S0^)3 + 6NaA102 (2. ?. a, 
4AI2O3 * 3Na2S0^ - 6NaA102 + AlgS^ + 6 Og (2.3b) 
2Zr02 • KagSO^ - Na2Zr05 + 2rS + 5/2 Og (2.24) 
SNbgOj + 4Na2SO^ - SNaNbO^ •»• 2NbS2 + 17/2 0^ (2.8) 
6Ta20K + 4Na2S0^ - SNaTaOj + 2TaS2 + 17/2 Og (2.25) 
In the III type, virtually the same value of weight 
loss was observed irrespective of the amount of NagSO^ present 
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in ttia mixture. The systaoas showing t h i s behaviour include : 
NiO-NagSO^ (1100 K), CrgO -^NagSO^^ 03-00 K), TiOg-NagSO^ (1100 K), 
ZrOp-NagSO^^ (1100 K) and WO -^NagSO^ (1000 K). In such cases 
the react ions are completed presumably in the ear ly stages in 
presence of a small amount of NagSO/^ , hence fu r the r addi t ion 
of NapSO^ t o the mixture does not influence the k i n e t i c of 
the reac t ion . This could be a t t r i bu ted t o the low temperature 
condit ions prevai led during the react ion where NagSO^ and 
metal oxide do not i n t e r a c t fu l ly . The i n i t i a l weight l o s s 
i n each case i s due t o the e3!pulsion of SOg/SO^ during the 
overal l react ion between NagSO^^  and metal oxide as indicated 
by the react ions 2,11 (a and b), 2.13 (a and b ) , 2.16 (a and b ) , 
2.21 (a and b) and 2.19 (a and b ) , respec t ive ly . 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis i d e n t i f i e s most of the 
cons t i tuents i n the reaction prodiKsts which are formed on the 
bas i s of above react ions {2,2 t o 2 .25) . 
From the pH s tud ies , a basic aqueous soLution of the 
react ion products ind ica tes the re lease of 0 which must 
be present i n the high temperature react ion products i n the 
form of species such as coba i ta te , n icke la te , aluminate, 
chromate, f e r r i t e , s i l i c a t e , t i t n a t e , z i rconate , niobate , 
t a n t a l a t e , molybdate or tungsta te , whereas an ac id ic aqueous 
solut ion ind ica tes the presence of metal ions as acid s a l t s . 
Looking a t the coaplex nature of the reac t ions , i t i s 
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dif f icul t to generalize the conductance studies as many 
complex species are l iable to i^drolyse in the solutions. 
However, the presence of breaks in few curves a t certain 
mole fraction of NagSO^ indicates the presence of soluble 
complex species. 
The metallographic and scanning electron microscopic 
studies show the presence of multiphase structures. Each 
phase represents a constituent usually identified by X-ray 
diffraction analysis and i s predicted by the proposed 
reactions. In general, an oxide phase or NapSO/^  appears as 
white, the reaction product (NagO.MpO )^ as grey or l igh t grey 
fLocculent/granular and a sulfide as a dark phase. The 
influence of varying sa l t concentraticm on the morphology 
of reaction products seems to be sat isfactor i ly exhibited by 
metallographic studies. 
Rapp and his students reported a number of studies 
regarding the s(Nubilities of different oxides in fused 
NagSO^ at 1200 K in one atmosphere oxygen. For NiO and 
128 Co^O ,^ Gupta and Rapp observed the dependence of the 
solubi l i t ies of NiO and Co,0^ in Na^ SO^ on the ac t iv i t ies 
of NagO which i s in agreement with those predicted from 
Na-Ni-S-0 and Na-Go-S-0 phase s tab i l i ty diagi^uns. They 
reported the formation of NiOp" and CoOg" during basic 
dissolution and NiSO^ and CoSO^ during acidic dissolution, 
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respectively. The present woiic also detected the presence 
of the compounds NaNiOg and NaCoOg (identified by X-ray 
diffraction analysis) in the mixtures rich in Na^ SO^ and those 
NiSO^ and CoSO^ rich in oxides. Zhang and Rapp"^ '^ ' studied 
solubil i ty of aFSo^S ^^ f^eed NapSO^ and found dependence on 
ajj Q. They reported the formation of FeOp"' during basic 
Cm 
dissolution and FepCSO^), during acidic dissolution. Since 
no oxidation was involved in siwh dissolution reactions, no 
dependence of solute concentration upon P^ i s expected. 
During dissolution of a-AlgOz as a basic solute Al-O^, was 
the only species and AlgCso^^), was the solute species during 
acidic dissolution. In the present work, the formation of 
NaAlOg aJKi AlgCsO^),, and NaFeOg and FegCso^)^ has been 
indicated by X-ray diffraction analysis for the systems 
^2^3''^^2^^k ^^^ Fe20,-Na2S0^, respectively. 
The solubil i ty behaviour of different metal oxides 
in fused NagSO^ i s represented in figure 2.24. I t i s 
perhaps diff icul t to quantify the solubil i ty data, the 
best these data can provide i s the troad in the solubil i ty 
of metal oxides in the presence cf varying sa l t concentration. 
Bquimolar mixtures of NagSO^ ^^  and metal oxide show largest 
solubil i ty in case of MoO, (56.36 x 10 ppm) and lowest in 
case of FegOj (12.72 ppm). The solubil i ty behaviour of metal 
oxide in fused NagSO^ i s divided into 2 cat§gories : 
( i ) Co^O ,^ CrgOj, ^®2^3 ^^^ ^^^^3 ®^°^ ^" increase in solubil i ty 
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With increasing Na^ SO^ concentration ( i i ) NiO and AlgO, 
show increasing solubil i ty t i l l a maximum i s reached (at 0.5 
mole fraction of NagSO )^ followed by a decrease in solubil i ty 
with increasing NapSO .^ concentration. An increasing solubi-
l i t y of metal oxide with increase in NagSO^ concentration i s 
indicative of continuation in fluxing. In the second category 
a fluxing reaction perhaps terminates around 0.5 mole fraction 
of NapSO^ in the mixture fcaiowed by precipitation of the 
oxide on enhancing the amount of NagSO/^ . 
Since both osygen and sulfur part icipate in the 
reaction between metal oxides and NagSO ,^ i t i s useful to 
employ Pourbaix type phase s tab i l i ty diagrajns using log P« 
versus log ajj A ^^^ S^O ^ coordinates. Using appropriate 
thermodynamic data, the behaviour of metal oxide-fused sa l t 
systems could be described in terms of the phase s t ab i l i ty 
diagrams. In the construction of such diagrams, ideal beha-
viour i s assumed, and the activi ty of the fused sa l t solvent 
i s considered to be unity. The ac t iv i t ies of the condensed 
phases are also considered to be unity in the regimes of 
thermodynamic s t ab i l i ty . The phase s tab i l i ty diagrams for 
the systems Na-Co-S-0, Na-Ni-S-0, Na-Al-S-0, Na-Cr-S-0, 
Na-Fe-S-0, Na-Si-S-0 at 1200 K (f ig. l ,13 to 1.18) and 
Na-Ti-S-0, Na-Mo-S-0 and Na-¥-S-0 (f ig. 2.25 to 2.27) a t 
12^8 K constructed by superimposing Na-S-0 diagram on respective 
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M-S-0 diagrams, Thenaodjraamic phase s tab i l i ty diagrams 
for Ni-, Co-, A1-, Fe- and Si- systems are due to Rapp et a l , ' " 
Cr-system i s due to Zhang and Ti-, Mo- and W- systems are 
due to Fryburg et a l . Referring to these diagrams, in pure 
oa^gen atmosphere (log PQ « 0) : NaCoO ,^ NaNi02, NaAlOpt 
2 
NapCrO ,^ NaFeOg, Na^SiO,, NagTiO,, NagMoO^  and NagWO^  are 
the predominent stable species a t higher a j^^  Q and CoSO ,^ 
NiSO^, AlpCSO^),, CrgCsoJ, and FegCSO )^^  are the predominent 
stable species at lower aj| Q. The thermodiagx^uas indicate 
that the oxides of a l l the elements should be converted into 
appropriate sa l t s in neutral NagSO^ at 1 atm, o3^gen. In the 
present studies, the presence of NaCoOg, NaNiOg, NaAlOg, 
NapCrO/^ , NaPeOg, NapTiO,, NagMoO^  and NapWO^  in the reaction 
product has indeed been confirmed by X-ray diffraction 
analysis. The formation of NapSiO, and subsequent evolution 
of SO, has beOTi reported by Halle aiKi Stem. ^ 
No relevent Na-M-O-S thennodynamic phase s tab i l i ty 
diagrams are available for the systems Na-Nb«S-0 and Na-Ta-S-0 
but the evidence for the formation of t i ^ solid constituents 
NaNbO, and NaTaO ,^ respectively i s obtained through X-ray 
diffraction analysis. The evidence of the above mentioned 
/56 
constituents i s further substantiated by NaoO -NboOe and 
156 2 2 5 
NagO-TagOc thermal phase diagrams (f ig. 2.28 to 2.29). The 
fonaation of NaNbO, and NaTaOi has been mentioned by Fryburg 
et a l . ^ during the hot corrosion of Ni- base al loys. 
Figure 2,30 represents a general schematic diagram 
for metal oxide-NapSO^ interaction. The diagram shows 
formation of different reaction products a t varying NagSO^ 
concentration in a metal oxide-NapSO^ mixture at 1200 K 
a t 1 atmosphere oxygen. 
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Table 2.1 
Stchants Used in Metallographic Studies 
System Stahants 
Co^O -^NagSO^ aqueous sodium thiosulfate solution 
Ni0-Na2S0^ 1 */• dimethyl glyoxlme in alcohol 
(ammonical solution) 
AlpOa-NapSO^ quinalizarin in pyridine and acetic acid 
CrpOx-NapSOA aqueous lead acetate solution 
FepOj-NapSO^ aqueous potassiisn ferrocyanide solution 
SiOp-NapSO^ ammonium molybdate and beraidine 
TiOg-^agSO^ 3 /- HgOg in H^ O 
ZrOg-NagSO^ 1 */. aqueous solution of a l izar in red S 
NbpOk-NagSO^ aqueous pyrc^allol-4~sulfonic acid solution 
TapOc-NagSO^ aqueous pyrogallol-A-sulfonic acid solution 
MoO -^NapSO^ potassium thio-cyanate and stannous chloride 
WO -^Na-SO^ 25 '/• stannous chloride in cone. H31 
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Table 2*3 
X-ray Iden t i f i ca t ion of the Constituents Present in the 
Reaction Products 
Constituents Ident i f ied 
COjO^, NagSO^ 
Co^O^, Na2S04 
1Co,0^, Cos, Co,S^, CoSO^, NaCoOg 
Co,0^, Cos, Co,S^, Na2S0^,NaCo02 
NiS, NiO, NaNi02, NagSO^ 
NiS, NiO, NaNi02, NagSO^ 
NaNi02, NagS, NiS, NiSO^ 
NiS, NiSg, NagSO^, NaNiOg 
NagSO^, NaAlOg, NagS 
NagSO/^ , NaALOg, NagS 
Na2S0^, NaAlOg, AlgCSO^)^ 
Na2S0^, NaAlOg 
CrgO^, NagCrO^ 
CrS, CrgO,, Na2CrO^ 
Cr20,, Na2CrO^, CrS 
CrS, Cr20,, Na2CrO^ 
Na2S0^, FeS, Fe2^3 
FeS, Fe20j, Na2S0^ 
FeS, NaFe02, FegO,, Fe2(S0^), 
FeS, NaFeOg, Fe2(S0^), 
System 
Co^O^-NagSO^ 
NiO-Na2S04 
Ai203-Na2S04 
CrgO^-NagSO^ 
Fe203-.Na2S0^ 
Molar 
r a t i o 
2:1 
1 J 2 
2 J 1 
l i 2 
2 t l 
1»2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
2:1 
1:2 
Temp. w 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
Table 2,3 continued . . . . 
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System 
Si02-Na2S0^ 
Ti02-Na2S0^ 
ZrOg-N^a^^^ 
Nb205-Na2S0^ 
Ta205-Na2S0^ 
Molar 
r a t i o 
2 :1 
1:2 
2 : 1 
1:2 
2a 
1¥2 
2 : 1 
l i 2 
2 : 1 
1:2 
2 : 1 
1:2 
2 : 1 
1:2 
2 :1 
1:2 
2 :1 
1:2 
2 : 1 
1:2 
Temp. 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
1100 
1200 
Constituents Identified 
SiS2, Na2S0^, Si02, Na2Si03 
SiS2, Na2S0^, SiOg, NagSiOj 
SiS2, NagSO^, Si02, ^ ^2^^°3 
SiS2, Na2S0^, SiOg, NagSiO^ 
na2S0^, Na2Ti03, Ti02 
Na2S0^, Na2Ti0j 
Na2S0^, Na2Ti0j, TiOg 
Na2S0^, NagTiO, 
ZrO,, ZrS, ZrS^, NagSO^, NagZrO, 
Zr02, ^ ^^' ^ rSg, Na2S, NagZrOj 
Zr02» ZrS, Na2Zr02 
Zr02, NagS, ZrS, ^ IrSg, NagZrOj 
NbgC^, NagSO^ 
Nb20^, Na2S0^ 
^2^5* NagSO^, NaNbOj 
NaNbO^, NagSO^ 
TaSg, Ta2%* NaTaO, 
NaTaO,, TaSg, NagSO^ 
TaS2» TagOc NaTaO, 
NaTaO^, ^ ^ 2 * ^ ^2^°4 
Table 2.3 continued . . . . 
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System Molar Temp, 
ratio (K) 
Constituents Identified 
MoOj-NagSO^ 
WOj-NagSO^ 
2:1 
l i 2 
2a 
l82 
900 
1000 
MoO^, NagS, NaMoSg* MOgSjiNagSO^ 
MOpS,, MOaS , NaMoS , MoO,, NagSO^ ^ 
WO^, NagS, NagSO^, NagWO^ 
WO^, NagS, WSg, NagWO^ 
FIGURE CAPTICa<S 
Fig. 2 .1 Plots of '/• weight l o s s versus time for d i f fe ren t 
(a and b) 
NagSO^-Metal oxide systems (molar r a t i o l i l ) . 
Fig. 2t2 Plo ts of •/. t o t a l weight l o s s versus mole f ract ion 
(a and b) 
of Na2S0^ for d i f ferent NagSO j^^ -Metal oxide systems. 
Fig, 2,3 Plots of pH of the aqueous solut ion of the reaction 
(a and b) 
product versus mole fract ion of NapSO^ for d i f f e -
rent NagSO^-Metal oxide systems. pH of the 
unreacted mixture i s shown by the blank curve. 
Fig, 2 .4 Plots of conductance of the aqueous so lu t ion of 
(a and b) 
the react ion product versus mole f rac t ion of NapSO^^  
for d i f fe ren t NapSO^-Metal oxide systems. Blank 
curve denotes the conductance of unreacted mixture. 
Fig. 2f5 Metallographs of the react ion products of Na2S0^-
Co,Or syst®:» a t d i f ferent molar r a t i o s of NagSO^ 
and Co^O^. (a) l j 2 , oxidized a t 1100 K, (b) l i 2 , 
oxidized a t 1200 K, (c) 2t3 SEM, oxidized a t 
1100 K, (d) 3:2, oxidized a t 1200 K, (e) 3 J 2 SEM, 
oxidized a t 1100 K and ( f ) 1 :1 , unreacted mixture 
product. 
Fig. 2,6 Metallographs of the react ion products of NagSO^-
NiO system a t d i f fe ren t molar r a t i o s of Na2S0^ 
and NiO. (a) 1:2 SSM, oxidized a t 1100 K, (b) 1:2, 
oxidized a t 1200 K, (c) 1 :1 , oxidized a t 1100 K, 
(d) 1 :1 , oxidized a t 1200 K, (e) 3:2, oxidized a t 
1200 K and (f) 2 : 1 , oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 2.7 SEM pic tu re of 2:1 NagSO^ and AlgO^ oxidized 
a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.8 Metallographs of the react ion products of Na^SO^-
CrpO, system a t d i f fe ren t molar r a t i o s of NapSO^ 
and Or^Oy (a) 1 J 2 , oxidized a t 1100 K, (to) 1:2 
SEM, oxidized a t UOO K, (c) 1:2» oxidized a t 
1200 K, (d) 2 :3 , oxidized a t UOO K, (e) 1:1 SEM, 
oxidized a t 1200 K, ( f ) 3:2, oxidized a t 1100 K, 
(g) and (h) 2 : 1 , oxidized a t 1200 K and ( i ) 1 :1 , 
unreacted mixture product. 
Fig. 2.9 Metallographs of the react ion products of NapSO/^ -
FegO^ system a t d i f ferent molar r a t i o s of Na^SO^ 
and FegO,. (a) and (b) 1»2, oxidized a t 1100 K, 
(c) 1:2, oxidized a t 1200 K, (d) 2 : 3 , oxidized a t 
1200 K, (e) 3:2 SEM, oxidized a t 1100 K, ( f ) 3:2, 
oxidized a t 1200 K and (9) 1 :1 , unreacted mixture 
product. 
Fig. 2.10 Metallographs of the react ion products of Na^SO^-
SiOp system a t d i f fe ren t molar r a t i o s of Na2S0£^ 
and SiOg. (a) 2 : 3 , (b) 1:1 and (c) and (d) 3:2, 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 2.11 SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 NagSO^ and TiOg oxidized a t 
1100 K. 
Fig. 2.12 SEM p ic tu re of 2:1 NagSO^ and ZrOg oxidized a t 
1100 K. 
Fig. 2.13 SEM p ic tu re of I j l Na2S0^ and ^2% oxidized 
a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 2 . 1 ^ SEM p ic tu r e of 1;2 NagSO/^  and TagOc oxidized 
a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 2.15 SEM p ic tu re of 2s l HagSO^ and MoO^  oxidized 
a t 900 K. 
FLg. 2.16 Photomicrograph of 1:1 Na2S0|^  and WO, oxidized 
a t 1000 K. 
Fig. 2.17 X-ray energy p ro f i l e diagram showing elemental 
d i s t r i bu t ion i n the react ion prodiKJt of I s l Na^ SO^^  
and Co^O^ a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.18 X-ray energy p ro f i l e diagram showing elemental 
d i s t r ibu t ion in the react ion product of I s l NagSO^ 
and NiO a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.19 X-ray energy p ro f i l e diagram showing elemental 
d i s t r ibu t ion in the react ion product of 1:1 Na^ SO^^  
and AlgO^ a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.20 X-ray energy p ro f i l e diagram showing elemental 
d i s t r i bu t i on in the react ion product of 1:1 Na^SO^ 
and CrgO, a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.21 X - i ^ eneiigy p ro f i l e diagram showing elemental 
d i s t r i bu t i on i n the react ion product of 1:1 NapSO^ 
and FegO^ a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.22 %-t&y enei^y profile diagram showing elemental 
distribution in the reaction product of I s l NagSO^ 
and ZrOg at 1100 K. 
Fig, 2*23 X-ray enersf profile diagram showing elemental 
distribution in the reaction product of I j l NagSO^ ^ 
and TagOc at 1100 K. 
Fig. 2.24 Plots of metal concentraticm (ppm. wt,) versus 
mole fraction of Na2S0^ for different NagSO^-Metal 
oxide systems. 
Fig. 2.25 Thermodynamic phase s tab i l i ty diagram for the 
Na-Ti-S-0 system at 975 C, The dashed l ine i s 
drawn where log aj^  Q « log PgQ (g) . 
Fig, 2,26 Thermodynamic phase s tab i l i ty diagram for the 
Na-J4o-S-0 system at 975 C The dashed l ine is 
drawn where log ajg^  Q « log PgQ (g) . 
Fig. 2.27 Thermodynamic phase s tab i l i ty diagram for the 
Na-W-S-0 system a t 975 C. The dashed l ine i s drawn 
where log B^^^^ » log Pgo^Cg)-
Fig. 2.28 Thermal phase diagram for NagO-NbgOc system. Compound 
ratios given as moles NapO to moles Nb20c. 
Fig. 2.29 Thermal phase diagram for NagO-TagCu system. 
Fig. 2.30 Schematic diagram showing different species formed 
at varying Na^ SO^ concentration in a metal oxide-
NagSO^ system a t 1200 K. 
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CHAPTER 111 
Interaction of Metal Oxide and Nacl 
In the Temperature Range 800-1200K 
10& 
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1.1 Chemicals Used 
Co^O^, NiO, AI2O3, Cr203, Fe^Oy SiOg, TiOg, ZrOg. 
Nb-Oe. TagOc, MoO,and WO, were a l l A.R. grade products . NaCl 
(Reagent grade) was dried in an oven a t 200 C for about 48 
hours. 
3.1.2 Preparation of the Specimens 
Dried and powdered NaCl and the oxide of about 80 mesh 
size were mixed in different molar ratios of NaCl and oxide 
(l;2, 1:1 and 2:1). The mixture were put in a die (diameter 
1.4 cm) and pressed into compact tablets using a hydraulic 
press (pressure : 10 ton/cm ), 
3.1.3 Oxidation Studies 
The oxidation runs were car r ied out on a laboratory 
fabricated he l i ca l thermal balance with a cathetometer 
arrangement using a nichrome wound e l e c t r i c res i s tance 
furnace in a constant stream of pure and dried oacygen gas . 
A 24-hours oxidation run was found to be adequjate t o provide 
react ion products under steady s t a t e condition which i s I n d i -
catedTby a no change in weight for a considerable period of 
e3q)osure time. To obtain a su f f i c ien t number of the samples 
of the react ion products for a p a r t i c u l a r systfjm, 3 s i l i c a 
boats , each containing compacts of the same r a t i o were placed 
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in a horizontal furnace and were oxidized under almost 
identical conditions. After completion of the oxidation run, 
the f i r s t one was mounted for morphological studies (metallo-
graphic, SEM and Ea>AX), the second for X-ray diffraction 
studies and the third one was retained for quantitative 
estimation of soluble metal species, 
3.1.4 MetallograPhic Studies 
A computerized Leitz photometallurgical microscope 
(Metallux 2) was used in carrying out the metal.lographic 
studies. The reaction products present in the form of compact 
tablets were mounted in paper moulds using Araldite as a cold 
setting resin. The mounted tablets were abraded sequentially 
on 180, 320 and 600 g r i t papers followed by polishing with 
6 M diamond paste using kerosine oil as the lapping l iquid. 
Appropriate etchants were used to identify the different 
pha»es in the microstructures. Table 2.1 l i s t s the different 
etchants used in the metallographic studies. 
3*1.5 Scanning Electron Microscopic (SBM) Studies 
Scanning electron microscopic s t i^ ies were performed 
using a JOEL electron microscope. Polished spe<5imens were 
coated with colloidal gold aaulsion and the i r structures were 
examined through the microscope. The appropriate portions of 
tite specimens were photographed at desired magnJlfications. 
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3.1.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (SDAX) 
EHemaital distribution within the reaction product 
mixture was determined by obtaining Ka concentration profiles 
using a JOEL electron microscope with an EDAX attachment. 
3.1.7 X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out using a 
Philips 3&-ray diffractometer (model PW 1140/09) with Co-, 
Mo- or FeKa targets and appropriate f i l t e r s . 
3.1.8 Estimation of the Soluble Species 
The soluble species in the reaction mixture of NaCl 
and metal oxides in different molar rat ios were estimated 
by dissolving the weighed amount of reaction mixture of each 
ra t io in 100 ml of doubly d i s t i l l ed water. The mixture was 
heated near to boiling followed by f i l t r a t ion through a 
Whatman f i l t e r paper. The f i l t e ra t e was used to determine 
the different soluble species present in the solution. 
3.1.8.a Estimation of soluble metal 
A PerfcLn Elmer model 303 (303-0073) atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer (by courtsey USIC, Ifoiversity of Roorkee) 
was used to determine the concentration of different metals. 
High purity acetylene was used as the fuel and appropriate 
Pericin Elmer hollow tfathode lamps were chosen for determination 
of the metals. 
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3.1 .8 .b Estimation of cfaXorlde (CI") 
A ORION RESEARCH Microprocessor ionalyzer (model 901) 
was used to determine the concentration of chlor ide ions i n 
the solut ion. 1000 ppm CI" standard solut ion was prepared 
by dissolving 1.65 gm reagent grade NaCl i n one l i t r e of 
d i s t i l l e d water. Different standard solut ions were prepared 
to p lo t the ca l ib ra t ion curve. 5 M NaNO, solut ion was used 
as ionic s t rength adjuster and 2 ml of i t was added per 100 
ml of standard or to the solut ions to give a constant back 
ground ionic s t rength . A chloride electrode (laodel 9^17B) 
with a double Junction reference electrode (model 90-02), 
with a constant s t i r r i n g , were used to determine the concen-
t r a t i o n of CI** in the so lu t ions . Cal ibrat ion curve was 
checked a f t e r every two hours by placing the electrodes in 
the f i r s t standard. 
3.2 RESULTS 
3 .2 .1 Thermogravimetric Studies 
3 .2 .1 .a Oxidation k ine t ic 
Weight loss ( in /•) versus time curves for metal oxide-
NaCl systems are shown in f ig , 3 . 1 . With the exceptions of 
Mo0,-NaCl, Nb20t-NaCl and Ta20c-NaCl systems where there i s a 
rapid weight loss upto a period of 2 hours only, a l l the 
other systems show a rapid and continuous weight l o s s upto a 
period of 8 to 14 hours. 
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3.2.1 ,b Influence of s a l t 
Figure 3*2 shows p lo t s of /• t o t a l weight l o s s versus 
mole f rac t ion of NaCl in the mixture of NaCl and metal oxide. 
The t o t a l weight loss represents the f igal residing recorded 
a f t e r 24 hours of heating of a mixture consis t ing of metal 
oxide and NaCl a t selected temperatures in the temperature 
range of 800-1200 K in flowing oxygen. In general , no 
fur ther l o s s in weight was observed a f t e r a time period 
exceeding 24 hours. Thus the weight loss incurred during a 
24 hours oxidation run represents a t o t a l weight l o s s a t 
steady s t a t e . 
A study of the weight loss versus mole f rac t ion of 
NaCl curves ind ica tes 4 types of behaviour during the i n t e r -
act ion of NaCl with metall ic oxides. The f i r s t type shows 
no s ign i f ican t change in t o t a l weight l o s s on varying NaCl 
concentration i n the react ion mixture, the second type i s 
character ized by a maxima i n the weight l o s s curves. The 
t h i r d type shows a minima in the weight loss curves and cons-
t i t u t e the majority. Last ly , the fourth type shows a c o n t i -
nuous increase in weight l o s s on increasing NaCl concentrat ion 
in the react ion mixture. 
The systems which show no or l i t t l e change i n weight 
on varying NaCl concentration include : Co^O^-NaCl (1000 K), 
AlgOj-NaCl (1000 K), CrgO^-NaCl (1000 K), EegO^-NaCl (1000 K), 
iio 
Si02-NaCl (1000 K), TiOg-NaCl (1000 K) and WO -^NaCl (800 K). 
The systems which show a minima i n the weight l o s s curves 
include : NiO-NaCl (llOO K), AlgO^-NaCl (1100 K), SiOg-NaCl 
(1100 K), Ti02-NaCl (1100 K), Zr02-NaCl (1100 K), Nb^O^-NaCl 
(1000 and 1100 K), TagO^-Naa (1100 K), WO -^NaCl (900 K) and 
MoO,-NaCl (900 K). The systems showing a maxima i n the 
weight l o s s curves cons t i t u t e a minority and includes : 
Co,0^-NaCl (1100 K), NiO-NaCI (1000 K), FegO^-NaCl (1100 K) 
and ZrOg-NaCl (1©00 K). Last ly , the fourth type, showing a 
l i n e a r trend in the weight l o s s curves include t AXJO^-'HaCl 
(1200 K), CrgOj-NaCl (1100 and 1200 K), FegOj-NaCl (1200 K), 
SiOg-NaCl (1200 K), Ti02-NaCl (1200 K), Zr02-NaCl (1200 K), 
Nb205-NaCl (1200 K), Ta20^-NaCl (1000 and 1200 K). 
3.2.2 Metallographic. SBM. EDAX and X~ray Diffraction Studies 
Figures 3,3 t o 3*26 show some representa t ive opt ica l 
and scanning micrographs and EDAX concentration prof i l es of 
the mounted react ion products. Table 3.1 l i s t s the d i f ferent 
cons t i tuents iden t i f i ed in the react ion product of equimolar 
mixture of NaCl and metal oxide a t 1100 K (900 K in case of 
MoO^-NaCl system) by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . The s a l i e n t 
features of the r e su l t s obtained from the above s tudies for 
various systems are generalized as follows : 
Co,0^-NaCl 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products of 
I l l 
Co,0^-NaCl a t 1000 and 1100 K ( f i g , 3.3 and 3.-^) show the 
presence of a t l e a s t 3 phases : unreacted NaCl (whi te) , 
Co,0^ (dark) and NaCoOp (grey) . In 2 J 1 (Co,0/^-NaCl) products, 
rhombic p a r t i c l e s of the compound, NaCoOp can be seen. The 
micrographs contain white Chungs of NaCl in a c l u s t e r of 
f ine grains of Co,0^ and NaCoOg. 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis i den t i f i e s the presence 
of NaCl, Co^ O^ ^ and NaCo02 in the react ion prodluct. The 
presence of C0CI2 i s although indicated by EDAX corKsentration 
p ro f i l e s ( f ig . 3.5) but i s not detected by X-r-ay d i f f rac t ion 
ana lys i s . 
NiO~NaCl 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products of NiO-
NaCl a t 1100 K ( f i g . 3.6) indica te the presence of Ni- r ich 
multiphases namely, NiO, NiClp and NaNiOp. Some free NaCl 
i s a l so present . 
The EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s support the presence 
of these const i tuents in the react ion products ( f i g . 3 .7 ) . 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis a lso indica tes the presence 
of NaCl, NiO and NaNi02. 
Al203-NaCl 
Typical photomicrographs of Al20,-NaCl react ion 
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products are given in f ig . 3 .3 . The appearance of a 
multiphase i s evident, the l i g h t grey phase represents 
NaAlOp along with AlpO, and a dark grey Cl - r ich Al-containing 
phase. The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis indica tes the presence 
of AlpO,, NaAlOp and NaCl in the mixture. The EDAX concen-
t r a t i o n p rof i l e s show the presence of la rge concentration of 
aluminium chloride along with AlpO, ( f i g . 3 .9 ) . 
CrgO^-NaCl 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products a t 
1000 K ( f i g . 3.10) and HOO K ( f ig . 3.11) ind ica t e the 
presence of a l i g h t grey flocculent product wMch could be 
a chromate together with CrpO,. The X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
analys is a lso indica tes the presence of CrCl, i n the reac t ion 
product. 
Fe20,-NaCl 
Presence of a compound NaFeOp i s indicated i n the 
photomicrographs of the react ion products of FegO^-NaCl a t 
1000 and 1100 K ( f ig . 3.12 and 3.13). The photomicrographs 
a lso show the presence of FeClp (dark) along with Fe-Ox. 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis i den t i f i e s the presence of 
FepO^, NaFe02 and FeCl2. The EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 
1;2 (NaCl t Fe20,) products a t 1200 K show la rge concentrat ion 
of unreacted Fe20, i n the matrix ( f i g . 3 .1^) . 
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SiOg-NaCl 
The react ion prodiicts of NaCl and SiOp a t 1100 K 
contain a t l e a s t 3 const i tuents namely, SiOp (dark) , NaCl 
(white) and Na2SiO^ (grey) ( f i g . 3.15). X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
analys is indicates the presence of these cons t i tuen t s . 
However, there i s some evidence of the presence of a S i -
r i c h chlorine-containing phase from EDAX studies ( f i g . 3.16), 
TiOg-NaCl 
The photomicrograph of the react ion product of NaCl 
and TiOp shows the presence of a t l e a s t 3 cons t i tuen t s . A 
black cons t i tuent representing TiOp, grey cons t i tuent 
NapTiO, and a white cons t i tuent representing NaCl ( f i g . 3.17)-
The EDAX concentration p rof i l e s ind ica te the presence of a 
chlor ide of Ti ( f i g . 3.18). The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis 
a l so indica te the presence TiClp/TiCl,. 
ZrOg-NaCl 
Similar TmorPKolegies ex i s t in NaCl-ZrOg as those 
observed in NaCl-TiOp system ( f ig , 3.19). The X-ray d i f f r ac -
t i on analysis ind ica tes the presence of ZrOp, Na^ZrO, and 
ZrCl2. The EDAX concentration p rof i l e s show the presence of 
a Zr-containing chloride enriched phase ( f i g . 3 .20) . 
Nbg^-NaCl 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products a t 
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1200 K ( f i g . 3.21) ind ica te the presence of NbgO^ (whi t i sh 
grey) , chlor ide of Nb(dark grey) and Na2NbO^ ( l i g h t grey) . 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis a l so i d e n t i f i e s the same 
cons t i tuen t s . However, EDAX studies show onCLy the presence 
of NbpOc-rich phases ( f ig . 3 .22) . 
TagOc-NaCl 
Phase s t ruc tures with s imi la r morpi>ologies as t h a t of 
NbpOc-NaCl system are exhibited by Ta20e-NaCl system ( f i g . 
3 .23) . There i s l i t t l e evidence of the presence of a 
chlor ide r i ch phase by EDAX studies ( f ig . 3.24), although 
the presence of the const i tuent l i k e TaCl^ i s indicated by 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys is . 
WOj-NaCl 
The photomicrograph of the react ion products shows 
the presence of c rys t a l l o id s of NaCl, VJO, and NapWO^ ( f i g . 
3.25). EDAX studies indica te the presence of a ch lo r ine - r i ch 
W-containing compound ( f i g . 3.26). 
3 .2 .3 Estimation of Soluble Metal Species 
Figure 3.27 shows p lo t s of the concentration of 
soluble metal in weight ppm versus mole f rac t ion of NaCl in 
the react ion product mixture of NaCl and metal oxides a t 
1100 K (900 K i n case of MoO,-NaCl). Two types of behaviour 
were mainly noted. 
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( i ) An increase in the so lub i l i t y of metal oxide with 
increasing amount of NaCl in the react ion mixture 
followed by a decrease i n the s o l u b i l i t y on fur ther 
addition of NaCl in the react ion mixture. Systems 
showing t h i s behaviour include ; Co^O^ -^NaCl (1100 K), 
AlgOj-NaCl (1100 K) and Cr20^-NaCl (1100 K). 
( i i ) A continuous increase in the s o l u b i l i t y of the metal 
oxide with increasing amount of KaCl in the react ion 
mixture. Systems showing t h i s behaviour include : 
Fe20,-NaCl (llOO K) and MoO,-NaCl (900 K), The system 
NiO-NaCl (1100 K) s ingular ly shows a decrease i n the 
so lub i l i t y with increasing amount of NaCl (upto 0.5 
mole of NaCl) followed by an increase in the s o l u b i l i l y 
with fur ther increase i n the amount of NaCl in the 
react ion mixture. 
3 .2 .4 Estimation of Chloride (Cl") 
The p lo t s of the mole f ract ion of NaCl versus concen-
t r a t i o n of the chlor ide (CI")( in /• weight) i n the NaCl-metal 
oxide mixture are shown in the f ig . 3.28, Two types of curves 
are d is t inguishable ( i ) Curves showing a continuoi;© increase 
in the chlor ide content in the solut ion with increasing 
concentration of NaCl in the react ion mixture. The systems 
showing t h i s behaviour include s Co,0^-NaCl (1100 K), Cr^O^-
NaCl (1100 K) and FegO^-NaCl (1100 K). ( i i ) Curves exhibi t ing 
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an increase in the chloride concentration with increasing 
amount of NaCl followed by a decrease in the chlor ide 
concentrat ion. The systems showing t h i s behaviour include : 
NiO-NaCl (1100 K), AlgO^-NaCl (1100 K), SiOg-MaCl (1100 K) 
and MoO,-NaCl (900 K). 
3.3 DISCUSSION 
The in t e r ac t ion of NaCl and metal oxide a t high 
temperatures r e su l t s i n weight l o s se s , indica t ing the expul-
sion of v o l a t i l e metal chloride/Cl2(g)/NaCl which are the 
usual products during the in te rac t ion of NaCl and metal oxide. 
The t o t a l weight l o s s for d i f ferent NaCl-metal oxide systems 
was measured under a steady s t a t e condition which i s v i sua l ized 
by a constant weight with increasing exposure time. 
Studying the weight l o s s as a function of mole fract ion 
of NaCl in the react ion mixture of NaCl and metal oxides, 4 
types of behaviour have been noted. 
In the f i r s t type, the weight loss i s independent of 
the concentration of NaCl in the react ion mixture. The 
systems showing t h i s behaviour include; Co,0A-NaCl (1000 K), 
Al203-NaCl (iOOO K), Gr20^-NaCl (1000 K), FegO^-NaCl (1000 K), 
SiOg-NaCl (1000 K), TiOg-NaCl (1000 K) and WO -^NaCl (800 K). 
In the second type, a minima i s noticed a t 0t5 mole 
of NaCl i n the react ion mixture. An increase or decrease i n 
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the concentration of NaCl from 0.5 mole f rac t ion show a 
marked increase in the weight loss value. The systems NiO-
NaCl (HOOK), Al20^-NaCl (1100 K), SiOg-NaCl (1100 K), 
Ti02-NaCl (1100 K), Zr02-NaCl (1100 K), Nb20u-.NaCl (1000 and 
1100 K), Ta20^-NaCl (llOO K), WO -^NaCl (900 K) and MoO^-NaCl 
(900 K) belong to t h i s type. 
In the th i rd type, a maxima i n the weight l o s s curves 
i s indicated a t 0.5 mole f rac t ion of NaCl. The systems showing 
t h i s beliaviour include: Co^O^-NaCl (1100 K), NiO-NaCl (1000 K), 
Fe20^-NaCl (1100 K) and Zr02-NaCl (1000 K). 
At 1200 K, there i s a continuous increase in the weight 
l o s s with increasing NaCl concentration in the mixture (type 
IV), This behaviour i s exhibited by a l l the systems. 
The weight l o s s incurrad by NaCl-metal oxide systems 
during the react ion in oxygen gas i s accounted by the follow-
ing processes : 
( i ) evaporation of NaCl 
( i i ) evaporation of v o l a t i l e metal chlorides formed 
during the react ion 
( i i i ) re lease of chlorine during the react ion of metal 
chlor ide with oxygen 
( iv) evaporation of v o l a t i l e metal oxide. 
The magnitude of the weight l o s s depends upon several 
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f ac to r s , namely, the react ion temperature, the nature of 
the oxide, thermodynamic f e a s i b i l i t y of the react ions and 
k ine t i c of the reac t ions . These factors decide the r e l a t i v e 
contr ibut ion of the processes I to IV responsible for weight 
l o s se s during oxidation. 
NaCl reac ts with oxygen t o give Na^O and ClpCg). The 
metal oxide dissolves i n to Na^O to form NaoO.M,,0^ where the 
ClpCg) reacts with metal oxide to give metal chiloride. 
The following reactions are proposed to account for 
the weiSht losses incurred during the NaCl-metauL oxide r eac -
t ions i n flowing oxygen in the temperature range 800-1200 K. 
2NaCl + 1/2 Og ^ Na20 + CI2 
Na20 * MgO^ ^ Na^O.M^O^ 
"2°x * -^^ 2 "^ ZflClj^ + 1/2 ©2 
200,0^^ •¥ 3Na20 •* 6NaCo02^ 
+ 1/2 O2 
2Co^0^ + 6CI2 - 6C0CI2 + ^ Og 
2NiO + Na20 + 1/2 Og - 2NaNi02 
NiO + CI2 - NiClg + 1/2 O2 
AI2O3+ Na20 - 2NaAl02 
AI2O3 + 3CI2 - 2A1C1^ + 3/2 ©2 
(3 .1 a) 
(3 .1 b) 
(3 .1 c) 
(3 .2 a) 
(3 .2 b) 
(3 .3 a) 
(3.3 b) 
(3 .4 a) 
( 3 . 4 b) 
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Cr^Oj + zm^O * 3/2 Oj - aWajCrO^ (3.5 g) 
Cr203 • 3CI2 - acrClj * 3/2 O2 (3.5 b) 
Fe^Oj • NajO - 2NaFe02 (3 .6 a) 
Pe203 * 2012 - 2FeCl2 * 3/2 O2 (3,6 b) 
Si02 t NajO - NajSlOj (3 .7 ^j 
SIO2 * 2CI2 - SlCl^ > O2 (3 .7 b) 
TiOj * NagO - NajTiOj ( 3 , 3 ^) 
TIO2 * a 2 - HCI2 . O2 (3 .3 b) 
2TIO2 • 3Cl2 - 2 n c i j * 2 0^ (3 .3 e) 
Zr02 *Na20 > NajZrOj ( 3 . 9 ^ ) 
Zr02 * CI2 - Z '^ lz * O2 (3 .9 b) 
Nb20g • 2Na20 - 2Na2Nb03 t I / 2 Oj (3.IO a) 
^2°i * 2CI2 - 2NbCl2 * 5/2 Oj ( j . i o b) 
Ta2% * NajO - 2NaTa03 (3 . ;^ ! ^j 
Ia205 t ^ 2 - 2Taa^ . 5/2 Oj (3.11 b) 
M0O3 * Na20 - n^HoO^ (j_^2 ^j 
M0O3 * <^2 - «0Cl2 * 3/2 O2 (3.12 b) 
WO3 . NajO - NajWO^ (3^^3 ^^ 
WO3 . CI2 - wa2 . 3/2 O2 (3.13 b) 
The formation of various species as represented In 
the react ions 3.2 t o 3.13 for the d i f ferent NaCl-Metal oxide 
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systems are accounted by the following e3q?erimental evidence; 
( i ) the continuous weight loss with time on exposure to 
oxygen 
( i i ) the opt ical and scanning photomicrographs of the reac -
t ion products show phase s t ruc tu res t yp ica l of oxide/ 
chloride/mixed oxide. 
( i i i ) the X-ray d i f f rac t ion pa t te rns ident i fy the presence 
of most of the products depicted in the above react ions, 
( iv ) the EDAX concentration p rof i l e s ind ica te the presence 
of metal chlor ide and/or sodium metal oxide in the 
react ion products. 
The so lub i l i t y trends of d i f ferent oxides in molten 
NaCl are ref lected by the so lub i l i t y data ( t ab le 3.2) and 
s o l u b i l i t y curves ( f ig . 5.27). The oxide s o l u b i l i t y var ies 
from a few ppm of NiO, F^p^^ ^ °^ ^°3^k *° several thousand 
ppm of MoO,; AlpO, occupying a middle pos i t ion (several 
hundred ppm). Obviously, the soluble metal species present 
i n sdu t ica i are e i t h e r in the form of metal chl.oride and/or 
in the form of MOg", MO2 or MO^. Due t o v o l a t i l i t y of most 
of the ae t a l chlorides within the temperature range (lOOO-
1200 K) selected for t h i s study there i s l i t t l e l ike l ihood 
of the presence of metal chlor ide in the react ion products. 
Therefore, a t very low so lub i l i t y l eve l s of oxide in NaCl, 
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formation of complex species e .g . , C0O2, Ni02, CrOg or CrO^ 
and FeO" can be presumed in Co^O^-NaCl, NiONaCl, Cr^O^-NaCl 
and FepO,-NaCl systems, respect ively . The evidence for the 
formation of these species has been shown by X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
and EDAX analys is . The metallographic s tudies a l so indica te 
the presence of a mixed oxide phase* 
AI2O3 has a r e l a t i ve ly high so lub i l i t y in molten NaCl, 
the y. weight chlor ide l o s t during the react ion i s much lower 
than the chlor ide l o s t i n other systems. In such circumstances, 
there i s very l ikel ihood of the formation of NaftlOp along with 
some chloride of Al, 
In NaCl-MoOj system, the high s o l u b i l i t y of MoO, in 
NaCl i s indica t ive of the massive formation of NagMoO .^ There 
i s strong evidence of the presence of NapMoO^ i n the reaction 
products by X-ray d i f f rac t ion and EDAX s tud ies . 
Under molten condi t ioas , i n a metal oxide-NaCl system, 
the following behaviour can be generalized. 
Lfader low oxide so lub i l i t y condit ions, the regions 
beaneath the surface of oxide/NaCl film would liave higher 
a c t i v i t y of chlorine (or low ojcygen ac t i v i t y ) there fore , the 
formation of chlor ide i s most favourable. Since most of the 
metal l ic chlorides formed have a high vapour pressure they 
t r y to vaporize off giving a porous appearance t o the surface. 
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Some of the metal chlorides may remain as l e f t over and 
present as a condensed phase. With the formation of ch lor ide , 
the a c t i v i t y of Na increases and oxygen penetra tes through 
the pores, t h i s r e su l t s in establishment of conditions tha t 
favour the formation of sodium metal oxides. Some of the 
chlor ides which are formed might be converted i n t o oxide by 
oxygen a t the surface or underneath when i t comes in to contact 
with diffused oacygen. The formation of oxide from metal 
chlor ide r e su l t s in the production of Cl^Cg). I f the chlor ine 
gas i s produced a t the surface there i s l i t t l e p o s s i b i l i t y of 
chlor ide formation due to low p a r t i a l pressure of the gas, 
however, beneath the surface a high a c t i v i t y of chlor ine 
p e r s i s t s which favours the formation of metal l ic ch lor ide . 
The schematic diagram ( f ig . 3.29) represents the aforementioned 
mechanism. 
Studying the concentration of the chlor ide in the 
aqueous solut ion of react ion mixture as a function of mole 
f rac t ion of NaCl, two types of behaviour have been noted : 
In the f i r s t type, the concentration of chlor ide ion 
determined i s maximum a t 0.5 mole f ract ion of NaCl. Above 
0.5 mole fract ion of NaCl i n the mi,xture a decrease i n soluble 
chlor ide content i s noticed. This behaviour i s exhibited by 
NiO-NaCl, AlpO^-NaCl, SiOg-NaCl and MoO^-NaCl. In the seconi 
type, the chlor ide ion concentration increases continuously 
12: 
with increasing NaCl concentration in the mixtiire and t h i s 
behaviour i s shown by Co,0^-NaCl, CrgO^-NaCl and FegOx-NaCl, 
The chlor ide present in the solut ion of the reac t ion 
product i s e i the r in the form of metal ch lo t ide or onreacted 
NaCl. A continuous increase in the soli&le ch2,oride species 
i s expected with increasing NaCl concentration i n the react ion 
mixture. However, a deviation from t h i s trend as found in 
type I could be a t t r i bu t ed t o the conversion of metal chlor ide 
i n to oxide thus decreasing the soluble chloride content i n the 
react ion product mixture. 
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Table 3 .1 
Di f fe ren t C o n s t i t u e n t s I d e n t i f i e d i n t h e React ion Product by 
X-ray D i f f r a c t i o n Analys is 
System Molar Teup, 
r a t i o (K) 
C o n s t i t u e n t s I d e n t i f i e d 
NaCl-Co,0^ 
NaCl-NiO 
NaCl-AlgO^ 
NaCl-Cr20, 
NaCl-Fe203 
NaCl-SiO^ 
NaCl-TiO, 
NaCl-ZrO, 
NaCl-.Nb205 
NaCl-Ta 2% 
NaCl-MoO, 
NaCl-WO, 
1:1 1©00 
900 
NaCl, Co,0^, NaCoOg 
NaCl, NiO, NaNiOg 
NaCl, AlgOj, NaAlOg 
Cr20 , , C r C l , , NagCrO^ 
FegO,, FeCl2, NaFeOg 
SiOg, NaCl, NagSiOj 
TiOg, TiClg* TiCl^ 
ZrOg, ZrCl2, Na2Zi'0a 
NbgOc, NbClg, Na2Nb0s 
Ta20K, TaCl^, NaTaO,, NaCl 
MoO,, M0CI2, NagMoO^ 
WO3, NagWO^ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 3.1 Plots of weight loss (in*/.) versus time for 111 
(a and b) 
(molar r a t i o ) NaCl-Metal oxide systems. 
Fig. 3.2 Plots of t o t a l weight l o s s ( in */.) versus mole 
fract ion of NaCl for d i f ferent NaCl-Metal oxide 
systems. 
Fig. 3.3 Metallographs of the react ion proclucts of NaCl-
CoxO^ system oxidized a t 1000 K. (a) and (b) 
photomicrographs of 2:1 NaCl : Co^Oi^ and (c) 
photomicrograph of 1:1 NaCl : Co^O^. 
Fig. 3.4 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
Co,0^ system oxidized a t 1100 K (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:2 NaCl : Co,0^, (b) photomicrograph of 1:1 
NaCl : COaO ,^ (c) photomicrograph of 2:1 NaCl : 
Co,0^, (d) SSM p ic tu re of 2:1 NaCl : Co,0^ and 
(e) photomicrograph of unreacted 1:1 mixture 
product. 
Fig. 3.5 EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of 1:2 NaCl-Co,0^ 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.6 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
NiO system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:2 NaCl : NiO, (b) photomicrograiph of 1:1 
NaCl : NiO, (c) and (d) photomicrograph of 2:1 
NaCl : NiO, (e) SEM pic tu re of 2:1 NaCl : NiO and 
(f) photomicrograph of unreacted 1:1 laixture product. 
Fig. 3.7 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:2 NaCl-NiO 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.8 Metall©graphs of the react ion prodixcts of NaCl-
AlpO, system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of 1:1 NaClcAlgO, and (b) SEM pic tu re of 
1:1 NaCl : AI2O,. 
Fig. 3.9 EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-AlgO, 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.10 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
CrpO^ system oxidized a t 1000 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of 1:2 NaCl : CrpO,, (b) photomicrograph of 
1:1 NaCl : Cr^O, and (c) photomicrograph of 2:1 
NaCl : Cr^Oy 
Fig. 3.11 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
CrpO, system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:2 NaCl - CrgO^, (b) SEM pictur-d of 1:1 NaCl : 
CrpO, and (c) photomicrograph of unreacted 1:1 
mixture prodirct. 
Fig. 3.12 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
FepO^ system oxidized a t 1000 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:1 NaCl : Fe2°3' ^^^ photomicrograph of 2:1 
NaCl : Fe2^3 ^^'^ ^^^ photomicrograph of unceacted 
1:1 mixture product. 
Fig. 3.13 Metallographs of the rea(ftion products of NaCl-
Fe20^ system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of l t 2 NaCl : Fe^O,, (b) photomicrograph of 1:1 
NaCl : FegO,, (c) SEM p ic tu r e of 1:1 NaCl : ^^2^^ 
and (d) photomicrograph of 2:1 NaCl : FepO,. 
Fig. 3.14 EDAX concantration p ro f i l e s of 1:2 NaCl-FepO, 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 3.15 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-SiOg 
system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicrograph of 
2:1 NaCl : Si02 ^^ ^^^ ^^^ p i c tu re of 2:1 NaClrSiOg. 
Fig. 3.16 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 2:1 NaCl-SiOg 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.17 SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 NaCl-TiOg react ion product 
oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.18 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-TiOg 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K» 
Fig. 3.19 SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 NaCl-ZrOp react ion product 
oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig, 3.20 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 2:1 NaCl-ZrOg 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K, 
Fig. 3.21 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
NbpOc system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of 1:2 NaCl iNbpOcj (b) photomicrograph 
of 1:1 NaCl : NbgOc and (c) SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 
NaCl : Nb^Oc. 2 p 
Fig. 3.22 EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of 111 NaCl-NbgO^ 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K, 
Fig. 5.23 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
Ta^Oc system oxidized a t 1100 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of 111 NaCl : Ta^O^ and (b) SEM p i c t u r e 
of 2:1 NaCl : TagOc. 
Fig. 3«24 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 111 NaCl-TagOc 
react ion product oxidized a t 1100 K. 
Fig. 3.25 SEM p ic tu r e of 1;2 NaCl-WO, react ion product 
oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig. 3«26 EDAX concent r a t i cai p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-WOg 
react ion product oxidized a t 900 K, 
Fig. 3.27 Plo ts of the metal concentraticai (ppm wt.) i n 
the aqueous solut ion of the react ion misctures 
versus moie fract ion of NaCl for the d i f fe ren t 
NaCl-Metal oxide systooais. 
Fig. 3.28 Plots of the chlor ide concentration ( in '/. wt.) 
i n the aqueous solut ion of the react ion mixtures 
versus mole fract ion of NaCl for the d i f fe ren t 
NaCl-Metal oxide systems. 
Pig. 3.29 Schematic diagram showing d i f fe ren t species 
formed during the in te rac t ion of NaCl with metal 
oxide. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Interaction of Metal Carbide and Na2So^ 
In the Temperature Range 900-1200K 
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4 . 1 EXPERIMENTAL 
4.1.1 Chemicals Used 
Transition metal carbides powder CryC.,Fe,C, TiC, ZrC, 
NbC, TaC» MoC, WC, HfC and YC were of 99.9 '/• purity and were 
imported from CERAC, USA. NagSO^ (Reagent grade) was dried 
in an oven at 200 C for about 48 hours. 
4.1.2 Preparation of the Specimens 
Dried and powdered Na2S0^ and the transition metal 
carbides were mixed separately in 1:2, lil and 2tl molar 
ratios of Na^ SO/^  and carbide. The mixtures were put in a die 
(diameter 1,4 cm) and pressed into compact tablets using a 
hydraulic press (pressure 10 ton/cm ). 
4.1.3 Oxidation Studies 
The oxidation runs were carried out on a laboratory 
fabricated helical thermal balance with a cathetometer 
arrangement. The oxidation runs were carried out at the 
taaperatures in the range 900-1200 K in a stream of pure and 
dried oxygen gas. The runs were usually of 20 hours durations. 
A 20 hours oxidation run was found to be adequate to provide 
reaction products under steady state condition which is 
indicated by a no change in weight for a considerable period 
of e3Q)osure time. To obtain a sufficient number of the samples 
of the reaction products for a particular system, 3 silica 
boats, each containing compacts of the same ratio were placed 
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in a horizontal furnace and were oxidized under almost 
i den t i ca l condi t ions. After completion of the oxidation 
run , the compacts were taken out and quenched in a i r and 
weighed. Out of three samples, one was mounted for metallo~ 
graphic and EDAX s tud ies , the second for X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
analys is and the t h i rd was retained for quant i ta t ive estima-
t i o n of soluble species . 
4 .1 .4 Metallographlc Studies 
Metallographic s tudies were car r ied out on a computeri-
zed Leitz photometallurgical microscope (Metallux 2 ) . The 
react ion products obtained a f t e r oxidation of metal carbide 
NapSO^ mixtures were mounted in paper moulds using Ara ld i te 
as a cold se t t ing res in . The mounted specimens were abraded 
sequent ia l ly on 180, 320 and 500 g r i t papers followed by 
polishing with 6 ;i diamond pas te using kerosine o i l as the 
lapping l i qu id . Appropriate etchants were used to iden t i fy 
the d i f fe ren t phases in the micrest ructures . Table 2.1 l i s t s 
the d i f ferent etchants used in the metallographic s tud ie s . 
4.1.5 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (SDAX) and SEM Studies 
The EDAX and SEM studies were performed using a JOEL 
electron microscope with EDAX attachment (Courtsey : PRL, 
Ahmedabad and NBRI, Lucknow). Polished specimens were coated 
with co l lo ida l gold emulsion and t h e i r s t ruc tures were examined 
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through the microscope. The surface photomicrograph of 
the desired port ion was taken a t various magnifications. 
The elemental d i s t r ibu t ions within the react ion products 
were obtained from corresponding Ka X-ray concentrat ion 
p ro f i l e s of the relevant element. 
4.1.6 X-ray Diffraction Studies 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion s tudies were carr ied out using a 
Phi l ips X-ray diffractometer (type PW l l4o/09) with Cu- or 
MoKa t a rge t and an appropriate f i l t e r (Courtsey i tBIC, 
University of Roorkee). 
4.1.7 Estimation of the Soluble Metal Species 
The compacts of the react ion products of the systems 
NapSO^-CryC,, NapSO -^MoC and Na2S0^-VC were weighed and 
dissolved in known volumes of demineralized water. The 
mixtures were heated near to boi l ing followed by f i l t r a t i o n 
through a Whatman f i l t e r paper. The f i l t r a t e s obtained were 
d i lu ted accordingly, and the concentrations of the metals 
were determined with the help of atomic absorption spect ro-
photometer (Courtsey s Wadia I n s t i t u t e of Himalyan Geology, 
Dehradun). Table 4,1 l i s t s the weight of the compacts, 
react ing mixtures and the concentration of the soluble metal. 
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4.2 RESULTS 
4,2 .1 Thermogravimetrlc Studies 
4 .2 .1 .a Oxidation k ine t i cs 
Weight l o s s versus time p lo t s obtained during the 
oxidation of 1:1 mixture of t r ans i t i on metal carbide and 
Na2S0^ are shown in figure 4 , 1 . All the systems show a rapid 
weight loss in the very i n i t i a l s tages of the oxidation f o l l -
owed by a rapid gain in weight. Two types of behaviour have 
been observed ( i ) the net change in t o t a l weight i s weight 
gain and includes the following systems : NagSO^-Cr^C^, NapSO^^ -
Fe^C, Na2S0^-TiC, Na2S0^-ZrC, Na2S0^-MoC, Na2S0^-VC and Na2S0^-
HfC ( i i ) the net change in t o t a l weight i s weight loss : 
Na2S0^-NbC, Na2S0^-TaC and Na2S0^-WC. The k ine t ic s tudies 
for the above systems are generalized as follows : 
Na2S0/^-Cr«C, 
The oxidation kinetic at 1000 K show an initial rapid 
weight loss followed by a continuous weight gain upto 3 hours. 
The net change in weight after 20 hour is a gain in weight for 
the system. 
Na2S0^-Fe,C 
At 1200 K the system shows a rapid weight loss followed 
by a rapid and continuous weight gain upto 10 hours. The net 
change in weight is a gain in weight for the system. 
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Na2S0^-TiC 
The system a t 1200 K shows a rapid weight l o s s i^ to 
5 minutes followed by a weight gain upto about one hour. 
There i s no s igni f icant change in weight a f te r time periods 
extending one hour. The net change in weight during oxida-
t ion i s a gain in weight, 
Na2S0^-ZrC 
The system at 1200 K shows a rapid weight loss followed 
by a weight gain upto 6 hours. Virtually no change in weight 
occurs beyond 6 hours. The oxidation run indicates a net 
weight gain. 
Na^SO^-NbC 
At 1200 K, tne system shows a rapid weight l o s s upto 
5 minutes followed by a weight gain upto 30 minutes. After 
time period extending 30 minutes there i s a fur ther weight 
loss upto 3 hours. No far ther change i s observed during the 
exposure time in te rva l of 3 hours to 20 hours. Net weight 
change i s a weight l o s s . 
Na2S0^-TaC 
The system at 1200 K shows a weight loss upto 5 minutes 
followed by a weight gain upto 30 minutes. With a little 
weight loss in the time interval of 1,5 hours to 2 hours there 
is no significant change in total weight upto 20 hours. The 
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net change in weight during oxidation i s a weight l o s s . 
Na2S0^-MoC 
The system a t 900 K shows a rapid weight l o s s followed 
by a rapid and continuous weight gain upto 3 hours. After 
time periods extending 3 hours there i s no s ign i f i can t change 
in weight upto 20 hours. The re su l t an t change in weight 
during 20 hours oxidation run i s a gain in weight. 
Na2S0 -^WC 
At 900 K, the system shows a weight l o s s upto 5 minutes 
followed by a weight gain upto 30 oainutes. There i s fur ther 
weight loss upto 10 hours followed by a no change in weight 
upto 20 hours. The net change in weight i s a weight l o s s , 
Na2S0^-HfC 
The k ine t ic p lo t for the system a t 1200 K shows a rapid 
weight loss upto 5 minutes followed by rapid and continuous 
weight gain upto 5 hours. There i s no s ign i f ican t change in 
t o t a l weight a f t e r time periods esoDeeding 5 hours. The oxida-
t ion run i s completed by a net gain in weight, 
Na2S0^ -VC 
The system at 900 K shows rapid weight loss upto 5 
minutes followed by a continuous weight gain upto 10 hours. 
There is no change in weight after time periods exceeding 10 
hours. The system shows a net weight gain during oxidation 
run extending to 20 hours. 
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^ .2 .1 .b Influence of s a l t 
The p lo ts of t o t a l weight change versus mole f rac t ion 
of NapSO. in the mixture of Na^ SO^^  and t r an s i t i on metal carbide 
are shown in figure 4,2. The t o t a l weight change represents 
the f ina l reading recorded a f t e r 20 hours of heating of a mix-
tu r e consis t ing of a t r a n s i t i o n metal carbide and NapSO^^  a t 
selected temperatures in the temperature range of 900-1200 K 
i n flowing oxygen gas. In general , no fur ther detectable 
change in weight was observed a f t e r time period exceeding 20 
hours. Thus the weight change incurred during a 20 hours run 
represents a t o t a l weight change a t steady s t a t e . 
The in te rac t ion of Na^SO^ with t r a n s i t i o n metal carbides 
r e s u l t s e i t he r in weight gains or weight l o s s e s . The systems 
showing a net gain in weight exhibi t mainly one type of beha-
viour-showing a decrease in the weight gain values with 
increasing concentration of Na^SO^ in the react ion mixture. 
The systems showing t h i s behaviour include : NapSO^-FeX 
(1200 K), Na2S0^-Cr^Cj (1000 K), Na2S0£-ZrC (1200 K), NagSO^-
MoC (900 K) and NagSO^^ -VC (900 and 1000 K). The systems : 
Na2S0^-TiC (1200 K) and NagSO -^HfC (1200 K) show a minima i n 
the weight gain curves a t 0.5 mole fract ion of Na^SO^, The 
systems showing an over a l l weight loss during oxidation 
exhibi t only one type of behaviour - a continuous decrease in 
the weight l o s s values with increasing concentration of Na-SO^ 
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i n the react ion mixture. The systems include : NapSO -^NbC 
(1200 K), Ua^SOi^-'Ta.C (1200 K), Na2S0^-Cr^C^ (llOO and 1200 K) 
and Na2S0i^ -VC (1100 K). 
The system, Na2S0£^ -WC (900 K) shews a dual behaviour-
weight gains upto 0.33 mole f ract ion of NapSO^ and weight 
losses on further addit ion of Na^SO^ to the react ion mixture. 
4,2.2 Metallographic. SEM. EDAX and X~my Diffraction Studies 
Figures 4.3-4-, 19 show some representat ive op t ica l and 
scanning micrographs and EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of the 
mounted react ion products. The d i f fe ren t cons t i tuen ts i d e n t i -
fied by X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis in the react ion product of 
I s l NapSO^ and t r a n s i t i o n metal cartoide are l i s t e d in tab le 
4 .2 . The s a l i en t features of the r e su l t s of above s tud ies are 
generalized as follows : 
NagSO^-CryC, (vide Fig. 4.3) 
Photomicrographs of the react ion products a t 1000 K 
indica te the presence of a multiphase s t ruc tu re . The presence 
of CrpO, along with flocculent compound NapCrO^ ( l i g h t grey) , 
CrS {denck grey) and NapSO^ (white) i s c l ea r ly evident from the 
micrographs. The X-ray d i f f rac t ion studies confirms the 
presence of Cr20^,CrS, NagSO^ and Cr„C,. The EDAX concentra-
t i on p rof i l e s indica te the presence of CrS i n the react ion 
products ( 4 , 4 ) . 
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Ha^SOi^-FeJCi (vide Fig. 4.5) 
The presence of NaFeOp/FeoO, ( l i g h t grey) i s indicated 
by the photomicrographs of the react ion product of Na^SO^-
Fe,C a t 1200 K, The photomicrographs a lso show the presence 
of FeS (dark grey) and Na^SO^ (white) . The X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
pa t t e rns exhibit strong peaks assigned to the presence of 
NaFe02, Fe2^3» ^®^ ^"^ Na2S0^. The EDAX concentration 
p ro f i l e s show strong evidence of FeS in the react ion products 
( f i g . 4 .6 ) . 
Na^SO^-TiC (vide Fig. 4.7) 
Photomicrograph of 1:1 NapSO^-TiC a t 1200 K indica tes 
the presence of a t l e a s t 3 phases : TIS (dark grey) , Na^TiO, 
( f locculent) along with TiOp (grey) and Na^SO^ (whi t i sh) . The 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis a lso i den t i f i e s the presence of 
TiOp* TiS, , NapSO^^  and TiC. There i s a strong evidence of the 
presence of a S-rich Ti-c ontaining compound by EDAX studies 
( f ig , 4 .3 ) . 
Na .^SO^-ZrC (vide Fig. 4.9) 
The photomicrograph indica tes c l ea r ly the presence of 
multiphase s t ruc ture ; the dark phase represents ZrS, the 
l i g h t grey representing NapZrO, along with ZrOp (grey) and 
Na2S0^ (white) . The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis indica tes the 
presence of Zr02,ZrS and Na2S0^. 
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Na2S0^-NbC (vide Fig.4.10) 
The photomicrograph of react ion product a t 1200 K 
ind ica tes the presence of Nb2^5/^^2^04 (white) , NbSg (dark) 
and NaNbOx ( l i gh t grey) . The X-ray s tudies ident i fy a l l these 
cons t i tuents i n the react ion product. 
NagSO^-TaC (vide Fig. 4.11) 
The scanning electron micrograph of I t l NapSO^-TaC 
a t 1200 K suggests the presence of a phase representing s u l -
f ide of tantalum (daiii grey)t NaTaO, ( f locculent) along with 
TapOc ( l i g h t grey) and Na^ SOji^  (white) . The same cons t i tuents 
have been iden t i f i ed by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . The EDAX 
concentration prof i l es give strong evidence for the presence 
of S-rich Ta-containing compound and Na-containing Ta- r i ch 
compound in the react ion products ( f ig . 4.12). 
Na 2S0^-MoC (vide Fig. 4.13) 
The presence of MoS (dark) , Na2MoO^ (grey) . Moo, 
(dark grey) and Na2S0^ ( l i gh t ) i s indicated from the photo-
micrograph of I s l Na2S0 -^41oC react ion product a t 900 K. The 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion s tudies confirm the presence of these 
cons t i tuen t s . The EDAX concentration p rof i l e s suggest the 
presence of Mo-rich Na- containing compound ( f i g . 4 ,14) . 
NagSO -^VC (vide Fig. 4.15) 
At 900 K, the photomicrograph of I s l reac t ion product 
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ind ica tes tiae presence of a t l e a s t th ree phases, dark grey 
(VS), l i g h t grey (NaVO )^ and white (V205/Na2S0^). The 
X-ray pa t te rns provide the strong evidence for the presence 
of these const i tuents in the react ion products. 
Na2S0^ -.WC (vide Fig. 4.16) 
The presence of a t l e a s t 3 phases i s indicated by the 
photomicrograph of I s l NapSO -^WC reaction product a t 900 K. 
The dark grey, l i g h t grey and white phases presumably represent 
^^2^'^^* ^ S ^^^ NapSO^, respect ively . The X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
analys is a lso iden t i f i e s the same cons t i tuen ts . There i s a 
strong evidence for the presence of S- and Na- r i c h W-
coataining const i tuents in the react ion pred ic t s ( f i g . 4 .17) . 
Na2S0^-HfC (vide Fig. 4,18) 
The presence of a dark phase (HfS^) i s evident in the 
photomicrograph of 1:1 react ion product a t 1200 K, The 
photomicrograph also ind ica tes the presence of NapO.HfOp 
(dark grey) along with Hf02 (grey) and NagSO^ (whi te) . The 
X-ray s tudies also supports the presence of aforementioned 
cons t i tuen t s . The presence of Hf02, HfS and Na20.Hf02 i s 
fur ther confirmed by the EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of the 
1:1 react ion product ( f ig . 4.19). 
4 .2 .3 Sstimation of the Soluble Metal Species 
Table 4,1 l i s t s the weight of the react ion prodtrcts, 
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t h e i r molar r a t i o s , theore t i ca l weight of the react ing 
mixtures ( i . e . , Na2S0^ and t r an s i t i on metal carbide) and 
the metal present in the react ion mixture, and the concen-
t r a t i o n of the soluble metal in the respect ive systems a t 
selected temperature. From the avai lable data i t i s apparent 
t h a t CryC,, MoC and VC in t e rac t with molten Na2S0^ to form 
soluble metal species . The p lo t s of the mole f rac t ion of 
Na^SO^ versus concentration of soluble metal ( in ppm) for 
the systems Na2S0^-CryC, (1000 K), Na2S0^- MoC (900 K) and 
Na2S0^-VC (900 K) are given in the figure 4.20. The system 
Na2S0^-CryCz shows an increase in the s o l u b i l i t y with inc rea-
sing concentration of Na2S0^ t i l l a maxima i s obtained in the 
curve a t 0,5 mole f ract ion of Na2S0£ ,^ th i s i s followed by a 
decrease in s o l u b i l i t y on further addit ion of NagSO^^  in the 
react ion mixture. The systems Na2S0/^ -MoC (900 K) and Na2S0^-
VC (900 K) show a pronounced iHLnima in the s o l u b i l i t y curves 
a t 0.5 mole fract ion of HajSOi^, 
4.3 DISCUSSION 
The in te rac t ion of Na2S0^ with t r an s i t i on metal carbides 
a t high temperatures r e su l t s e i the r in net weight gain or 
weight l o s s . The t o t a l weight change was measured under a 
steady s t a t e condition wnich i s indicated by the period when 
there i s no fur ther change in v/eight on increasing exposure 
time. 
Considering the in te rac t ion k ine t ic between Na2S0^ and 
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metal carbide (1:1 molar r a t i o ) , there i s an i n i t i a l rapid 
weight loss indicat ing the decomposition of metal carbides , 
t h i s i s followed^ by a rapid weight gain. The t o t a l change 
in weight i s e i the r weight gain or weight loss during the 
en t i r e period of oxidation extending upto 20 hours. The 
i n i t i a l weight loss observed for a l l the system i s presumably 
due t o the reduction of s a l t to Na^ O and/or Na^S, and subse-
quent ejqpulsion of COp and SOp/SO, gases, respec t ive ly . The 
subsequent weight gain i s due to the formation of respect ive 
metal oxide. The resul t ing metal oxide i n t e r ac t s with Na20 
and/or Na^S to form sodium metal oxide, metal su l f ide and 
NapSO^. The formation of these species has been confirmed on 
the bas is of X-ray di f f rac t ion and EDAX s tud ies . The metal lo-
graphic and SEM studies a lso indica te the presence of multiphase 
s t ruc tu res in the photomicrographs of the react ion products. 
The following react ions are suggested : 
2CryCjf Na2S04+ 16 O2 - 7Cr20^+ SO^-i- 6CO2+ ^^2^ ^^''^ ^^ 
2CryC^+ li&2^0i^+ 29/2 O2 - 7Cr20^+ 6CO2+ NagS {k,l b) 
4Na2S + 5Cr20^+ 6i\[a20 + 19/2 O2 ^ 3Na2CrO^> 2CrS + 2Na2S0^ 
(4 .1 c) 
2Fe^C + Na2S0^+ 6 0^^ 3Fe205+ SOg^ 2CO2 + NagO (4.2 a) 
2FQ^C t Na2S0^+ 9/2 O2 - ^^^2^^^^ ^^°2* '*^^2^ ^^*^ ^^ 
4Na2S + 5Fe20^+ 2Na20 - 8NaFe02+ 2FeS + 2Na2S04 (4.2 c) 
+ 7/2 0^ 
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TiC + Na2S0^* 3/2 0^ - Ti02+ SOg^ CO2+ Na20 (^ .3 a) 
TiC + Na2S04 - Ti02+ COg + Na2S (4.3 b) 
ANa2S ^ 5Ti02+ Na20 * 5/2 O2 - ^a2Ti03^ TiSj* Na2S0^ 
( 4 . 3 c) 
ZrC * Na2S0^t 3/2 O2 - Zr02 + SOg .^ CO2 + NagO ( 4 . 4 a) 
ZrC + Na2S04 - Zr02 * CO2 ^ NagS (^-^ to) 
3Zr02+ 2Na2S + NagO + 3/2 O2 - 2Na2Zr03+ ZrS + Na2S0^ 
(^.4 c) 
2NbC + Na2S0^+ 4 O2 - ^2^^* ^^2* ^^^Z" ^^2° ^^'^^^ 
2NbC * Na2S0^ i- 5/2 O2 - Nb205+ 2CO2 * NagS (4 .5b) 
10Nb205+ 5Na20 * 5Na2S + 3/2 Og - iaNaNb03+ 2NbS2+ Na2S04 
( 4 . 5 c ) 
2TaC 4. Na2S0^+ 4 Og - 1320^ + SOg + 2CO2 + NagO ( 4 . 6 a) 
2TaC + Na2S0^ + 5/2 O2 - Ta205 + 2CO2 + Na2S ( 4 . 6 b) 
10Ta205* 5Na20 + 5Na2S > 3/2 0^ - ISNaTaOj* 2TaS2+ Na2S0^ 
(4 .6 c) 
MoC + Na2S0^+ 2 O2 - M0O3 ^ SO2 * CO2 ^ ^^^^ (^-7 a) 
MoC * NagSOi^  * 1/2 O2 - M0O3 + COg ^ ^^^^ (^-7 to) 
6M0O3 + 4Na2S * Na20 4- 1/2 O2 - itfJa2MoOi^  4. MO2S34. Na2S0^ 
( 4 . 7 c) 
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WC • Na2S0^+ 2 O2 - ¥0^+ SO2+ CO2+ NagO (4 .8 a) 
WC + NagSO^ H- 1/2 Og - WO3 + COg + NagS (4 .8 b) 
WO3 •• NagO + NagS + 2 Og - NagWO^  + NagSO^ (4 .8 c) 
2VC + Na2S0^ •»• 4 Og - V2O5 + SO^ + 2CO2 + NagO (4,9 a) 
2VC + Na2S0^ + 5/2 0^ - VgO^ + 2CO2 + Na2S (4,9 b) 
ICV2O5+ SNagS + SNagO + 3/2 O2 - 18 NaVO^* 2VS2 + Na2S04 
(4.9 c) 
HfC + Na2S0^ + 3/2 Og ^ Hf02+ SO^* CO2+ NagO (4,10 a) 
HfC + NagSO^ •* HfOg + CO2 + NagS (4.10 b) 
$Hf02 • ^ a 2 S + Na20 + 5/2 O2 - 4Na2HfOj+ HfSj+ NagSO^ 
(4,10 c) 
Considering the oxidation k ine t ic curves for the metal 
carbide-Na2S0^ systems, two types of systems are d i s t inguishable . 
The type I systems show a rapid weight l o s s followed by a rapid 
and continuous weight gain t i l l a steady s t a t e i s observed 
indicated by a constant weight with increasing exposure time. 
The systems exhibi t ing t h i s behaviour include : NagSO^^-Cr^C, 
(1000 K), NagSO^-Fe^C (1200 K), NagSO^-TiC (1200 K), Na2S0^-
ZrC (1200 K), Na2S0 -^MoC (900 K), NagSO -^VC (900 K) and 
Na2S04-HfC (1200 K). The i n i t i a l weight l o s s observed for 
these systems i s due t o the evolution of CO2/SO2 gases during 
the decomposition of carbides as represented by equations 4i to 
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4'10 (a and b ) . The metal oxide, Na^ O and NagS formed 
during these react ions subsequently I n t e r a c t mutually as 
depicted by 'c' equations of 4.1 to 4.10. The in te rac t ions 
r e s u l t in the formation of sodium metal oxide products such 
as Na^ MO ,^ NaMOg, Na2M0, or NaMO, along with metal su l f ides . 
NapSO^ i s l i k e l y t o be regenerated during the course of 
reac t ions . The X-ray d i f f rac t ion pa t te rns show strong l i n e s / 
peaks of sodium metal oxides, metal su l f ides , Na^SO^ along 
with oxides. 
The type I I systems show a ra ther i r r e g u l a r pa t te rn in 
t h e i r k ine t ic curves. Alternate regions of weight l o s s and 
weight gain are observed u n t i l a steady s t a t e i s achieved. 
The systems showing t h i s behaviour i r^ lude ; NapSO^-NbC 
(1200 K), NagSO^^ -TaC (1200 K) and NagSO -^WC (900 K ) . In 
these systems Na2S0^ produced by equation 4,5 c, 4.6 c or 
4,8 c presumably reacts with carbide to form COp/SOp gases 
( r e su l t ing in weight loss ) t h i s i s followed by in t e r ac t ions 
of Na20 and/or Na2S with NbgS' ^^2% °^ ^°3 *° ^ ° ^ NaNbO,, 
NaTaO^ or Na2W0^ ( resu l t ing in weight ga in ) . This process of 
a l t e r n a t e cycles of weight loss and weight gain culminates 
when there i s no excess of carbide or oxide l e f t wi th . 
Considering the weight gain as a function of Na2S0^ 
concentration i n the metal carbide-NagSO^ mixtures, 2 types 
of behaviour have been noted : 
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In type I , t o t a l weight gain decreases with increas~ 
ing amount of Na^SO^ in the mixture. This behaviour i s 
exhibited by a majority of the systems and include i Na^SO^-
Cr^C^ (1000 K), NagSO^-Fe^C (1200 K), Na2S0^-ZrC (1200 K), 
NagSOjj^ -MoC (900 K) and Na2S0^-VC (900 and 1000 K). The most 
p l aus ib le explanation seems t o be the high vapour pressure 
of metal oxides and the corresponding sodium metal oxides a t 
the react ion temperature. This f a c i l i t a t e s the vaporizat ion 
of the react ion products resu l t ing in weight l o s s e s . Since 
the amounts of metal oxides and sodium metal oxides increase 
with increasing Na^SO^concentration, therefore , there i s a 
decrease in weight gain values with increasing Na^SO^ concen-
t r a t i o n in the mixture. This explanation appears quite 
convincing for the systems forming v o l a t i l e compounds such as 
Na2CrO^, NagMoO ,^ Na2W0 ,^ NaVO ,^ Na2Zr02, MoO ,^ WO^  and ^2Py 
In the type I I systems which include Na2S0^-TiC 
(1200 K) and NagSO^-HfC (1200 K), there i s a decrease in 
weight gain values t i l l a minima i s observed a t 0.5 mole 
f ract ion of Na2S0r followed by an increase in the weight gain 
values with increasing amount of Na2S0^ in the reac t ion 
mixture. The increase in weight gain values with increasing 
amount of Na2S0^ (a t mole fract ion of Na^SO^ g rea t e r than 
0.5) i s indica t ive of the formation of s tab le NapTiO, and 
NagHfO, i n enhanced amounts and l e s s e r fonaation of gaseous 
COg/SOpi the formation of CO2/SO2 over weigKs the formation 
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of NapMO, a t lower mole f ract ion of Na2S0^ In the mixture 
resu l t ing in a decrease in weight gain values* 
Studying the weight l o s s as a function of NagSO^ 
concentration in the react ion mixture i the t o t a l weight 
l o s s invariably decreases with increasing concentration of 
NapSO^ i n the react ion mixture. The systems showing t h i s 
behaviour include ; Na2S0^-NbC (1200 K), NagSO^-TaC (1200 K), 
NagSO^-Cr^Cj (1100 and 1200 K) and NagSO -^VC (1100 K), A 
weight loss as a net change in weight for a system i s only 
poss ible when weight loss due to expulsion of COg/SOp i s 
g rea te r than the weight gain due to the conversion of carbide 
in to oxLde. A decrease in weight l o s s with increasing concen-
t r a t i o n of Na^SO^ could be the r e su l t of l e s s e r formation of 
CO2/SO2, conversion of carbide i n to oxide, more binding of 
su l fur i n t o the form of sulf ide or formation of sodium metal 
oxide l i k e NaMO, and Ua^^i^, 
From the s o l u b i l i t y data avai lable for the metal carbide 
in Na2S0^ melt ( t ab le 4,1) there i s ample evidence for the 
formation of soluble metal species i n the systems NapSO^-
CryC^ (1000 K), Na2S0£^ -MoC (900 K) and Na2S0^-VC (900 K). 
The presence of CrS (.Ha^SO^^-^rrjC^), no^Sy Na2MoO^ (NagSO^-
MoC) and VS2, NaVO^ (Na2S0^-VC) has indeed been confirmed by 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion analys is . Presence of NagCrO^ has not been 
confirmed by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . I t i s perhaps due 
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t o vaporizat ion of v o l a t i l e NagCrO^ leaving a very small 
amount of the s a l t i n the react ion mixture t o be detected 
by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . 
In the presence of Na2S0^, the metal carbide decomposes 
in to respect ive metal oxide. The resu l t ing oxide i n t e r a c t s 
with NapSO^ forming metal sul f ide a t regions of low oxygen 
a c t i v i t i e s and soluble sodium metal oxide complex a t higher 
oacygen a c t i v i t i e s . The establishment of simultaneous low 
and high oxygen a c t i v i t i e s i n the react ion mixture can be 
a t t r i bu t ed to loca l conditions prevailed during the reac t ion . 
Thus the regions beneath the surface l ayers of the reac tant 
mixture should have much lower oxygen a c t i v i t y t o f a c i l i t a t e 
su l f ide formation. 
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Table k,2 
D i f f e r e n t C o n s t i t u e n t s I d e n t i f i e d i n t h e Reac t ion ProdiKJt by-
X-ray D i f f r ac t i on Analysis 
Syst«a Molar Temp. C o n s t i t u e n t s I d e n t i f i e d 
r a t i o (K) 
Na2S0^-Cr^C, 
Na2S0^-FejC 
Na2S0^-TiC 
NagSO^-ZrC 
NagSO^-NbC 
Na2S0^-TaC 
Na2S0^-MoC 
NagSO^-WC 
Na2S0^-VC 
NapSO^-HfC 
1:1 1000 Cr20 , , CrS, NagSO^, Cr^C, 
1?90 Fe203, FeS, NagSO^, NaFe02, 
^, TiOg, T i S , , Na2S0^, TiC 
, , Zr02, NagSO^, ZrS 
, , Nb^O^t NagSO^, NaNbOj, NbSg 
, , TagO^, Na2SQ/^, NaTaO,, TaC, TaSg 
900 MoO^, Na2S0^, NagMoO^, MOgS^ 
, , WO3, NagSO^, WC, NagWO^ ^ 
, , y^O^, NagSO^, NaVOj, VSg 
1200 Hf02, NagSO^, HfS^, HfC 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig, 4.1 Plots of weight change ( in */•) versus time for 
(a and b) 
I j l (molar ra t io ) NagSO^-Metal carbide systems. 
Fig. 4.2 Plots of •/- t o t a l weight change versus mole fraction 
of NajSO^ for d i f ferent NaaSO^^etal carbide systems, 
Fig. 4,3 Metallographs of the react ion products of Na2S0^--
Cr^C, system oxidized a t 1000 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of l i 2 NagSO^iCryCx and (b) photomicrograph 
of 1:1 NagSO^s CryC,. 
Fig. 4.4 EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of I t l NagSO^-Cr^C, 
react ion product oxidized a t 1000 K. 
Fig. 4.5 Metallographs of the react ion products of Na^SO^-
Fe,C system oxidized a t 1200 K, (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:2 NagSO^: Fe,C, ( b ) , (c) and (d) photomicro-
graph of 1:1 NapSO^: Fe,G and (e) photomicrograph 
of 2:1 NagSO^: Fe,C. 
Fig. 4.6 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 Na2S0^-Fe,C 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4.7 Photomicrograph of 1:1 NagSO^-TiC reacticai product 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4.8 BDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NagSO^-TiC 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K, 
Fig. 4.9 SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 Na^SO^-ZrC reac t ion product 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
i l g . 4.10 Photomicrograph of 1»1 NagSO^^ -NbC react ion 
product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4,11 SEM p ic tu re of 1:1 Na2S0/^-TaC react ion product 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig, 4,12 E0AX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NagSO^^ -TaC 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4,15 Metallographs of the react ion products of NagSO^-
MoC system oxidized a t 900 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of 1;1 Na2S0^: MoC and (h) SEM p i c t u r e of 1:1 
Na2S0^: MoC, 
Fig. 4.14 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of I s l NagSO -^MoC 
react ion product oxidized a t 900 K, 
Fig. 4,15 Photomicrograph of 1:1 NagSO/^ -VC react ion product 
oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig. 4,16 Photomicrograph of 1:1 Na2S0^-¥C reac t ion product 
oxidized a t 900 K, 
Fig, 4.17 EDAX concentration prof i l es of 1:1 NapSO -^WC 
react ion product oxidized a t 900 K, 
Fig. 4,18 SEM pic tu re of 1:1 Na2S0^-HlC react ion prodiKst 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4,19 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NagSO^-HfC 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 4,20 Plots of metal concentration (ppm wt . ) i n the aqueous 
solut ion of the react ion products versus mole f r ac -
t ion of NagSO^ for the d i f fe ren t NapSO^-Metal Carbide 
systems. 
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CHAPTER V 
Interaction of Metal Carbide and Nad 
In the Temperature Range 8OO-1200K 
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5 . 1 BXPSRIMENTAL 
5.1 .1 Chemicals Used 
Transition metal carbides powder Cr^C^, Fe,C, TiC, 
ZrC, NbC, TaC, MoC, WC, VC and HfC were imported from CERAC, 
USA. NaCl (Reagent grade) was dried in an oven at 200 C for 
about k8 hours. 
5.1.2 Preparation of the Specimens 
Dried and powdered NaCl and the transition metal 
carbide were mixed in different molar ratios of NaCl and 
Carbide (1J2, 1;1 and 2il) in an aget mortar. Tablets of the 
size (1.4 cm diameter) were prepared by compacting the mixture 
(pressure s 10 ton/cm ) in a steel mould using a hydraulic 
press. Atleast 3 tablets of each ratio were prepared in 
nearly identical conditions. 
5 .1 .3 Oxidation Studies 
The oxidation runs were car r ied out on a labora tory 
fabricated he l ica l therooal balance attached with a 
cathetometer. The oxidation runs were car r ied out a t tempera-
tu res i n the range 800-1200 K in a streaaa of pure and dr ied 
oxygen gas. The runs were of 20 houra durations which was 
adequate to provide react ion products under steady s t a t e 
condi t ion, indicated by a no change in weight for a consider-
able period of e'xposure time. Three s i l i c a boa t s , each 
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containing the compacts of the same r a t i o were placed in a 
horizontal furnace and were oxidized under nearly iden t i ca l 
condi t ions . Out of the three samples, one was mounted for 
morphological s tudies (metallographic, SEM and EDAX), the 
second for X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis and the th i rd was 
retained for quant i ta t ive estimation of the soluble spec ies . 
5 f l . 4 Metallographic Studies 
A ful ly coaputerized Leitz photometallurgical micro-
scope (Metallux 2) was used for metallographic s tud ie s . The 
react ion products present in the form of compacts were 
mounted i n paper moulds using Araldi te as a cold s e t t i ng 
r e s in . The mounted specimens were abraded sequent ia l ly on 
180, 320 and 600 g r i t papers followed by polishing with 6 }X 
diamond pas te using kerosine o i l as the lapping l i qu id . 
Appropriate etchants were used t o ident i fy the d i f fe ren t 
phases in the micres t ructures . 
5.1.5 Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) Studies 
SEM pic tures were taken with a JOEL elec t ron micro-
scope (Courtsey : NBRI, Lucknow). Polished specimens were 
coated with co l lo ida l gold emulsion and t h e i r s t ruc tu re s 
were examined through the microscope. The appropriate por-
t ion of the specimens were photographed a t desired magnifi-
caticais. 
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5.1.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX) 
EDAX studies were performed using a JOEL e lec t ron 
microscope with an EDAX attachment. Elemental d i s t r i b u t i o n 
within the react ion product was determined from EDAX by 
obtaining Ka concentration p r o f i l e s , 
5 .1 .7 X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion s tudies were carr ied out on a 
Phi l ips X-ray diffractometer with Cu-, Mo- or FeKa t a rge t s 
and appropriate f i l t e r s . 
5 .1 .8 Estimation of the Soluble Metals 
The compacts of the react ion products were weighed 
and dissolved in fixed amount of demineralized water. The 
mixture was f i l t e r e d with the help of a Whatman f i l t e r paper 
with appropriate washing. The f i l t r a t e was d i lu ted accord-
ingly and was used for determination of metal. A Perkin 
Elmer atomic absorption spectrophotometer was used t o de t e r -
mine the concentration of the d i f ferent metals i n the aqueous 
solut ion of the react ion mixture. 
Table 5.1 l i s t s the molar r a t i o of the react ing 
mixtures, weight of the react ion products, t heo re t i ca l weight 
of the react ing mixtures, concentration of the soluble metals 
and the corresponding temperature. 
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5.2 RESULTS 
5 .2 .1 Thermogravimetrlc Studies 
5 .2 .1 . a Kinetic s tudies 
Change in t o t a l weight ( in /•) versus time p lo t s for 
t r a n s i t i o n metal carbide-NaCl systems are shown in f i g . 5 . 1 . 
From the k ine t ic curves two types of systems are distinguishr-
able : 
( i ) showing a weight l e s s as a net change in t o t a l weight 
and include : NaCl-TiC (1200 K), NaCl-ZrC (1200 K), 
NaCl-NbC (1200 K), NaCl-¥C (1000 K) and NaCl-HfC 
(1200 K) 
( i i ) showing a weight gain as a net change in t o t a l weight 
and include : NaCl-Cr^C^ (1200 K), NaCl-FejC (1200 K), 
NaCl-TaC (1200 K), NaCl-MoC (800 K) and NaCl-VC 
(900 K). 
The k ine t ic s tudies for the various metal cajrbide-NaCl 
(1;1) systems are generalized as follows : 
NaCl-Cr^C, 
The system at 1200 K shows a rapid weight loss up to 
5 minutes followed by a rapid and continuous weight gain upto 
a time period of 12 hours. No change in total weight is 
observed after time period exceeding 12 hours indicated by a 
constant weight with increasing exposure time. Maximum weiSht 
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gain IS obsarved in this system in comparison to other 
systems under study. 
NaCl-Fe,C 
At 1200 K the system shows an i n i t i a l weight loss for 
the f i r s t 5 minutes followed by a continuous weight gain upto 
9 hours, indicat ing a weight gain as a net change in t o t a l 
weight. After time period extending to 9 Koui^ no change in 
weight i s observed indicated by a constant weight with 
increasing exposure time. 
NaCl-TiC 
The system a t 1200 K shows minimum i n i t i a l weight l o s s 
upto 5 minutes followed by a weight gain upto 30 minutes. On 
fur ther increasing the exposure time, there i s a continuous 
weight loss upto l 4 hours a f t e r t ha t no change i n weight i s 
observed on fur ther extending the exposure time. The system 
shows the maximiaa weight l o s s compared to other systems in 
question. 
NaCl-ZrC 
1;1 mixture of NaCl and ZrC at 1200 K exhibits similar 
feature as those of NaCl-TiC. After time period extending to 
12 hours no change in weight is observed on further increasing 
the exposure time. 
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NaCl-NbC 
At 12CX) K, in the system NaCl-NbC, for the f i r s t 5 
minutes of eiqposure time, there i s a weight l o s s followed 
by a weight gain upto 30 minutes. After 30 minutes again 
a weight loss with increasing exposure time i s observed upto 
5 hours a f t e r tha t no change in weight i s observed with 
increasing ejgjosure time. The net change in weight during 
oxidation in the system i s a weight l o s s . 
NaCl-TaC 
At 1200 K, the usual i n i t i a l weight l o s s i s upto 5 
minutes followed by a weight gain i^ to 6 hours with no change 
in weight on further increasing the exposure time. The net 
change in weight i s a nominal weight gain during the react ion. 
NaCl-MoC 
The system a t 300 K shows s imi lar features as those 
observed in TaC-NaCl system except t h a t the net weight gain 
i s higher. 
NaCl~VC 
The system at 900 K shows the usual initial weight 
loss followed by a weight gain upto the time periods exten-
ding to 11 hours after that no change in weight is observed 
with further increase in exposure time. The observed total 
change in weight is a gain in v/eight. 
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At 1000 K, the system shows the initial rapid weight 
loss upto 5 minutes followed by a weight gain upto 15 minutes 
after that there is again weight loss upto time periods 
extending to 8 hours { no change in weight is observed on 
further increasing the e:q?osure time. The resulting change 
in total weight is a loss in weight. 
NaCl~HfC 
The system at 1200 K shows a rapid weight loss upto 
5 minutes followed by rapid and continuous weight gain upto 
30 minutes. After the time periods exceeding 30 minutes there 
i s again continuous and rapid weight loss upto 11 hours and 
after that no change in weight i s observed on further increa-
sing the e3q?osure time. The net change in weight i s a loss 
in weight. 
5.2.1.b Influence of the sa l t 
Figure 5.2 shows plots of to ta l weight change ( in '/) 
versus mole fraction of NaCl in the reaction mixture of NaCl 
and transit ion metal carbide. The total weight change 
represents the final reading recorded after 20 hours of 
heating of a mixture consisting of t ransi t ion metal carbide 
and NaCl at selected temperatures in the temperature i-ange of 
800-1200 K in flowing oxygen. In general, no further detec-
table change in weight was observed after time periods 
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extending 20 hours. Thias the weight change incurred during 
a 20 hours heating represents a t o t a l weight change a t 
steady s t a t e . 
The in te rac t ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal carbide with 
NaCl ( a t d i f ferent molar r a t i o s ) r e s u l t s e i t h e r in weight 
gains or weight losses or weight gains a t ce r t a in molar r a t i o s 
and weight losses a t other molar r a t i o s in a s ing le system. 
A study of the weight gain curves ind ica tes mainly two 
types of behaviour during the in te rac t ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal 
carbide with NaCl. The f i r s t type shows an increase in the 
weight gain values with increasing concentration of NaCl in 
the react ion mixture and includes t NaCl-CryC, (1200 K) and 
NaCl-VC (900 K). The second type shows a decrease in weight 
gain values with increasing concentration of NaCl in the 
react ion mixture, generally showing a weight l o s s a t 0,66 
mole f ract ion of NaCl ; NaCl-Cr^C^ (UOO K), NaCl-Fe^C (1100 
and 1200 K), NaCl-TaC (1200 K), NaCl-rMoC (900 K), NaCl-WC 
(1000 and 1100 K) and NaCl-VC (800 K) belong t o t h i s category. 
Study of the weight l o s s curves ind ica tes only one 
type of behaviour showing an increase in the weight l o s s 
values with increasing concentration of NaCl i n the react ion 
mixture. The systems showing t h i s behaviour include : NaCl-
TiC (1100 and 1200 K), NaCl-ZrC (1200 K), NaCl-NbC(1200 K), 
NaCl-MoC (1000 K) and NaCl-HfC (1200 K). 
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5>2.2 Metallographic. SM. SDAX and X-^ ray Diffraction Studies 
Figures 5.3 to 5.17 show some representa t ive photo-
micrographs and EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of the mounted 
react ion products. Table 5.2 l i s t s the various cons t i tuen ts 
as iden t i f i ed in the react ion product of 1:1 metal carbide 
and NaCl by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . The s a l i e n t features 
of the stLKiies are generalized as follows : 
NaCl-Cr^C:, 
The photomicrographs of the react ion products show a 
multiphase s t ruc tu re ( f ig . 5 .3 ) . Atleast 3 phases are i d e n t i -
f ied, dark grey (chromium ch lor ide ) , grey (NapCrO^i) and white 
(Cr^O,). A very dark phase presumably represents Cr^C,. X-ray 
d i f f rac t ion analysis of I s l react ion product ind ica tes the 
presence of CrpO, and Cr^Cy The EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s 
( f i g . 5.^) indicate the presence of CrgO, and a chloride of 
chrcaaium. 
NaCl-Fe,C P 
Figure 5.5 shows photomicrographs of the react ion 
products obtained by the oxidation of mixtures of Fe,C and 
NaCl and 1200 K. The react ion product contains a dark grey 
FeCl2 admixed with l i g h t grey cons t i tuent which i s iden t i f ied 
as NaFe02. The micrestructures a lso show a white phase which 
i s presumably Fe^Oy The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analys is provides 
strong evidence of the presence of NaFeOo and Fe^O,. 
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NaCl-ZrC 
The photomicrographs ( f ig . 5.6) of 1:1 ZrC-NaCl a t 
1200 K shows the presence of multiphase s t ruc tu re comprising 
of zirconium chlor ide (daric), Na2ZrO, (grey) and ZrOp ( l i g h t 
grey) . The X-ray d i f f rac t ion studies a lso support the p r e s e -
nce of these cons t i tuents in the react ion products . 
NaCl-NbC 
The presence of a 3-phase s t ruc ture comprising of 
Nb205/NaCl (white) , NaNbO^ ( l i g h t grey) and NbClg (dai^) i s 
indicated by the photomicrograph of the react ion product 
( f i g . 5»7). They X-ray d i f f rac t ion s tudies provide strong 
evidence of the presence of these cons t i tuents in the reac-
t i o n products. 
NaCl->TaC 
The photomicrograph of I s l react ion product a t 1200 K 
( f i g . 5.8) ind ica tes the presence of a t l e a s t 3 phases namely, 
TagOc/NaCl (whit ish grey) , f locculent NaTaO^ (grey) and TaCl^ 
(dark grey) . All these cons t i tuents have been iden t i f i ed by 
X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s 
ind ica te the presence of Ta-, Na- and CI- containing compound 
in the react ion product ( f i g . 5.9) 
NaCl-MoC 
A 3-phas6 s t ruc ture i s c l ea r ly evident from the photo• 
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micrograph of I s l react ion product a t 900 K ( f i g . 5 .10) . A 
dark phase presumably represents MoC along with the floccu-
l e n t grey phase (Na2MoO )^ and a dark grey (MoOa)• A white 
phase presumably represents NaCl, X-ray d i f f r ac t ion analys is 
ind ica tes the presence of MoO ,^ MoC, Na^MoO ,^ MoClg and NaCl 
in the react ion product. EDAX concentration p r o f i l e s of the 
react ion product provide strong evidence of the presence of 
these cons t i tuents ( f i g . 5 .11) . 
NaCl-WC 
The appearance of a multiphase s t ruc tu re comprises of 
d i f fe ren t shades of grey i s perhaps representa t ive of WClg, 
WOi and NapWO^  in the photomicrographs of the react ion product 
( f i g . 5*12). The photomicrographs a lso show the presence of 
a black phase which i s WC. The r e s u l t s from X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
s tudies strongly support the presence of above cons t i tuen ts 
in the react ion product. The presence of a W-rich Cl-containing 
compound and Na-rich W-containing compound i s evident from the 
EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of the react ion prodiKJt ( f i g , 5 .13) . 
HaCl-VC 
The photomicrographs of NaCl-VC react ion product a t 
900 K ind ica t e the presence of a t l e a s t 4 phases j a black 
phase (VC), dark grey (VCl), grey (NaVO,) along with whit ish 
grey (VgO^) ( f ig . 5 .1^) . X-ray d i f f rac t ion pa t t e rns and EDAX 
concentration p ro f i l e s ( f ig . 5.15) support the presence of 
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the above mentioned const i tuents in the react ion product 
mixture. 
NaCl-HfC 
At l e a s t th ree phases are observed in the photo 
micrograph of 1 J 1 react ion product a t 1200 K ( f i g . 5 .16) . 
The phases include HfC (daric grey) , Na20.Hf02 (grey) and 
HfOg (whit ish grey) , the presence of these cons t i tuen ts i s 
a lso indicated by X-ray d i f f rac t ion and ESDAX s tudies (Fig 517). 
5 .2 .3 Estimation of the Soluble Metal 
Table 5.1 l i s t s the molar r a t i o s of the react ing 
mixture, weight of the react ion product, t heo re t i ca l weight 
of the react ing mixture,cconeentration of the soluble metal 
and the react ion temperature. Fig. 5.18 represents the p lo t s 
of the mole f rac t ion of NaCl versus concentration of the 
soluble metal i n the react ion mixture. The system NaCl-Cr«C, 
(1200 K) shows a decrease in the s o l u b i l i t y of the metal with 
increasing concentration of NaCl un t i l a minima i s noted a t 
0.5 mole fract ion of NaCl. This i s followed by an increase 
in the s o l u b i l i t y with fur ther increase in NaCl concentrat ion 
i n the react ion mixture. The systems NaCl-VC (900 K) and 
NaCl-MoC (900 K) show an increase in the s o l u b i l i t y with 
increasing NaCl concentration giving a maxima a t 0.5 mole 
f rac t ion of NaCl j t h i s i s followed by a decrease i n the 
s o l u b i l i t y with fur ther increase in NaCl concentrat ion. 
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5.3 DISCUSSION 
At high temperatures, the t r ans i t i on metal carbides 
are readi ly decomposed i n presence of NaCl, During i n t e r -
act ion of a carbide and NaCl, the former i s converted 
invar iably i n t o an oxide with an appreciable change in 
weight. The net weight change could be e i t he r a weight loss 
or weight gain. The steady condition during k ine t i c measure-
ments i s indicated by a constant weight with increasing 
axposxire time. 
Considering the in te rac t ion k ine t i c s of NaCl and 
t r a n s i t i o n metal carbides (1:1 molar r a t io ) there i s a rapid 
i n i t i a l weight l o s s (region I of the k ine t i c curves) followed 
by a gradual weight gain invariably in cLt^  the systems. 
The expulsion of CO /Cl2^(g) presumably accounts the 
i n i t i a l weight losses incurred during the i n t e r ac t ion of a 
metal carbide and molten NaCl and i s represented by the 
following react ions : 
2Cr^C^ + 2NaCl + 17 O2 - 7Cr20^ -1- Na20 + 6 CO2+ Cl2(5.1 a) 
2Fe^C + 2NaCl + 7 Og -* 3Fe20^ + Na20 + 2CO2 + Ci2(5.2 a) 
TiC + 2NaCl + 5/2 G2 - Ti02 + NagO + COg + CI2 (5 .3 a) 
Z.rC + 2NaCl + 5/2 O2 . - ZTO^+ Ha^O + CO2+ Clg (5 .4 a) 
2NbC + 2NaCl + 5 Og - Wo^Q^ + Na20 + 2CO2+ CI2 (5.5 a) 
m 
2TaC -f 2NaCl ••• 5 Og - TagO^ + NagO + 2CO2 + CI2 ( 5 . 6 a) 
MoC > 2NaCl + 3 Og - MoO^ + NagO + CO^ + Clg ( 5 . 7 a) 
WC + 2NaCl + 3 Og - WO^  -«. NagO + COg -•• Clg ( 5 . 8 a) 
2VC + 2NaCl * 3 0^ - VgO^ + NagO + 2 COg* Clg ( 5 . 9 a) 
HfC + 2NaCl + 5/2 O2 - HfOg + NagO + COg + 0 1 2 ( 5 . 1 0 a) 
The Na^O formed d i s so lved metal oxide t o g ive compound 
sodium metal oxide ; t h e Clp evolved during t h e above c i t e d 
r e a c t i o n s may a l s o r e a c t w i t h metal oxide t o foinn metal 
c h l o r i d e . These r e a c t i o n s a r e i n f a c t seemed t o be r e s p o n s i b l e 
fo r the weight ga ins observed during t h e course of r e a c t i o n 
( r e g i o n I I of t he k i n e t i c curves) and a r e r ep re sen t ed as (oieous: 
Cr205 + 2Na20 + 3/2 O2 - 2Na2CrO^ ( 5 . 1 b) 
CrgO^ •*• 3CI2 - 2CrCl^ + 3/2 Og ( 5 . 1 c ) 
FegOj • NagO - 2NaFe02 ( 5 . 2 b) 
Fe205 + 2CI2 -* 2FeCl2 + 3/2 Og ( 5 . 2 c) 
Ti02 •*• ^^2° " NagTiOj ( 5 . 3 b) 
TiOg i- CI2 - TiCl2 + O2 ( 5 . 3 c) 
ZrOg + NagO - Na22:r05 ( 5 . 4 b) 
ZrOg + 3/2 CI2. - Z rCl j + O2 ( 5 . 4 c ) 
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(5 .5 b) 
(5.5 c) 
(5.6 b) 
(5.6 c) 
(5.7 b) 
(S.7 c) 
(5 .a b) 
(5 .3 c) 
(5.9 b) 
(5.9 c) 
(5.10 b) 
(5.10 c) 
The weight gain i s continuous in the systems including 
NaCl-Cr^Oj (1200 K), NaCl- Fe^C (1200 K), NaCl-TaC (1200 K), 
NaCl-MoC (300 K) and NaCl-VC (900 K) t i l l no change in weight 
i s observed on further increasing the e3q)osure time. Some 
weight l o s s i s e3q)ected due t o vaporizat ion of v o l a t i l e 
metal chlor ides but over a l l change in t o t a l weight i s a 
weight gain. 
Nb205 + Na20 
Nb20K + 2CI2 
TagOc + Na20 
TagOc + ACI2 
MoO, + NagO 
MoO, + CI2 
WO, • NagO 
WO, + CI2 
V2O5 + Na20 
V^O^ > CI2 
Hf02 + NagO 
Hf02 + CI2 
"* 
-• 
-» 
-• 
-^  
"• 
-• 
-
-
-• 
-
-•• 
2NaNbO, 
2NbCl2 + 5/2 0, 
2NaTa0j 
2TaCl^ + 5/2 0, 
Na2Mo02^ 
M0CI2 + 3/2 O2 
NagWO^ 
WCI2 + 3/2 O2 
2NaV05 
2VCI2 + 5/2 O2 
NagHfO^ 
HfClg + O2 
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In the systems, NaCl-TiC (1200 K), NaCl-ZrC (1200 K), 
NaCl-NbC (1200 K), NaCl-WC (1000 K) and NaCl HfC (1200 K), 
the weight gain observed a f t e r i n i t i a l weight l o s s i s i n t e r -
rupted and a fur ther weight loss i s observed (region I I I of 
k ine t i c curves) t i l l a steady s t a t e i s achieved. The vapor i -
za t ion of v o l a t i l e chlorides i s seemed undoubtedly the prime 
cause of weight losses observed i n k ine t i c curve. A glance 
on the thermodynamic data for the chlorides ( t ab le 5,3) 
ind ica te the very high vapour pressure of the chlor ides of 
Ti , Zr, Nb, W and Hf. 
In general , the escpulsion of CO2 and Clp gases seems 
responsible for the i n i t i a l weight losses as shown by the 
k ine t i c curves (region I ) . 
The weight gains which are immediately followed by the 
i n i t i a l weight losses as shown by the k ine t i c curves (region 
I I ) a re due to 
( i ) Fonaation of sodium metal oxide, 
( i i ) Formation of metal l ic ch lo r ide . 
The weight bosses incurred following weight gains in 
some cases (region I I I of the k ine t ic curves) are accounted 
by the vaporizat ion of v o l a t i l e chlor ides . 
The presence of metal oxide i n the react ion products 
of a l l the systems has been iden t i f i ed by X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
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ana lys i s . Further the presence of metal chlor ide and 
NapO.MpO type compound has a lso been indicated by X-ray 
d i f f rac t ion analysis in most of the cases . These r e s u l t s 
by and large confinn the fonnation of the cons t i tuents i n 
the react ion products of NaCl-metal oxide as envisaged on 
the bas i s of k ine t ic considerations 
From the t o t a l weight change versus mole f rac t ion 
of NaCl p lo t s i t i s inferred that except NaCl-Cr^O, (1200 K) 
and NaCl-VC (900 K), a l l the systems show a decrease in the 
t o t a l weight gain values with increasing concentrat ion of 
NaCl in NaCl-carbide mixture. Obviously increasing amount 
of NaCl i n the mixture promotes enhanced formation of COp/ 
Clp gases and v o l a t i l e chlorides resul t ing i n a ne t weight 
l o s s during the oxidation run. 
The so lub i l i t y t rends of some cairbides in molten 
NaCl are ref lected by the so lub i l i t y data ( t ab le 5.1) and 
s o l u b i l i t y curves. There i s subs tan t ia l evidence for the 
presence of water soluble metal containing species in the 
so l id react ion products of NaCl-Cr^C, (1200 K), NaCl-VG 
(900 K) and NaCl-MoC (900 K). The soluble metal species 
present in the solut ion are e i the r in the form of metal 
chlor ide and/or in the form of WZ", MOj or MOT . X-ray 
d i f f rac t ion analysis has already iden t i f i ed most of 
these cons t i tuents i n the so l id react ion products. 
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The so lub i l i t y curve for NaCl-Cr^C, system shows a 
decrease in soluble metal content with increasing NaCl 
concentration showing a minima a t 0,5 mole f rac t ion of the 
s a l t . This i s followed by increasing formation of soluble 
metal species with increasing NaCl content in the mixture. 
In NaCl-Cr„C, system, upto 0.5 mole of NaCl, two factors 
seem t o be responsible for decreasing iTe7\din s o l u b i l i t y 
( i ) the fonnation of more and more CrpO^ ( i i ) vaporizat ion 
of v o l a t i l e CrCiyCrOCl2/Na2CrO^. When the concentrat ion 
of NaCl exceeds to a ce r t a in fract ion in the mixture (0 ,5 mole) 
the re i s more fonnation of the chroaate and chlor ides than 
t h e i r vaporizat ion. 
In NaCl-VC and NaCl-MoC systems, a reverse behaviour 
i s observed - there i s an increasing formation of soluble 
metal species with increasing NaCl content in the mixture 
t i l l a maxima i s observed a t 0.5 mole f ract ion of NaCl. This 
i s followed by a s teep decreasing trend in s o l u b i l i t y on 
fur ther increasing the NaCl content . Formation of NaVO, or 
NapMoO^ a t a r e l a t i ve ly low concentration of NaCl i s 
presumably responsible for higher soluble metal content . 
However, a t higher concentrations of NaCl there i s more vola-
t i l i z a t i o n of MoO, or VpOt and therefore , l e s s e r formation of 
NagMoO^ or NaVO,. Moreover, there i s a p o s s i b i l i t y of vapor i -
za t ion of the v o l a t i l e chlor ides of Mo and V, All these 
fac tors seem to be responsible for decreasing water soluble 
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metal content in the react ion products as the concentrat ion 
of NaCl exceeds more than 0,5 mole fract ion i n the mixture. 
The t r an s i t i o n metal carbides on i n t e r a c t i o n with 
molten NaCl are decon^)osed i n t o respect ive metal oxides with 
simultaneous evolution of CO^ and Clp. The surface of the 
react ion mixture i s the region of high oxygen a c t i v i t y and 
therefore , formation of sodium metal oxide i s the predominant 
reac t ion . The regions beneath the surface layers have r e l a -
t i v e l y low oxygen a c t i v i t y or higher chlor ine a c t i v i t y thus 
favouring the formation of ch lo r ide ( s ) . 
In case of metal chlor ides , two cases are t o be 
considered : 
( i ) Due to the high vapour fcressure of v o l a t i l e metal 
chlor ides the ciriloride vapourr; exert suf f ic ien t pressure on 
the outer l ayers and deposited a t the surface. The chlor ides 
a t tii^ surface/Op in ter face are e i t h e r v o l a t i l i z e d off or 
oxidized fonoing oxide and Cl2(g). The 02(g) and/or ClgCg) 
from the surface may penetrate i n to the underneath l aye r s 
carrying out oxidation or chlor inat ion reac t ions . This 
provides a porous s t ruc ture in which outer surface l a y e r 
should contain oxide and Na-metal oxide in predominant con-
cen t i^ t ions and underneath layers are r e l a t i ve ly r i c h in 
ch lo r ide ( s ) . Any residual chlor ide and/or carbide a l so fonn 
the p a r t of the multiphase s t ruc tu re . 
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( i i ) In case of non v o l a t i l e ch lor ides , the metal chlor ides 
have r e l a t i ve ly low vapour pressures and therefore , mostly 
retained in the lower l aye r s . 
The microstruetural features of the react ion products 
containing non v o l a t i l e chlorides are e;3q)ected t o be s l i g h t l y 
d i f fe ren t than those from containing v o l a t i l e ch lor ides . In 
the former, the multiphase s t ruc ture should be r e l a t i v e l y non-
porous with much higher chlor ide contents in the lower l aye r s . 
The schematic diagram representing the formation of d i f fe ren t 
cons t i tuents in the NaCl metal carbide react ion products are 
shown i n Fig. 5.19. 
The opt ical and scanning photomicrographs show the 
presence of a multiphase s t ruc ture in which each cons t i tuent 
e .g . , metal oxide, metal chlor ide , sodiiua metal oxide, NaCl 
or metal carbide forms a separate phase. The EDAX concentra-
t i on p rof i l e s of the react ion products support the existence 
of metal chloride and sodium metal oxide. 
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Table 5.2 
Different Constituents Ident i f ied in the Reaction Product 
by X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
Systaa Molar Taap, C o n s t i t u e n t s I d e n t i f i e d 
r a t i o (K) 
NaCl-CryC, 
NaCl-Fe^C 
NaCl-TiC 
NaCl-ZrC 
NaCl-NbC 
NaCl-TaC 
NaCl-MoC 
NaCl-WC 
NaCl-VC 
NaCl-HfC 
1:1 1200 
900 
1000 
900 
w r<^ Ujr f C/ r n O -T 
NaFe02, Fe2^3 
Ti02, TiCl2, TiC 
Zr02, ZrCl^, NaCl 
Nb20^, NaCl, NaNbOj, NbC, NbClg 
Ta20a» NaCl, TaC, NaTaO,, TaCl^ 
M0O3, ^^'^^* ^ ^ ' Na2MoO , M0CI2 
WO5, NaCl, NagWO ,^ WCI2 
NaCl, VC, VCl 
1200 HfOg, HfC 
Table 5^3 
Tlaenaodynamlc Data for the Chlorldes'^^'^'^^^ 
(All the temperature in K) 
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Chlorides Temp, a t which 
vapour pressure 
i s 760 mm 
Melting point Boiling point 
CoCl, 
NiCl, 
AlCl, 
CrCl, 
CrCl; 
Feci, 
FeCl, 
SiCl^ 
ZrCl, 
ZrCl, 
ZrCl^ 
TiCl, 
TiCl; 
TiCl^ 
NbClc 
TaCl, 
TaCl, 
TaCl^ 
TaClc 
MoCl, 
1323 
S1260 
S 453.2 
-
-
1299 
592 
329.8 
-
-
S 604 
-
-
409 
-
-
-
-
-
~ 
997 
1274 
465(under 
pressure) 
1088 
S1220 
950 
576 
204.2 
1000 
900 
710 
S1290 
D1200 
249 
483 
1210 
1300 
570 
494 
1000 
1323 
-
7201 
] 
1577 
-
1285 
592 
«•• 
-
HLOOO 
••» 
-
-
410 
519 
1650 
1620 
1050 
507 
1700 
pressure) 
Contd 
Table 5,3 continued . . . 
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Chlorides Temp, a t which Melting point Boiling point 
vapour pressure 
i s 760 mm 
MoCl-
MoCl^  
MoClc 
MoCl, 
WCl, 
WCl, 
WCl. 
WClg 
VCI2 
VCI5 
VCl^ 
HfCl^ 
NaCl 1338 
S1300 
S 595 
467 
s 630 
D 900 
600 
509 
5A8 
1500 
DEL 0 0 0 
-
S 590 
1073 
-
-
540 
-
« 
606 
5A9 
610 
-
-
437 
-
1656 
S a Sidjllmes 
D a Decomposes 
FIGURE CAPTIC^S 
Fig, 5.1 Plots of weight change (in*/.) versus time for 
(a and b) 
I j l (molar r a t io ) NaCl-Metal carbide systems. 
Fig. 5.2 Plots of •/. t o t a l weight change versus mole f r ac -
t ion of NaCl for d i f fe ren t NaCl-Metal carbide 
systans . 
Fig. 5.3 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
Cr^C, system oxidized a t 1200 K. (a) and (b) 
photomicrographs of 1:2 NaCl« Cr«C,, (c) photomi-
crograph of 111 NaCl : Cr^C, and (d) photomicro-
graph of 2:1 NaCl : Cr«C^. 
Fig. 5 .4 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-Cr^C, 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 5«5 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
Fe,C system oxidized a t 1200 K. (a) photomicro-
graph of 1:2 NaCl : Fe,C, (b) photomicrograph of 
1:1 NaCl : Fe,C and (c) and (d) photomicrographs 
of 2:1 NaCl : Fe,C. 
Fig. 5.6 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-ZrC 
syst©i oxidized a t 1200 K. (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:1 NaCl : ZrC and (b) SEM p ic tu r e of 1:1 
NaCl:ZrC. 
51g. 5.7 Photomicrograph of 1:1 NaCl-NbC react ion product 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 5.8 SEM p ic tu re of I j l NaCl-TaC react ion product 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig 5.9 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-TaC 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 5.10 Photomicrograph of I j l NaCl-MoC reac t ion product 
oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig, 5.11 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of I j l NaCl-MoC 
react ion product oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig. 5.12 Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
WC system oxidized a t 900 K. ( a ) , (b) and (c) 
photomicrographs of 1:1 N^Cl : WC. 
Fig. 5.13 EDAX concentration p ro f i l e s of I s l NaCl-WC 
react ion product oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig. 5 . 1 ^ Metallographs of the react ion products of NaCl-
VC system oxidized a t 900 K, (a) photomicrograph 
of 1:2 NaCl:VC, (b) photomicrograph of 1:1 NaCl:VC 
and (c) photc«nicrograph of 2:1 NaCl:VC. 
Fig. 5.15 SDAX concentration prof i l es of 1:1 NaCl-VC react ion 
product oxidized a t 900 K. 
Fig. 5.16. SEM pic tu re of 1:1 NaCl-IifC react ion prodiKJt 
oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 5.17 EDAX concentration p rof i l e s of 1:1 NaCl-HfC 
react ion product oxidized a t 1200 K. 
Fig. 5.18 Plots of metal concentration (ppm wt.) in the 
aqueous solution of the reaction products versus 
mole fraction of NaCl for the different NaCl-
Metal carbide systems. 
Fig. 5.19 Schematic diagram showing different species 
formed during the interaction of NaCl with metal 
carbide. 
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6.1 RESUME 
The high temperature alloys when used under hos t i l e 
environments are susceptible to hot corrosion a t t ack . The 
e l ec t ro ly t e deposits (ash or ionic s a l t ) react with nonnally 
p ro tec t ive oxide layers on the a l loy and give way t o an 
accelerated corrosion attack known as hot corrosion. The 
pro tec t ive oxide l aye r might contain Cr20^, AlpO, or Si02 
and the underneath layers containing one or several t r a n s i t i o n 
metal oxides e.g. TiOg, HfOgt ^^2* ^ 2 % ' ^^2%* "^^aS* ^°^3» 
WO,, Fe202» FeO, NiO, Co,0^ e t c . During propagation stage of 
a hot corrosion a t tack , the metal oxide i n t e r a c t s with the 
ionic s a l t such as NapSO^ providing basic or acidic f luxing. 
The study of the in te rac t ion of metal oxide with ionic s a l t s 
i s therefore , seemed to be an important proposi t ion in under-
standing the phenomenology and mechanism of hot corrosion. 
Only a l imited studies have been carr ied out in t h i s d i rec t ion 
and the r e su l t s of the studies on the high temperature i n t e r -
act ion of metal oxide -NapSO^ and metal oxide-NaCl presented 
in t h i s thes i s emphasise t h e i r s ignif icance in hot corrosion. 
The t r an s i t i o n metal carbides fonn an important cons t i tuent 
of the matrix of some high temperature a l loys . The cart)ides 
ac ts as a strengthening agent and a lso d i r ec t l y or i nd i r ec t ly 
might be responsible for oxidation or corrosion re s i s t ance . 
The ro le of carbide during a hot corrosion a t tack i s perhaps 
yet to systematically s tudied. The study of the high temperature 
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i n t e rac t ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal carbides with NapSO^/NaCl i s 
therefore important i n understanding the hot corrosion of an 
a l loy in which carbide(s) i s present as dispers ion or as a 
separate phase in the matrix. Following sect ions decrr ibe a 
b r i e f summary of the work contained in d i f fe ren t chapters of 
the t h e s i s en t i t l ed , High Temperature In terac t ions of Metal 
Oxides and Carbides with Ionic Sa l t s Relevent t o Hot Corrosion',' 
Chapter I 
Chapter I is ti^ General Introduction and it is devoted 
almost entirely to Hot Corrosion. The chemistiy of hot corro-
sion, its importance and control, phenomenology and mechanism 
of hot corrosion have been dealt in detail. The latter parts 
of the thesis cover studies concerning with the thermodynamics 
of hot corrosion and solvdiility of metal oxides in molten NapSO^. 
These sections are more relevent to the results of the investi-
gations spread from Chapter II to V. General introduction 
incorporates literature survey on hot corrosion from late 
sixties to the end of 1986. References from research papers, 
reports, reviews and conference proceedings are cited and 
especial emphasis has been laid to the work which has direct 
or indirect bearing on the work described in this dissertation. 
It is not impossible if some important and remarkable works 
might have left unquoted in the general introduction quite 
inadvertently and there was absolutely no intention to under-
mine those works. 
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Chapter I I 
This chapter deals with the s tudies on the interactitan 
of metal oxides with Na SO in the temperature range of 900-
1200 K in a stream of pure and dr ied Op. 
ifinetic s tudies involving weight gain vs time measure-
ments and oxidation s tudies involving the effect of NapSO^ 
concentration on the weight changes are contained i n t h i s 
chapter . The reaction products are iden t i f i ed and charac ter i -
zed by X-ray d i f f rac t ion analys is , opt ical metallography, 
scanning electron microscopy and EDAX ana lys i s . The conduc-
t i v i t y , pH metric and so lub i l i t y measurements were car r ied 
out t o character ize the soluble species in the react ion 
products. Possible mechanism of formation of d i f f e ren t spe-
c ies are put forwarded on the basis of experimental evidence 
and thermochemical data avai lable for the systems. 
The in te rac t ion of Na^SO^ and metal oxides a t high 
temperature r e su l t s in weight losses indica t ing the expulsion 
of S-oxide gases/or vaporization of some v o l a t i l e compounds. 
The t o t a l weight loss was measured under a steady s t a t e condi-
t ion which i s indicated by a constant weight with increasing 
BTcposure time. 
Considering the weight loss as a function of Na^SO^ 
concentration in the metal oxide-Na2S0^ mixture : 
In the f i r s t type, the weight loss decreases with 
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increasing amount of Na^SO^ in the react ion mixture t i l l a 
minima i s obtained and t h i s i s followed by an increase in 
weight loss values . This behaviour i s exhibited by a majority 
of the systems namely, NiO-Na2S0^(12O0 K), AlgO^-NagSO^ClZOO K), 
Cr205-Na2S0£^(l200 K), Fe205-Na2S0^ (llOO and 1200 K), SiOg-
Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K), Ti02-Na2S0^ (1200 K), Nb20^-Na2S0^ 
(1100 K), MoO,-Na2S04 (900 K) and W0 -^Na2S02^ (1100 K). A 
decrease in the weight loss with increasing amount of Na2S0^ 
(upto 0.5 or 0.6 mole fract ion) indica tes l e s s e r formation of 
SOp/SO;, or more binding of S i n the form of sul f ide or sulphate. 
The following types of reactions are proposed : 
Na2S0^(s) - Na20(s) + S(^) + 3/2 0^ (g) 
Na2S04(s) - Na20(s) ^ SQ^is) + 1/2 02(g) 
3NiO + Na2S0^ + 1/2 0^ -* 2NaNi02 + NiSO^ 
3Ni0 + Na2S0^ •• 2NaNi02 •»• NiS + 3/2 Og 
A further increase in the concentration of Na^SO^ 
extends the react ion and an increase in weight l o s s i s 
observed. This may be a t t r ibu ted to the re lease of SO2/SO,. 
2NiO + Na2S0^ - 2NaNi02 + SOg 
2NiO * Na2S0^ + 1/2 0^^ - 2NaNi02 + SO^ 
The second tvpe includes those systems which show an 
increasing weight loss with increasing concentrat iaa of 
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Na2S0^ in the mixture t i l l a maxima i s noticed ( a t 0.4 or 
0.5 mole fract ion of NagSO^^ ) t h i s i s followed by a decrease 
in weight loss values . The systems include*.Co^O^^-NapSO^ 
(1100 and 1200 K), AlgO^-NagSO^ (1100 K), ZrOg-NagS0^(1200 K), 
Nb205-Na2S0^ (1200 K) and Ta205-Na2S0^ (1100 and 1200 K). 
An increasing weight l o s s with increasing NapSO^ 
concentration indica tes the re lease of SOp/SO^ gases, 
2Co,0^ + SNapSO^^  - 6NaCo0p + 3S0p + Op 
2Co,0^ -f JNagSO^^  + 1/2 O2 - SNaCoOg * 380^ 
When the concentraUon of Na2S0^ in the mixture i s 
exceeded by 0.4 or 0.5 mole f rac t ion , a decreasing trend in 
weight loss i s observed, indicat ing the binding of sulfur 
in the form of sulf ides or su l fa tes or l e s s e r formation of 
SO2/SO3. 
The th i rd tyge includes those systems i n which v i r -
tua l ly no change in weight loss values was observed i r e e s -
pect ive of the amount of Na2S0^ present in the mixture. The 
systems showing th i s behaviour includetNiO-NagSO^ (1100 K), 
Cr205-Na2S0^ (1100 K), TiOg-NagSO^ (UOO K), Zr02-Na2S0^ 
(1100 K), and WO -^NagSO^ (ItOO K). In such cases the reac -
t ions are completed presumably in the early stages in presence 
of a small amount of Na2S0£ ,^ hence further addit ion of Na2S0^ 
to the mixture does not influence the k ine t ic of the reactian 
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This could be a t t r ibu ted to the low temperature conditions 
prevai l ing during the reaction slowing down the in te rac t ion 
r a t e of NapSO^ and metal oxide to a minimum. 
The X-ray d i f f rac t ion analysis i den t i f i e s most of the 
cons t i tuents of react ion prodiKits as envisaged from the above 
reac t ions . 
The opt ical metallographic and scanning e lec t ron 
microscopic s tudies show the presence of multiphase s t ruc tu re 
in the react ion products. Each phase represents a cons t i tuent 
usually iden t i f ied by X-ray d i f f rac t ion analys is and i s 
predicted by the proposed reac t ior^ . In general , an oxide 
phase or l^a^SO^^^ appears as white, the react ion prodiKJt NapO.MgO^ 
as grey or l i g h t grey f locculent /granular and a sul f ide as a 
dark phase. The influence of varying s a l t concentration on 
the morphology of reaction products seems t o be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
exhibited by metallographic s tud ies . 
The presence of di f ferent cons t i tuents in the metal 
oxide-Na2S0/^ react ion products i s a lso inferred on the bas i s 
of phase s t a b i l i t y diagrams for the systems Na-M-S-0 which 
were constructed by superimposing Na-S-0 diagram on M-S-0 
diagram. The thennodiagrams indica te tha t the oxides of a l l 
the elements should be converted i n to approjiriate s a l t s a t 
1 atm. o3^gen. Thus from these diagrams, the presence of 
NaCo02, ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 * NaA102, NagCrO^, NaFeOg, NaJiO^, Na2MoO^ or 
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NapWO^  i n the react ion products of M0-Na2S0^ systems i s 
strongly supported. 
The s o l u b i l i t y behaviour of metal oxides i n molten 
NapSO^ f a l l s i n 2 categories : 
( i ) COjO^, CrpO,, FepO, and MoO, show an increase in solubi-
l i t y with increasing Na^SO^ concentration, t h i s i s an 
ind ica t ive of continued fluxing i r r e spec t ive of Na2S0^ 
concentration 
( i i ) MO and Al^O, show increasing so lub i l i t y t i l l a maxima 
i s reached a t about 0,5 mole of Na2S0^ t h i s i s followed 
by a decrease in so lub i l i t y with increasing Na2S0^ 
concentrat ion, t h i s i s an ind ica t ive of fluxing upto 
0.5 mole followed by p rec ip i t a t i on of the oxide on 
further enhancing the concentration of Na2S0^. 
The presence of the soluble species Na20.M20^ ( in 
mixtures containing higher Na^SO^ contents) and su l fa tes in 
the systems (Mixture r i ch in oxide) a lso find support from 
the so lub i l i t y s tudies car r ied out by Rapp and h i s students 
i n recent years . 
From the pH s tud ies , an a lka l ine aqueous solut ion of 
react ion prodircts indicates the re lease of 0 which must be 
present in the high temperature react ion products in the form 
of species such as coba l ta te , n icke la te , aluminate, f e r r i t e . 
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etc., whereas an acidic aqueous solution indicates the 
presence of metal ions as acidic salts. The conductivity 
measurements of MO-NapSO^^ reaction products at varying Na2S0^ 
concentration show the presence of breaks in conductance 
curves indicating the formation of soluble complex species 
at certain mole fractions of Na^SO^ in the mixture. 
Chapter III 
This chapter contains the r e su l t s of s tud ies ca r r ied 
out to inves t iga te the in t e rac t ioa of metal oxide and NaCl 
in the temperature range of 800-1200 K in flowing oxygen. 
The oxides chosen for these s tudies include AlpO,, TiOp* ZrOp. 
Si02, Nb20c, TagOc, Cr20,, MoO,, WO,, Fe20,, Co^ O^^  and MiO. 
The in te rac t ion of NaCl and metal oxide a t high tempera-
tures r e s u l t s invariably in weight losses indica t ing the e:q)ul-
sion of v o l a t i l e metal chloride/Cl2(g)/NaCl. These losses 
incurred by NaCl-metal oxide systems are accounted by the 
following processes : 
( i ) evaporation of NaCl 
( i i ) evaporation of v o l a t i l e metal chlorides formed during 
the react ion 
( i i i ) re lease of chlorine during the react ion of metal chlor ide 
with osqrgen and 
( iv) evaporation of v o l a t i l e metal oxide. 
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The magnitude of the weight loss depends upon several 
factors, namely, the reaction temperature, the nature of the 
oxide, thermodynamic feasibility of the reaction and kinetic 
of the reaction. 
The different reactions occurring during the interaction 
of NaCl with metal oxide are described sequentially as follow : 
(i) NaCl reacts with oxygen to give NapO and Cl2(g) 
2NaCl + 1/2 O2 ^  NagO + Cl^ 
(ii) metal oxide dissolves into NagO to form NapO^MpO^ 
NagO + n^O^ ^ Na20.M20^ 
Na20 + Al20^ ^ aNaAlOg 
(iii) Cl2(g) reacts with metal oxide to give metal chloride 
"2°x* ^•^Z "^ ^^^x * -"-/^  °2 
Al20^ + 3CI2 ^ 2AlClj + 3/2 0^ 
The formation of various species as represented in the reac-
tions for the different NaCl- metal oxide systems are accounted 
by the following experimental evidenees ; 
(i) the continuous weight loss with time on exposure to 
oxygen 
(ii) the optical and scanning photomicrographs of the 
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react ion products show phase s t ruc tures representing 
oxide/chloride/mixed oxides 
( i i i ) the X-ray di f f rac t ion pa t te rns identify the presence 
of most of the pzxjducts depicted in the above react ions 
( iv) the EDAX concentration prof i l es ind ica te the presence 
of metal chlor ide and/or sodium metal oxide i n the 
react ion products. 
The oxide so l i ib i l i ty in molten s a l t var ies from a few ppm of 
NiO, Fe^O, and Co,0^ to several thousand ppm of MoO^  ; Al20^ 
occupying a middle posi t ion (several hundred ppm), Cbviously 
the soluble metal species present i n solut ion are e i t h e r in 
the form of metal chlor ide and/or in the form of MOp , MO2 
or MO^  . Due t o \Joi»-^ility of most of the chlor ides within 
the temperature range (1000-1200 K) selected for t h i s study 
there i s l i t t l e l ike l ihood of the presence of metal chlor ide 
in s igni f icant concentrations in the react ion products. 
Therefore, with very low so lub i l i t y of oxide in molten NaCl, 
— — — 2— 
formation of complex species e .g . , CoOp, NiOp* CrOp or CrO^ 
and FeOp can be presumed i n NaCl-Co^O^, NaCl-NiO, NaCl-CrpO, 
and NaCl-FepO^ systems, respect ively . The evidence for the 
formation of these species i s provided by X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
and EDAX analys is . 
AlpO, has a r e l a t ive ly high s o l u b i l i t y in molts i NaCl, 
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the •/ chlor ide l o s t during the react ion i s much lower than 
the chloride l o s t i n other systems. In such Circumstances 
there i s very l ikel ihood of the formation of NaAlOp along with 
some chloride of Al. In NaCl-MoO, system, the high s o l u b i l i t y 
of Moo, in molten NaCl i s ind ica t ive of the massive formation 
of Na2Mo02^ . 
Under feLgh temperature conditions and oxidising atmos-
pheres, the following behaviour can be generalized i n a metal 
oxide-NaCl system. 
Under low oxide so lub i l i t y condi t ions , the regions 
beneath the surface of oxide/NaCl would have high a c t i v i t y 
of chlor ine (or low o^g^gen a c t i v i t y ) , therefore , the formation 
of chlor ide i s most favourable. Since most of the metal l ic 
chlorides formed have a high vapour pressure they are vaporized 
off giving a porous appearance t o the surface. Some of the 
metal chlorides may remain as l e f t over and present as a 
condensed phase. With the formation of ch lor ides , the a c t i v i t y 
of Na increases and oxygen penetrates through the pores, th is 
r e s u l t s i n establishment of conditions tha t favour the forma-
t ion of sodiiBtt metal oxides. Some of the chlor ides which are 
formed mgght be converted in to oxides by osqygen a t the surface 
or underneath when i t comes in to contact with diffused o^^gen. 
The formation of oxide from laetal chlor ide r e s u l t s i n the 
production of Cl2(g). If the chlor ine gas i s produced a t the 
surface then there i s l i t t l e p o s s i b i l i t y of chlor ide formation 
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due to low partial pressure of the gas, however, beneath 
the surface a high activity of chlorine persists which 
favours the formation of metallic chloride. 
Chapter IV 
The high temperature (900-1200 K) in t e rac t ion of 
t r a n s i t i o n metal carbides namely Cr^C,, Fe^C, TiC, ZrC, NbC, 
TaC, MoC, WC, HfC or VC with Na^ SOji^  in a stream of high 
pur i ty (99.9 '/) ©2 has been discussed in Chapter IV. A 20 hr 
oxidation run was found to be adequate t o provide react ion 
products under steady s t a t e condit ions. 
Considering the oxidation k ine t ic for the metal carbide-
NapSO^ systems, 3 types of systems are d i s t ingu ishab le . 
Type I showing rapid weight loss followed by a rapid 
weight gain t i l l a steady s t a t e i s reached, the systems include 
NagSO^-Cr-^C^ (1000 K), NagSO^-Pe^C (1200 K), NagSO^-TiC (1200)^ 
Na2S0^-ZrC (1200 K), NagSO -^MoC (900 K), NagSO^^ -VC (800 K) 
and Na2S0^-HfC (1200 K). The i n i t i a l weight losses observed 
for these systems are due to the evolution of CO^^ SOp gases 
during the decomposition of carbides . The metal oxide, Na20 
and Na2S formed during these react ions subsequently i n t e r a c t 
mutually. The in te rac t ion r e su l t s in the formation of sodium 
metal oxide, NagMO ,^ Na2M02, Na2M0x or NaMO, along with metal 
suLfides. NagSO^ i s l i k e l y t o be generated during the course 
of react ions : 
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2Cr«C, * NagSO^ + 16 O2 - ^GrgO, + SO^ + 6602 + NagO 
2CryCj + NagSO^ + 29/2 0^ - 7Cr205 + 6CO2 -^  Na2S 
^ a 2 S • 5Cr20^ + 6Na20 •• 19/2 0^^ - SNagCrO^ + 2CrS + 
2Na2S0^ 
The X-ray di f f ract ion pa t te rns of the react ion products 
show strong l ines /peaks of sodium metal oxides, metal su l f ides 
and Na2S0|^  along with oxides. 
Type I I systems show a r a the r i r r egu l a r pa t t e rn . Al te r -
nate regions of weight losses and weight gains are observed 
u n t i l a steady s t a t e i s achieved. The systems showing th i s 
behaviour include: NagSO r^NbC (1200 K), Na2S0^-TaC (1200 K) 
and Na2S0 -^WC (900 K). In these systems Na^SO^ produced reacts 
presumably with carbide to form CO2/SO2 gases ( r e su l t ing in 
weight losses) t h i s i s fdlov/ed by in te rac t ion of Na20 and/ 
or NagS with 1^205, ^^^2^ 0^ ^^3 '^^ ^orm NaNbO ,^ NaTaO, or 
Na2W0^ ( resu l t ing i n weight ga ins ) . This process of occurence 
of a l t e rna t e cycles of weight losses and weight gains t e n a i -
nates when there i s no excess of carbide or oxide l e f t with. 
Considering weight loss as a function of Na2S0^ 
concentration in the mixture, the t o t a l weight l o s s decreases 
invar iably with increasing concentration of Na2S0A i n the 
react ion mixture. The systems showing t h i s behaviour include: 
Na280^-NbC (1200 K), Na2S0^-TaC (1200 K), NagSO^-Cr^C^ (1100 
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and 1200 K) and NagSO -^VC (1100 K). A weight loss as a ne t 
change in weight i s possible only when weight l o s s due to 
e:Q)ulsion of CO /^SOp i s g rea te r than the weight gain due to 
conversion of carbide in to oxide. A decrease in weight loss 
with increasing concentration of NagSO^ coiiLd be the r e s u l t 
of l e s s e r formation of COp/SOg, conversion of carbide i n t o 
oxide, more binding of sulfur i n to the forai of su l f ide or 
formation of sodium metal oxide l i k e NaMO,, NapMO^ e t c . 
Fran so lub i l i t y measurements of metal carbide in molten 
NapSO^, there i s ample evidence for the formation of soluble 
metal species in the systems : NapSO^-CryC^ (1000 K), Na^SO^-
McC (900 K) and Na2S0^-VC (900 K). The presence of water 
soluble species l i k e NapMOO^  and MaVO^  in the so l id react ion 
products has indeed been confirmed by X-ray d i f f rac t ion 
ana lys i s . 
In the presence of Na^SO^, the metal carbide decomposes 
in to respective metal oxide. The resul t ing oxide i n t e r ac t s 
with NapSO^ forming metal sulf ide a t the regions of low oxygen 
a c t i v i t i e s and soluble sodium metal oxide a t the regions of 
high oxygen a c t i v i t i e s . The establishment of the regions of 
high and low o:cygen a c t i v i t i e s simultaneously, could be a t t r i -
buted to the loca l conditions prevailed during the reac t ion , 
Thas the regions beneath the surface layers of react ion 
mixture should have much lower oxygen a c t i v i t y t o f a c i l i t a t e 
sul f ide formation. 
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Chapter V 
Chapter V includes studies corKiaining with the i n t e r -
act ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal caiHbides with NaCl i n the molar 
r a t i o s 1 J 2 , I s l and 2 t l , respect ively , in the temperature 
range of 800-1200 K in a stream of pure and dried oscjrgen gas. 
The t r an s i t i o n metal carbides chosen for t h i s study include 
CVrjZy Fe^C, TiC, ZrC, NbC, TaC, MoC, ¥C, VC and HfC. 
The k ine t ic of in te rac t ion of NaCl and t r a n s i t i o n metal 
caxi)ide shows tha t there i s a rapid i n i t i a l weight l o s s f o l l -
owed by a gradual weight gain. This behaviour i s exhibited 
invariably by a l l the systems. 
The esqpulsion of COp/Clp (g) presumably accounts the 
i n i t i a l weight loss incurred during the in t e rac t ion of a 
metal carbide and molten NaCl and i s represented by the follow-
ing react ions : 
aCr^C^ • 2NaCl + 17 Og - l^r^^ + Na20 + ecOg + CI2 
2Fe^C + 2NaCl * 1 0^ ^ 3^^2p^ •*" ^ ^2° * ^^°2 * "^'•2 
The NapO formed is dissolved in metal oxide to give 
sodium metal oxide, the Glp evolved during the above cited 
reactions may also react with metal oxide to form metal 
chloride. These reactions are infact seemed to be reaponsible 
for the weight gains observed during the course of reaction 
and are represented as follows : 
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Cr20j * 2Na20 + 3/2 Og -^ 2Na2CrO^ 
^^2°3 * ^^2 '* 2CrCl^ + 3/2 Og 
Fe20^ + Na20 - ZNaFeOg 
FegOj + 3CI2 - 2FeCl3 + 3/2 Og 
The weight gain i s continuous in the systems : NaCl-
Cr^C^ (1200 K), NaCl-Fe^C (1200 K), NaCl-TaC (1200 K), NaCl-
MoC (800 K) and NaCl-VC (900 K) t i l l no change i n weight i s 
observed on further increasing the exposure time. Some 
weight loss i s expected due to vaporization of v o l a t i l e metal 
chiofides but over a l l change in t o t a l weight i s weight gain. 
In the systems, NaCl-TiC (1200 K), NaCl-ZrC (1200 K), 
NaCl-NbC (1200 K), NaCl-WC (1000 K) and NaCl-HfC (1200 K), the 
t o t a l weight gain observed a f te r i n i t i a l weight l o s s i s 
in ter rupted and a fur ther weight loss i s observed t i l l a 
steady s t a t e i s achieved. The vapourization of v o l a t i l e 
chlor ides i s seemed undoubtedly the main cause of weight loss 
observed in k ine t ic curves. A glace on the thermodynamic 
data of the chlor ides indica tes very high vapour pressures 
for the chlorides of Ti , Zr, Hf, Nb and W. 
In ga i e r a l , following reaction i s seemed to be respon-
s ib l e for the i n i t i a l weight losses : 
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( i ) e3q)ulsion of COp/Clp gases. 
The wdight gains which are immediately followed by 
the i n i t i a l weight losses are accounted by the formation of 
( i ) sodium metal oxide and ( i i ) metal l ic ch lo f i i e . 
The weight losses incurred following weight gains in 
some cases might be due to the vaporization of v o l a t i l e 
ch lor ides . 
The presence of metal chlor ide and NapO.MpO^ type 
compounds has been ident i f ied by X-ray d i f f rac t ion analys is 
in most of the cases . 
Except NaCl-Cr^C^ (1200 K) and NaCl-VC (900 K), a l l 
the systems show a decrease in t o t a l weight gain values with 
increasing NaCl concentration in the NaCl- carbide mixture, 
obviously the increasing amount of NaCl in the mixture prcanotes 
enhanced fonnation of COp/Clp gases and v o l a t i l e metal ch lo r -
ides resu l t ing in decreasing weight gains . 
The s o l u b i l i t y measurements provide subs tan t i a l 
evidence for the presence of water soluble metal-containing 
species in the so l id react ion products of NaCl- metal carbide 
a t high temperatures. The soluble metal species present in 
2— -
solut ions are e i the r in the form of chlorides or M0| , MOp or 
2 -MO^^ . Most of the water soluble species found in the so l id 
react ion products are ident i f ied by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s . 
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The transition metal carbides on interaction with 
molten NaCl are decomposed into respective metal oxides with 
simultaneous evolution of COg and Clp. The surface of the 
reaction mixture is the region of high oxygen activity and 
therefore, formation of sodium metal oxide is the predominent 
reaction. The regions beneath tha surface layers have rela-
tively low oxygen activity and high chlorine activity thus 
favouring the formation of chloride. 
In case of metal chlorides, two cases are to be 
considered j 
(i) Due to high vapour pressure of volatile metal chlorides, 
the chloride vapours exert sufficient pressure on the outer 
layers and deposit on the surface. The chlorides at the 
surface/Op interface are either volatilized off or oKidized 
forming oxide and ClgCg). The 02(g).an^or Cl^Cg) from the 
surface may penetrate into the underneath layers carrying out 
oxidation or chlorination reactions. This provides a porous 
structure in which outer surface layer should contain oxide 
and sodium metal oxide in predominent concentrations and 
underneath layers are relatively rich in chlorides. Any 
residual chloride and/or carbide also form the part of multi-
phase structure. 
(ii) In case of non volatile chloride, the metal chlorides 
have relatively low vapour pressures and therefore^ mostly 
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retained in the lower layers. The microstructural features 
of the reaction products containing non vola t i le chlorides 
are expected to be sl ightly different. In the former, the 
multiphase stimcture should be relatively non porous with much 
higher chloride contents in the lower layers. 
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions could be drawn from the 
s tudies carr ied out on the high temperature in te rac t ions 
of metal l ic oxide and carbide with NapSO^ and NaCl separa-
t e ly in a stream of O^^gas. 
Chapter I I [ In te rac t ion of metal oxide and NapSO^] 
( i ) The in te rac t ion of Na^SO^ and metal oxide a t high 
temperature r e su l t s in weight loss indica t ing the 
expulsion of S-oxide gases and/or vaporizat ion of 
some v o l a t i l e compounds, 
( i i ) Sodium metal oxides, Na20.M20^ and metal su l f ides are 
invariably present in the metal oxide - NapSO^^  reac-
t ion products. The evidence for the presence of these 
species has been provided by X-ray d i f f rac t ion ana lys i s , 
opt ica l and scanning micrographs, EDAX studies and 
so lub i l i t y measurements. Study of the re levant Na-M-S-0 
thermal phase diagrams also support the presence of 
these cons t i tuents in the react ion products. 
Chapter I I I [ In terac t ion of metal oxide and NaCl] 
( i ) The high temperature in t e rac t ion of NaCl and metal 
oxide r e su l t s invariLably in weight losses indicat ing 
the e3q)ulsion of v o l a t i l e metal chloride/Clp(g)/NaCl. 
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( i i ) During the in te rac t ion , NapO.MpO and metal chlor ide 
are the usual reaction products. 
( i i i ) The so lub i l i t y measurements indicate the presence of 
soluble species CoOg* NiOg* CrOg or CrO^ and FeOg in 
NaCl-Co,0^, NaCl-NiO, NaCl-Cr20, and NaCl-Fe20, systems 
whereas in NaCl-MoO^ and NaCl-AlpO, systems there i s 
evidence of the presence of metal chlorides in addit ion 
2— -
to oxyanion species, MoO^  and AIO2. 
Chapter Vf [ In te rac t ion of metal carbide and NapSOj^ j] 
( i ) High temperature in te rac t ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal carbide 
and NapSO^ r e su l t s i n i t i a l l y in rapid weight losses 
followed by rapid weight gains. The weight losses are 
due to the evolution of COp/SOp during the decomposi-
t ion of carbides in presence of Na2S0/^, The weight 
gains are due to the formation of sodium metal oxide 
and metal sul f ide by the mutual in te rac t ions of metal 
oxide, Na20 and Na2S« 
( i i ) From so lub i l i t y measurements of metal carbides in 
molten Na2S0^, there i s ample indicat ion for the presence 
of water soluble metal species MOp, MO "^ and MO^  in the 
react ion products. 
Chapter Y [ in te rac t ion of metal carbide and NaCl] 
( i ) High temperature in te rac t ion of t r a n s i t i o n metal 
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carbide and NaCl r e su l t s invariably i n a rapid i n i t i a l 
weight l o s s followed by gradual weight gains . 
( i i ) The t r ans i t i on metal carbides on in t e r ac t ion with NaCl "^^ ^ 
decomposed in to respective metal oxides, with simulta-
neous evolution of COp and Cl^. The surface of the 
react ion mixture i s the region of high 03«ygen a c t i v i t y 
and therefore , formation of sodium metal oxide i s a 
predominent react ion. The regions beneath the surface 
layers have r e l a t ive ly low os^gen a c t i v i t y or high 
chlorine a c t i v i t y and thus favouring the fonnattion of 
ch lo r ide ( s ) . 
( i i i ) The microstructural features of the reac t ion product 
containing v o l a t i l e chloride i s d i f ferent from that 
containing non v o l a t i l e chlor ide . In the l a t t e r , the 
multiphase s t ruc ture i s r e l a t i ve ly non porous with 
much higner chloride contents in the lower layers 
whereas in the former, a porous s t ruc tu re i s present 
in which outer layers contain oxide and sodium metal 
oxides in predominent concentrat ions. 
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6.3 FUTURE PLAN OF WORK 
I t i s proposed to extend the work on the metal oxide-
Na2S0^/NaCl and metal carbide-NagSO^/NaCl i n t e r a c t i o n s . The 
following studies are under consideration : 
( i ) Study of metal oxide-NapSO^^ and metal carbide-NapSO^ 
in te rac t ions a t d i f ferent p a r t i a l pressures of SOp/SO^. 
( i i ) During in te rac t ion kinet ic of metal oxide -NapSO^ and 
metal carbide -NapSO^ systems, quant i ta t ive measurement 
of SO2 and SQ^/S02 oug^t to be car r ied , 
( i i i ) Comparative study of the NapSO^-induced hot corrosion 
behaviour of d i f ferent metal systems and the correspon-
ding metal oxide-NapSO^ systems. 
( iv) Comparative study of the hot corrosion behaviour of 
some carbide-dispersed a l loy systems such as Ni-Cr-
carbide and NiO-CrpO^-carbide systems. 
(v) Iden t i f i ca t ion of v o l a t i l e metal l ic chlor ides and 
other v o l a t i l e products by Mass Spectroscopy while 
studying the k ine t ic of the in te rac t ion of metal oxide-
NaCl systems. 
(v i ) So lubi l i ty s tudies of metal oxides in molten NaCl 
i n O2/CI2 atmospheres for which v i r t u a l l y no data i s 
ava i lab le . 
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